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TITLE: SYSTEMATIC STUDY TO DEVELOP AND EVALUATE CRITERIA FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPORT 
OF PERSOI~S CONF INED TO CONTROLLED ECOlOG ICAl LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
This report will only provide the second part of a total research which consists 
of three projects which are shown as follows: 
Project 1: Evaluation and progression of the space feeding concept frum early 
missions to the present stage. 
~ Project 2: Projected nutrit; ona 1 ct"iteri a for the Space Orerat ions Center. 
Project 3: Projected nutritional criteria for the Closed Ecological Life 
Support System. 
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Based on experience from past missions, there are known physiological as well 
,..,. as psychological stresses existing in crew members as a result of space flight. 
~ 
It is also known that stress can contribute to the increased less of calcium and 
nitrogen from the body. Since hiQh den~ity foods will be made with high calorie 
nutritionally complete liquid, it \'Ii11 be able to protect the body's loss of 
nitrogen (4, 5), 
After considering all of these needs for the crew in an extended mission, 
the researcher looks for these projects to develop new high density foods. 
OBJECTIVES 
a. To achieve the nutritional need in LEO Space Station-
b. To bring varieties in the diet of crews for extended mission, 
c. To provide highest CJlorie in concentrated form. 
d. To provide complete nutrients. 
e. To study the shelf-life of the products prQduc~d, 
"" BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
-----
The space flight missions are always supported with nutritious foods for 
the, crews of the space flight. Research and technological developments in 
this field are going on as the man's desire to stay longer and longer in space 
is becoming increasingly inevitable. The dehydrated, frozen, irradiated and 
thermostabilized foods have played a very important role in space flights 
supplying necessary ingredients needed for supporting life in orbit and in 
spi~ce . 
In this preview in mind, the researcher is interested in the preparation of 
high density food \>Ihich will meet the criteria of space food. Following facto,~s 
should be reviewed before applying any theoretical concepts foods into practice, 
1. Nutritional Value. The Nutritional value of the food should be formulated 
to meet the need 0& the human in a relatively simple product. Nutritional 
availability must te fully supported by the foo~ in quality and quantity, 
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2. Safet.l.. The food intake should be safe in a given environment. F='ood consumed 
in a closed environment should take into account the special needs, if any, for 
safety as to its side effects, especially in regard to microbiological growth 
as well as its toxicity levels. 
3. Convenience. Food items should be convenient to use by the crews with con-
siderations ~S to their age, sex, health status and also to the personal 
preferences of the individual. 
4. Food Acceptan~. Very often food habits are very much of personal prefer-
t!flces given that variety of foods are available for consumption. Hence factors 
must be considered for the;l~ ~cceptability. 
With these objectives in view, the researcher has tried to evaluate,the 
high density liquid foods designed for enteral feeding by the Organon F~od 
Company. Products evalUated were "Magnacal,iI "Sumacal" and "r~icrolipids." 
These products are used for hospital patients who may suffer from protein 
calories undernutrition, and of Cardiac Cachexia. 
Magnaca1 is a lactose-free formula designed for both total and supplemental 
nutritional support in those :linical conditions that demand caloric and 
nutritional requirements which standard liquid fl!edings cannot satisfy The 
exceptionally high caloric density (2,0 cal/ml) makes Magnacal especially 
suitable for patients who cannot tolerate high v~lume feedings but who require 
high caloric levels. Magnacal is useful in the dietary management of patiei1ts 
with a wide variety ')f hypermetabolic conditions resulting from such caU5~S as: 
1. Major Burns 
2. Severe Trauma 
3. Multiple Fractures 
4. Major Sepsis 
5. Major Surgery 
.• __ :::t:_-_ .. -
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6. Advanced or Metatastic Cancer 
'" 7. Severe Anorexia 
, 
8. Hyperactive States or Prolonged Muscular Hypertonicity 
Magnacal is also effective as an oral supplement for patients requirinu 
additional calories (15). 
Micro1ipid is useful in the dietary management of patients requiring 
caloric supplementation o Microlipids high concentration of calo,-ies (4,5 ca1/ml) 
is derived solely fr.om fat and can provide energy for metabolism without an 
undue increase in the volume of the diet. Microlipids are rich in linoletic 
and other unsaturated fatty acids. Microli~ids mdY be useful in the following 
conditions (16): 
1. Fatty Acid Deficiencies 
2. Urem1 a 
3. Diseased and Debilitated States 
~ 4. Postoperative Convalescence 
5. Preoperative Preparation of Malnourished Patients 
6. -Severe Burns 
7 • ~1ajor Seps is 
Sumacal is desi~ned for nutritional support in those clinical conditions 
that demand a Supplemental Source of carbohydrate calories Unflavored Sumacal 
can provide additional carbohydrate calories in combination '.'lith other Organon 
nutritional products nutritionally complete fonnulas. Sumacal contains no fat 
or protein which makes it especially useful as a supplement fer patients on fat 
and protein restricted diets. Sumacal may be beneficial in :ne dietary mana~ement 
of patients with the following condition (23): 
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1. Severe Burns 
2. Major Sepsis 
3. Severe Trauma 
~. Acute or Chronic Renal Disease 
5. Major Surgery 
6. Cystic Fibrosis 
7. Anorexia 
8. Pre- ~nd Postop~rative Care 
Dr. Steven B. Hemsfiled in his paper on Cardiac Cachexia has pointed out 
some of the uses of these HDL products (22). 
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The enteral route of refeeding is selected first unless severe intestinal 
~roblems limit intake. If the full dose of the prescribed diet cannot be 
orally ingested, then the balance is administered through a fine-bore naso-
enteral cannula. The enteral formula selected for tube feeding should have 
~ the following properties: high caloric density (2,0 preferred over 1 0 Kcal/cc), 
low sodium «2 g/day), and Kcal/gmN ratio of about 150:1. A cOl11l1ercially pre-
par.ed solution is available \~h;ch meets these criteria (i ,e., t1AGNACAL Tr." 
Organon Nutritional Products), or the formula cC.n be prepared by the d;ctHian 
from readily available modules8• If only part uf the daily requirements can 
be met by enteral feedings, the balance of daily requirements are supplied by 
peripheral vein fluids (i"e., P-9009. Intralipid(R), etc. Recall that the 
undernourished cardiac patient is unduly susceptible to repletion heart 
failure, and therefore requires caref,1l clinical monitoring and gradual 
increasing doses of nutrients. Dr, Horwitz, et. al, observed the use of the!e 
HDL foods in cast~ of Ascitises, Cirrhosis and Cachexiac 
ACC patients with minimal elevations in ser~m bilirubin ~nd plasma ammonia, 
,.. often resistant to standard enteral formulae, Cem be effectively repleted usinq 
modular or fixed composition high density solutions (11), 
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Enter~l and perenteral hyper~limentation can renour1~h the severely wasted 
~t malabsorbing diabetic as shown in a study conduc.ted by Or. 1. Hersh, et al. (10). 
Lean body mass can now be maintained or repleted by the enteral route in 
contrast to the parenteral route in patients with a wlde variety of gastro-
intestinal and other diseases. The applicability of enteral hypera1il11P.ntation 
as a primary form of therapy in inflammatory bowel diseases, in reversing the 
cachexia (,f advanced cirrhosis, in protecting irradiated cancer patients fr()l11 
~nter;c and hemotologic toxicity and in the treatment uf acute renal failure, 
hold promises but must await the outcome of carefully controlled clinical 
studies (2l). 
George L. Blackburn. et al •• have pointed out in their study about the 
nutritional and metabolic assessment of the hospitalized patients that the 
nutritional and metabolic profile indicate~ the causes of malnutrition, namely 
insufficient protein and calor:e') and establishes individual guidelines for the 
patient's nutrit,iena1 therapy (2). 
At present enteral hyperalimentation are lIsed in hospital patients only, 
The researcher feels that these products can be used for the conventional diets 
with further study and modification to improve physical characteristics. 
The Pilhbury Company also has made some remarkable contribution in the 
preparation of the high density bar to supplement the food supply for the 
Skylab 4 mission which was extended from the nominal mission of 56 days to a 
mission of 85 days in duration (18). 
Jack R. Durst conducted research about stable food pieces, has oointed out 
that compact food units designed to provide a completely balanced diet provided 
by incorporating e~sentia1 nutrients into a unitary, flexible food piece con-
taining a continuous external phase of a hyd\~ophi1ic film former, water and ar 
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edible humectant. The exter~al phase encapsulates an internal phase of minute 
fat globules. The food pieces aloe resistant to physical, chemical, and bacterio-
logical degradation (13). 
A protein fortified Jod bar of a controlled calorie content is composed of 
several crisp wafers stacked one above the other with a creamy filling between 
them. Each wafer is composed of 11 parts of flour. about 6 parts of added 
protein, e.g •• calcium caseinate or a lactalbumin-casein coprecipitate, about 
0.8 parts oil as a release agent and a small amount of chemical leavening. The 
filling layered between the wafers consists of 10 parts shorteninq, about 10 
parts of a finely divided protein such as milk protein. about 6 parts sugar, a 
minor amount of flavor if desired and a vitamin and mineral moisture, if desired. 
A confectioners coating can be applied over the composite bar if desired. 
Jay E. Morgan, in his research about high protein food bar. hds discussed 
that (12). Betty L. Brooking conducted similar research as J. Durst about pro-
cess for forming stable food p~eces has found out that foods t"emain flexible 
during storage and do not lose oil when molded or otherwise formed into pieces (1). 
Food bar and method for making. another research conducted by Jack ~. Durst. 
showed that a compact, solid food unit characterized as possessing hardness. 
frangibility and water dispensib1e characteristics is imparted by utilization 
o~ a binder which provides a structural matrix for discrete edible food partic1e~. 
The binder is comprised of a discontinuous ph'ase of fat globules encapsulated 
by a continuous phase of water and a hydrophilic film former (14). 
The research actlvity was conducted in different phases to formulate high 
density foods. A standard recipe (#300) for Scones/Biscuits adapted from the 
~ recipe book of Culinary Art5 Institute (7). 
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In the experimental phase, the researchers tried to make Scones/Biscuit" 
chanqing variables sucn as replad:·q milk with various high density liquids pro-
duced by the Organon Food Company. Five different recipes were studied. In 
each n'dJ,J8 the milk cQ~ponent \Jas replaced by the HDL product. 
The first experimental high density Scones/Biscuits were made with 
~'agnacal. a high density liquid product produced by Organon Food Comoany, 
replacing milk from the controlled recipe keeping all other ingredients int~ct 
as in the original recipe. 
The second high density Scones/Biscuits werp. made by replacing milk with 
Sumacal, all other components unchanged from the controlled recipe. 
The third high density Scones/Biscuits were made, replacing milk with 
r1iCrolipids. Since microlipid is a fat emulsion product, shortening was also 
deleted from the experirl'ental recipe. 
The fourth high density Scones/Biscuits were made by replacing milk with 
Microlipids. 
The fifth high density Scones/Biscuits were made by replacing ~ilk with 
'!l~;,(;~al and Micro-lipids by doubling the controlled recipe in every respect 
except baking powder. 
#300 is the control Y'ecipe for Scones/Biscuits and :;400 is the control 
recipe for muffins. 
The researcher also made ~luf~;t1s a standard recipe adapted from th~ bock of 
Culinary Arts Institute. Muffins were also made in an experimental basis by 
replacing milk with Magnacal. 
The recipes g€~erated due to the experiments are appended in the appendix 
for further evaluation in order to produce and culture more about high density 
foods in the Spacp Program. 
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Sensory methods in which palatability is evaluated by a panel of judqes are 
essential to most food experiments because they answer all the important ques-
tions of hO'il a food should taste, smell. look, and f~el. It is axiomatic that. 
only a food which is prepared in a reproducible manner is worth the effort cf 
scoring fol' it is only when the conditions of preparations are carefully con-
trolled and defined that differences in quality can be a tribute to knO\oJn 
. 
variables. Careful sampling of the food is also necessary (20). 
9 
All of the food samples were judged by trained panelists (JSC Food Laboratory). 
All of the foods were labeled and coded carefully, and all foods were evaluated 
by the sensory method on the basis of the following characteristics: 
a. Appearance 
b. Color 
c. Odor 
d. Flavor 
e. Texture 
f. avera 11 
A nine-point hed,mic scale was used to evaluate the products: 
9-Li ke Extro,!I'1G ly 
a-Like Very Mucn 
7-Like Moderately 
6-Like Slightly 
5-Neither Like or Dislike 
4-0is1ike Slightly 
3-Dislike Modera+ely 
2-Dislike Very M~ch 
l-Dis1ike Extrem~ly 
------,---... -----.~-.... - .. 
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Shelf-life of space food must be consld£'rably longer than llIost conventional 
r- foods to allow for til'le to permit testinq, evaluation and packaq'f:g of flight 
foods. These are time consuming operations and require that sufficient time be 
allocated before each missiJn. 
The experimental Scones/Biscuits ilnd t1uffins reqlJired a shelf-life study, 
and stored at three different temperatures for lhree different time lengths. 
The products are storrd at a temperature of 40°, 70° and 1000 Farenheit for 15, 
30, and 90 days. 
After shelf-life study, the high density Scones/Biscuits and 11uffins will 
again be tested by the sensory evaluation panel. The products are also tested 
for any kind of visible changes, development of mold, etc. 
10 
Nutritional analysis of the high density fouds are also in progress in the 
JSC Biomedical Laboratory. The results of the analyses \'1)11 be completed within 
the next two months. 
-- -- --- --- -- - - ---------- ~---~-
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RESULTS 
........ _--
Table I. Scones/Biscuits with High Density Liquid 
"lagnaca-l--s"Liiiia-cal -'~Hc-r-o:----'11i ero:" - r.nc-rO:------COnfror-
Overall 
Rating 
Range 
+ 7.0-1.2 
4-8 
---_._._-
lipid + lipid lipid 
~agnacal with 
____________ Sh.Q.rten.i.D.9..-___ _ 
+ + 
5.8-1.3 6.2-0.9 
3-8 5-8 
+ + 6.5-1.1 5.2-1.7 
5-9 2-8 
6.5~1.3 
4-9 
T~ole II. Muffins with High DenSity Liquid 
--~------ ~--- ------.--~--------
Control tlagnaca 1 :luffi n 
._------.------.----.-------------------------_. 
Overa 11 
Rating 
Range 
+ 6.7-0.9 
5-8 
-------------~--~--
+ 6.8-1.2 
4-8 
A shelf-life study will be conducted only about the product which is rated 
above five in the nine-point hedonic scalp. 
I 
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SUt-f·1ARY AND CONCLUS ION 
-------~-----.-----. 
Space flight poses special problems in food technology. Calorie-dense, 
nutritious and palatable, balanced diet in a suitable fonn ~re necessary for 
space flight. Food must influence with packaging, water supply, waste and 
residue disposal syste~s and with food preparation and serving equipment. Food 
must be adequately protected against deteri0 r ation, chemical, physical and 
biological. Also, all food must be adapted to consumption at Zero-gravity 
(3, 8, 9). 
The conclusive report about high density foods -- particularly for Space 
Operations Center -- is yet to come. 
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2 cups sifted flour 
4 teaspoons baking powder 
1/2 teaspoon salt 
1/4 cup sugar 
1 egg, beaten 
1/4 cup melted shortening 
1 cup milk 
Me tho.d_ 9.( Prepa r.a .~i.9.,! 
----~ .. 
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MUFFINS 
-----
Sift dry ingredients together. nix egq, shortening and milk together thot"oughly. 
Combine mixtures, stirring just enough to dampen flour. Fill greased muffin 
pan 2/3 full. Bake at 400°F. 25 min. Makes 12-15 muffins. 
1 
r" 
2 cups Bisquick 
1 cup Magnaca 1 
~ 1 egg 
I 
r 1/4 cup brown sugar 
1 tea~~oon cinnamon 
1/2 cup 'ple (finely chopped) 
1 tab1esp~Jn cooking oil 
dash of sa 1 t 
Method of Preparation 
a Heat oven to 400 F. Mix ingredients vigorously for 30 seconds. Fill muffin cups 
2/3 full. Bake 15-18 min. (until golden brm-m). 
~-----------------
NOTE: This is an experimental r~cir>e. In this experiment milk component was 
substituted with high density fluid Magnacal. 
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2 cups sifted flour 
1 tablespoon sugar 
1/2 teaspoon salt 
.. K 
4 teaspoons baking powder 
1/4 cup shortening 
1/2 to 2/3 cup milk 
1 egg well beaten 
r~e lted butter 
Sugar 
Method of preparation 
'8 
Sift dry ingr:!dients together; cut in shortening. Add mi lk to egg; add to flour 
mixture gradually, adding more milk ~f necessary. Kne~d lightly on a floured 
surface. Roll into a round 1/2" thick. Cut into wedges, place on baking sheet, 
brush \'Jith melted butter, dredge with sugar. Bake at 4000 F 15-18 min. r1akes 
15 (4") Scones. 
NOTE: This is a standard recipe for making Scones. In each experimental rf~cipe, 
Scones were made by replacing milk \>lith r1icrolipid, Surnacal and t1agnacal. 
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CARDIOVASCULAR ADAPTATIONS IN WEIGHTLESSNESS: 
The Influe1ce of In-flight Exercise Programs on the 
Cardiovasculer Adjustments during Weightlessness 
and Upon Returning to Earth 
Charles H. Bennett, Ph.D. 
Department of B11logy 
Kentucky State University 
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CARDIOVASCULAR ADAPTATIONS IN WEIGHTLfSSNESS: 
The Influence of In-flight Exercise Programs on the 
Cardiovascular Adjustments during Weightlessness 
and Upon Returning to rarth 
Charles H. Bennett, Ph.D. 
Department of Biology 
Kentucky State University 
Introduction 
The American Space Program has provided an environment for the bio-
medical investigation of physiological systems in the absence of gravity. 
Thro1l9h use of the first long-term space station, the UnitC'd St.ates has 
acquired giant achievements in knowledge concerning the physiological 
eff~cts of increasingly extended periods of exposure to the space flight 
environment and in deti~rmining how wpll man can function while performing 
tasks in s~ace. 
Space medicine studies using experimental animals were initiated 
p.'il')r to 1959. Limited medical studies and obse:rvations on men in space 
were initiated in the United States with the Project Mercury Program 
(1961-1963). This program served to dispel many basic concerns regarding 
the frailties of the human space explorer. It was shown that man could 
operate effectively during the acceleration p~riods of launch dnd entry, 
and that he could adapt to the we~ghtless envir0~ment and perform useful 
1 
2 
tasks. The biompdical studies conducted during the Gemini Pro~)ram(I965-
1966) were oriented toward evaluating the magnitude of flight-related 
changes first noted following the Mprcury flights. Emphasis was placed 
upon evaluation of the cardiovascular system, since the principal changes 
observed during the Mercury flights involved alterations in cardiovascular 
reflexes that t'egu1ate blood flow in the presence of the Earth's gravita-
tional field. 
Several in-flight measurements or experiments were 11ccompli!;:hed on 
the Gemini missions, as well as preflight and postflight studies. ThE.'se 
inv~sti9dtions confirmed the postflight orthostatic intolerdllce observed 
in Mercury and extended the findings to include moderately decreased post-
flight exer'cise tolerance and red c(>l1 mass, minimal loss of bonE.' calcium 
dnd lIluscle nitrogen, and the high metabolic cost of extravehicular activ-
ity. The few changes which occurred wet-e moderat\~ but I'eversible. 
The Apollo Program(1968-1973) originally included the conduct of 
a series of medical studies for the early orbital missions. After the 
Apollo ?04 accident, the decision was made to delete the medical studies 
and to dedicate all resources to the complex lunar ~anding program. Con-
seGuent1y, medical studies were primarily conducted with the Apollo crew-
men before and after each flight. Genet'ally, they confirmed the (,~mini 
findings of postflight d~hydration and weight loss, postflight decrease 
in orthostatic tolerance, and postf1ight reduction in exercise capacity. 
In addition, the decreased red cell mass and plasma volume noted in 
Gemini were confirmed, but were less pronounced in Apollo. 
The three principal objectives of the Skylab Program(1973-1974) were 
I Ii 
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the study of man, hlS Earth, and his Sun. Sky1ab, at its inception called 
the Apollo Applicatiuns Program, was a natural and necessary follow-on to 
the Gemini and J\pollo Programs. Development of medical experiments, initi-
ated in the mid-1960's, included a decision to design the experimental 
program along classical lines of medical and physiological research. The 
results from the Gemini and Apollo flights influenced the planning and 
placement of emphasis for the new program. The experimental Pl'otocols 
developed to study the cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, hematologic, 
vestibular, metabolic and endocrine systems in the body, with few excep-
tions, remained unchanged throughout the Sky1ab Program. 
Twelve Skylab medical experiments(Table I) wer~ designed to provide 
an indepth study of individual body systems and at the same time provide 
an overlap to give comprehensive understanding of man's reaction to long-
term weightless flight. The inclusion of major in-flight medica.1 experi-
ments provided the capability to study physiological responses during 
exposure to weightless flight as opposed to the pre- and postflight 
studies LS carried out in the Apollo and Gemini flights. This paper 
will investigate the cardiovascular changes record~d during in-flight 
exercise and metabolic studies as well as during the application of 
lower body negative pressure and compare these responses with pre-
and postflight values. ~ostflight cardiovascular responses following 
the extended duration flights of Skylab will also be examined in order 
to determine if the in-flight exercise programs selected by the Skylab 
crewmembers reduces the cardiovascular deconditioning observed during 
previous space flights. 
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TABLE I. SKYLAB MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS 
Number Experiment 
MOll Mineral balance 
MOl3 Bioassay of body fl ui ds 
MOl4 Specimen mass medsvrernent 
MOl8 Bone mineral measurement 
M092 Lower body negative pressure 
M093 Vectorc~rdiogram 
MIlO Hematology/imlllunolo9Y 
M131 Human vestibular function 
M133 Sleep monitoring 
r1151 Time and motion study 
MIll Metabolic activity 
MI72 Body mass measurement 
Medical evaluations after Gemini and Apollo flights demonstrated 
reduced orthostatic tolerance in virtually all crewmen specifically tested. 
Orthostatic tolerance describes the ability of the cat'diovascular system 
to maintain an adequate level of arterial blood pressure, which provides 
the 'driving force' for maintaining organ system blood flow, during changes 
in body orientation in the earth's gravitationdl field. During changes in 
body position on earth, namely following movement from a supine to a 
vertical heads-up orientation, neurohumoral cardiovascular adjustments 
1 
1 
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occur to preserve arterial blood pressure through alteration in cardiac 
output(determined by the product of heart rate and stroke volume) and 
the peripheral resistance to blood flow. This 'short-term' reguldtion 
of cardiovascular homeostasis is further supplemented by the 'long-
term' renal regulation of circulating fluids and electrolytes deter-
mined in part by the release of antidiuretic hormone(ADH), regulated by 
the Henry-Gauer reflex, as well as the renin-angiotensin-a1dosterone 
regulatory system. The diminished ability of the cardiovascular system 
to function effectively against gravitational stress following exposure 
to weightlessness, while usually mild and not operationally significant 
during previous missions, sometimes resulted in pronounc£>d increases in 
heart rate and decreases in pulse pressure during orthostatic testing. 
The magnitude of this postflight loss of orthostatic tolerance showed 
no clear correlation with flight durations ranging between 4 and 14 days. 
This caused concern for the potential postflight orthostatic intolerance 
in the crewmen of the extended Skylab missions, whose dw"ations were 
planned for 28 days(Sky1ab 2), 59 days(Skylab 3), and 84 days(Sky1ab 
4). 
Statement of the pro~lem 
Postflight orthostatic intolerance and reduced physical work capacity 
have been reported following periods of weightlessness, bed res~, and 
water immersion. A quantitative assessment of the effects that in-flight, 
as well as preflight, exercise programs has on the cardiovascular responses 
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recorded during Skylab missions and following return to the earth's 
environment has not been performed. This report will attempt to deter-
mine if cardiovascular differences exist between Skylnb astronauts 
following the aprlication of physiological stress{e.g .• lower body 
negative pressure. exercise. orthostatic stress) that can be related 
to the crewrnembers pre- and in-flight trair:ing programs. 
Methods 
Cardiovascular evaluation during in-flight and postflight periods: 
.~~.YJil~_.!'1) ZL!B>er.illlent -. .!'1_~tabo 1 i c __ A£~t~~.t.Y 
Twenty of the 27 Apollo crewmen tested following spaceflight ex-
hibited a statistically significant decrease in their tolerance for 
exercise. Although this response was reversible within I to 2 days, it 
became obvious that man could not be committed to long-duration space 
flight until the magnitude and time course of these changes could be 
established and the underlying physiological mechanisms understood. The 
primary objective of the Ml71 Metabolic Activity experiment was to deter-
mine whether man's metabolic effectiveness while performing mechanical 
work was progressively altered by exposure to the space environment. The 
secondary objective was to evaluate the Ml71 bicycle ergometer as an in-
flight crew personal exerciser. 
A detailed description of the experimental hardwa~e utilized for the 
Ml71 experiment has been reported elsewhere{ref. 1). The Ml71 Experiment 
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Prl>tocol is shown in Tabl(l II, while the Ml71 Perfot'mance Sunlnary is 
listed in Table III. 
TABLE II. Ml71 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 
Time Exercise protocol 
5 minutes Rest 
5 minutes 25 Percent of Maximun Vo (l eve 1 
. 2 
5 minutes 50 Percent of Maximum Vo (l evel 
. 2 
5 minutes 75 Percent of f.1aximum Vo (level 
2 
5 minutes Recovery 
Performed by each of three crewmen: Five times in 28-day 
mission; Eight times in 59-day mission; Twelve times in 84-
ddy mission. 
TABLE III. Ml71 PERFORMANCE SUMMARY - THREE SKYLAB MISSIONS 
Skylab 
Prefl i ght In-flight Postflight Total mission 
2 Conlllander 5 6 8 19 
Scientist Pilot 5 6 7 18 
Pilot 5 7 9 21 
15 19 24 58 
3 Commander 7 9 8 24 
Scientist Pilot 7 9 8 24 
Pilot 7 9 8 24 
21 27 -2il -72-
4 C olTvna nder 8 12 8 28 
Scientist Pilot 8 12 8 28 Pilot 8 12 8 28 
24 36 24 84 
Total: 3 Missions 60 82 72 214 
1 ) 
2) 
3) 
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Resul ts from thi s experiment t detenni ned duri ng pre-, ; n-, and pos t-
flight periods, provided cardiovascular and pulmonary data(Table IV) which 
reflect adaptation as well as exercise-induced responses dur;ng weight-
1 essness. 
TABLE IV. M17l PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS 
Raw da ta Oer; ved da ta 
Respi ratory: Ergometer Work Level(watts) 
Respiratory: Respiratory exchange r'atio. 
Oxygen Consumption. 
Carbon Dioxide production. 
Minute volume. 
Cardiovascular: 
ECG/VCG. 
Systolic blood pressure. 
Oiasystolic blood pressure. 
Cardiac output.* 
Vibrocardiogram.* 
Carotid pulse.* 
*Preflight and postflight only. 
ECG, Electrocardiograph. 
VCG, Vectorcardiograph. 
Oxygen pulse. .. 
Pulmonary efficiency(VE/VO ). 2 
• Mechanical efficiency(VO /watt). 
Cardiovascular: 2 
Mean arterial pressure. 
Total peripheral resistance. 
Arterial-Venous O2 difference. 
Stroke volume. 
Skylab M092 Experiment - Lm4er Body Negative Pressure(LBNP) 
The objective of the lower body negative pressure experiment, designa-
ted M092, was to determine the extent dnd the time course of changes in 
orthostatic tolerance during the weightlessness of space flight and to 
determine whether in-flight data from the experiment would be useful in 
predicting the postflight status of orthostatic tolerance. The equipment 
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design for supporting these studies has been described in detail(ref. 2). 
Preflight baseline Jata were acquired from the Skylab crewmen over a 41;/ 
to 5 month period prior to launch, with three tests during the last 6 
weeks prior to launch. In-flight tests were conducted usually at 3- or 
4-day intervals while postflight tests were carried o~t daily at first 
a~d then at increasing intervals of time over a period of approximately 
2 months. Table V lists the number of lower body negative pressure tests 
conducted for the three Skylab missions. 
TABLE V. M092 PERFORMANCE SUMMARY - THREE SKYlAB MISSIONS 
Skyl ab Preflight In-flight Postfl ight Total mi:,sion 
2 Corrvnander 6 7 8 21 
Scientist Pi10t 6 7 8 21 
Pilot 6 8 8 22 
18 22 N 64 
3 Commander 6 16 8 30 
Scientist Pilot 5 17 8 30 
Pilot 5 16 8 29 
16 49 N 89 
4 Commander 6 22 9 37 
Scientist Pilot 7 22 9 38 
Pilot 7 23 9 39 
20 67 27 114 
Tota 1 : 3 Missions 54 138 75 267 
Basic measurements Guring all tests with the lower body negative 
pressure device included blood pressure at 30-second intervals, from an 
automatic system which detected and analyzed Korotkoff sounds, heart rate 
continuously from one component of a Frank lead vectorcardiogram, and 
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percentage change in calf volume continuously f.'om capacitive plethysmo-
graphic bands encircling the legs. Prior to positioning these bands, a 
manual measurement was made of circumference of the largest portion of the 
calves, which also corresponded to the position where the left band was to 
be placed. The right band served to measure changes in capacitance due to 
alterations of temperature and humidity within the negative pressure device. 
The lower body negative pressure protocol was identical to that adopted 
for Apollo studies. The first and last 5 minutes of the 25-minute test were 
at ambient atmospheric pressure to provide data from resting control and re-
covery periods, respectively. The I5-minute stress period consisted of five 
distinct levels of negative pressure applied sequentially: 8 and 16 nm Hg 
negative pressure for 1 minute eac~, 30 ~n Hg for 3 minutes, and 40 and 50 
IlIn Hg negative pressure 
0 
··10 
-20 
Control 
-30 Period 
-40 
-50 
0 5 
for 5 minutes each. This profile is shown in fig. 1. 
M092 
Test Period 
lower Body 
Negative 
Pressure 
(lBNP) 
10 
Time, mi n 
15 20 
Recovery 
Period 
25 
Figure 1. levels of lower body negative pressure and time of individual 
phases of the lower body negative pressure protocol. 
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The hemodynamic changes induced by lower body negative pressure, 
like the orthostatic stress produced by tilting, depend upon the pooling 
of blood in the caudal part of the body. Depending upon the magnitude of 
the negative pressure and the time of exposure, 300 to over 800 ml of 
blood may be removed from the effective circulating blood v0lume. Central 
venous pressure is reduced, and the return of blood to the right heart 
(venous return) is dlmi~ished. Stroke volume and cardiac output, compensa-
ted by an increase in heart rate, is reduced. Lower body negative pressure 
has been reported to cause a smaller increase in heart rate than upright 
tilting for equivalent reductions in cardiac output. The absence of stimu-
lation of carotid baroreceptors due to postural change has been offered 
as an explanation of this difference. A decrease 1n blood f1uw to the 
upper extremities and concomitant increase in venous tone of the upper-
extremity veins has been reported in both situations to compensate for the 
contracted effective circulating volume. 
A minor reduction in orthostatic tolerance, ilS observed following 
space flight, is accompanied by an excessive increase in heart rate, an 
excessive narrowing of pulse ~ressure, and a fall in systemic arterial 
blood pressure. The failure of cardiovascular compensation to gravity leads 
to the so-called vasodepressor reaction, the manifestations of which are 
presumably du~ to an overwhelming increase in parasympathetic nervous 
system activity(ref. 3). This reaction is characterized clinically by 
pallor, nausea, dimming of vision, sweating and eventua1ly loss of con-
sciousness, arising from a precipitous fall in arterial blood pressure 
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secondary to bradycardia(decreased heart rate} and a de~rease in peri-
pheral vascular resistance. 
There is no doubt that the decr'ease of blood volume and reabsorption 
of fluid transudate from tissues of the lower extremities during exposure 
to weightlessness would diminish orthostatic tolerance, since a decrease 
of blood volume in a .normal active individual from any cause, such as 
blood loss or dehydration, will result in a strain being placed on normal 
mechanisms required to maintain cardiovascular integrity during orthostatic 
stress. Orthostatic intolerance is still present in astronauts returning 
from space even after blood volume returned to preflight levels, suggest-
ing that cardiovascular adaptation during weightlessness is influenced 
by more than one physiological regulatory system. 
One important question addressed in this report is the effect of 
inflight exercise, as well as preflight conditioning, upon orthostatic 
tolerance, lower body negative pressure responses, and exercise capacity 
changes resulting from space travel. Since skeletal muscle loses tone, 
strength, work capacity, and mass during periods of inactivity such as 
weightlessness, inflight attempts to reduce these loses might assist in 
maintaining cardiovasculur conditioning and therefore help reduce ortho-
static intolerance during return to a 1-g environment. A quantitative 
asses~ment of Skylab data related to these points has not been performed. 
Results 
This section will evaluate the results from the Skylab missions in 
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the areas of crewmen pre- and in-flight training methods and exercise 
levels, and how training may have affect~d the cardiovascular responses 
observed folluwing lower body negative pressure and exercise during and 
following spaceflight. 
Skylab Crewmembers Prefiight Exercise Training. 
Preflight exercise methods among Skylab astronauts varied consider-
ably, and the training effects are difficult to document. One can evalu-
ate the state of cardiovascular conditioning, on a fi~st order basis, by 
measuring preflight resting and stressed h~art rates among the crewmembers. 
These are shown in Table VI, with the stressed heart rates determined 
following application of -50 mm Hg lower body negative pressure(54 pre-
flight determinations arl,.Jng all Skylab astronauts). 
TABLE VI. PREFLIGHT HEART RATES AMONG SKYLAB ASTRONAUTS 
Skylab 
mission 
2 Commander 
Scienti:;t 
Pi'lot 
3 Commander 
Scientist 
Pilot 
4 Commander 
Scientist 
Pilot 
Average: 3 Missions 
Heart rates measured 
Hearl.. Ratr:(rest) 
55 
Pilot 64 
59 
57 
Pilot 56 
47 
59 
Pilot 51 
48 
55 
in beats per minute. 
Heart Rate(stressed) 
68 
84 
65 
72 
65 
53 
66 
65 
61 
7 
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Resting heart rates presented in Table VI were determined by aver-
aging six to eight preflight measurements on each individual crewmember. 
Based on these data. one would predict that the Skylab crewrnembers had 
undergone significant preflight conditioning, regardless of the method 
used. 
The preflight exercise programs selected by individual crewmembers 
of the Skylab missions can be separated into one of three closses, al-
though some overlap occurs. Class 1 includes a training program based 
primarily on dist.ant running, Class 2 applies to crewmembers who pri-
marily exercised by playing racquetball, and Class 3 included the crew-
members who c~mbined the Class 1 and 2 programs, although at lower levels 
of intensity, with weights, swimming, gymnastics, etc. Again, there is 
considerable overlap among some crewmembers, but where possible, those 
who can be placed into one of the three clases will be identified. 
Skylab Crewmembers In-flight Exercise Training. 
Although in-flight exercise profiles and work levels varied among 
crewmembers, Table VII shows that following normalization of work data 
to the crewman's body weight, the Skylab 3 crewmembers exercised about 
107 percent more than the Skylab 2 crew and the Skylab 4 crewmembers 
exercised 130 percent more than the Skylab 2 crew. The effects that the 
increased in-flight exercise load had on postflight recovery will be 
discussed later in this section. Special emphasis will be placed on 
measuring the rate of return of cardiovascular responses to preflight 
recorded values. 
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TABLE VII. IN-FLIGHT QUANTITATIVE PERSONAL EXERCISE SUMMARY 
(3) Da i 1 y a vg 
Skylab (l)Total (2)Daily avg (watt min/kgm 
mission Crewman (watt min) (watt min) body weight) Avg 
2 COll1nander 62810 2855 47 
Scientist Pilot 45307 1618 21 31. 3 
Pilot 55795 1993 26 
3 COlTlnander 228581 3874 58 
Scientist Pilot 214645 3638 62 65.0 
Pilot 386193 I 65115 75 
4 Commander 349210 4108 62 
Scientist Pil ot 469420 5523 80 72.3 
Pilot 414760 4879 75 
(1) Includes MI71 experiment tests and personal exercise 
(2) Based on 28-day Skylab 2 mission, 59-day Skylab 3 mission, and 84-
day Skylab 4 mission. 
(3) Based on mean in-flight body weight. 
Skylab 2 crewmembers primarily utilized the M171 bicycle ergometer(fig. 
2) for in-flight exercise. 
Fig. 2. Skylab Bicycle Ergometer EI,CHOf\IU 
column 
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When their postflight return of exe~cise tolerance to preflight status 
excppdpd the time for recovery observed in Apollo creWlllen, it was dpcided 
to add d mas<,-producpd conillercial device, called Mir"; Gym, \oJhich WdS ex·· 
tensively modified dnd designed "MK-I"(fig. 3). This device was dl'vl~loped 
to provide adequate exercise to arms, trunk and legs. A series of f.'xer-
cises utilizing "MK-I" are presented in figure 3. 
~ / 
A I 14.1 ( 1 C:l [11 [I.' l I 
Fig. 3. S"ylab "MK-I" Exerciser' and Severdl fx('rcise Methods 
A second device, designated "MK-II". consisted of a pair of handles 
between which up to five extension springs could be dttached. allowing 
maximum forces of 25 pounds per foot of extension to be developed. These 
two devices were first flown on Skylab 3, and food and time for exercise 
Although the bicycle ergometer is an excellent machine for aerobic 
exercise and cardiovascular conditioning, it could not develope either the 
type or level of forces to maintain strength for wdlking under I-g. Be-
cause of the leg muscle strength and volume loses shown folluwing S"ylab 
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2, work WdS started to develope an in-flight treadmill pXllrciser(fi9. 4). 
D. 
Olliloald h."'t'I' 
ri g. 4. S"yl db Trpadm; 11 Exerci s£'r 
This device d ImoJN.I walldn9 and running, plus ether isotonic tt'aining, 
under forces equivalent to gravity{l-g). Four rubber bungees provid~d an 
equivalent weight of 80 kilograms and were attacned to a shoulder and 
waist harness. By angling the bungeps. an equivalent to a slippery hill 
is presented to the subject who must climt· it. High loads were placed on 
some leg ffiuscles, especially the calf, and fatigue was rapid such that the 
dpvice could not be used for significant aerobic work. 
On Skylab 4, the crew used the bicycle ergometer at essentiall) the 
same rate a~ Skyl ab 3. and the "~1K- I and lIlt exerci sers. In addition. they 
typicaily perforlTled 10 minutes per day of walUng. jumping. and jogging on 
the treadmill. Food intake had again been increased. Daily exercise protocols 
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for the Skylab 4 crewmembers are shown in Table VIII. 
TABLE VII I. DAILY PERSONAL EXERCISE - SKYLAB 4 CREWMEMBERS 
ScienUst 
Exercise Convnander Pilot 
Leg Ergomett'y(watt lIIin}. 5000 8337 
MinigYIll(Total repetitions). 100 200 
Springs(Total repet it ions} . 75 a 
Torso Isometrics(Total 20 0 
repeti t'ions) 
Treadmill: 
\~ a lk (Ill in) . 10 0 
Run(min). 1 0 
Springs(Repetitions). 300 1000 
Toe Rises(Repetitions). 200 200 
Pilot 
6000 
200 
120 
20 
0 
0 
100 
75 
rigure 5 presents a sumnary of Skylab exercise levels as well as the 
changes in body weight. leg strength and leg volume following weightlessnes~. 
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From figure 5, it is apparant that the increased exercise loads, along with 
the increased caloric intake from dietary supplements, allowed the Skylab 
4 crewmembers to undergo a significantly smaller decrease in body weight, 
leg volume and leg strength. One crewmember of Skylab 4, the commander, 
was only the second American astronaut to gain weight in space, even after 
a spaceflight of 84 days duration. 
Even prior to muscle testing following re-entry from space, it was 
obvious that the Skylab 4 crew was in surprisingly good condition. They 
stood and walked for long periods without apparent difficulty on the day 
after recovery in contrast to the earlier missions. Results of the muscle 
testing, which will be presented later in this section, confirmed a sur-
prisingly small loss in leg strength after almost three months in weight-
lessness(fig. 5). A sUlllnary of the exercise and strength testing shOl'>'n in 
average values for the three missions is presented in figures 6 and 7. 
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Fig. 6. Average strength changes, 
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Relatively small losses in arm strength(fig. 6). as compared to 
leg strength(fig. 7), is shown in all missions. This reflects the fact 
that in space ordinary work provides loads for the arms that are relative-
ly much greater; the legs receive virtually no effective loading. The 
increase in leg extensor(antigravity) muscle strength observed on Skylab 
4(fig. 7) undoubtedly contributed to their eurly postflight recovery. 
A common measure of muscle condition is muscle size. Figure 5 shows 
that muscle size of the Skylab 4 astronauts was reduced only one-hal~ the 
volume of the shorter flights. Recovery 0f leg volume to preflight status, 
shown in figul"e 8, illustrates that the Skylab 4 crewmembers displayed 
faster recovery rates than the Skylab 2 and 3 crewmen. 
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It is interesting to note that the amount of exercise performed in-
flight was inversely related to the length 0f time required postflight for 
return to preflight status. Except for some isolated individual responses 
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in ~ardiac output and stroke volume data, all other cardiopulmonary and 
work capacity parameters retunred to normal in approximately 18 - 21 days 
for the Skylab 2 crewmemebers, 7 days for the Skylab 3 crew, and 4 days 
for the Skylab 4 crew. Paradoxically, the Skylab 3 crewmen, who displayed 
leg volume and strength decrements equivalent to those recotded for the 
Skylab 2 crewmembers, returned to preflight status at a rate almost equal 
to the Skylab 4 crew. 
Skylab Astronaut Cardiovascular Responses Recorded Ouri~Exercise Before, 
During. and Foll~~i~g Weightlessness: M171 Experiment. 
Table IX presents the cardiovascular responses of the Skylab 4 crew 
collected from the M171 experiment. The measured parameters included heart 
rate. systolic blood pressure, and di&stolic blood pressure collected at 
rest. during the final 3 minutes of 5-minute level 3 exercise. and the re-
covery values were those obtained for the second minute during the 5-minute 
recovery period. 
All tilree crewmembers of the Skyl ab 4 mi ss i on experi enced a s i gni-
ficant decrease in in-flight recovery heart rate. It would appear that 
following exercise in weightlessness, heart rate values return toward 
resting values more rapidly, and to a lower level, than 1-9 responses. 
In-flight heart rate increases during level 3 exercise were not signi-
ficantly different from those recorded preflight. When the Skylab 4 
crewmembers returned to e ,th, they all exhibited significantly elevated 
heart rate values in comparison to pre- and in-flight recorded resting 
heart rate values. This was a common observation among a majority of 
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Skylab astronauts following return to earth. The heart beats at a faster 
rate upon returning to earth in an attempt to maintain cardiovascular 
homeostasis induced by a reduction in cardiac output. 
TABLE IX. SKYLAB 4 run DATA SUMMARY 
Variables 
Heart Rate{BPM) 5BP{1l1T1 Hg) DBP(rnm Hg) 
Rest Level 3 Recovery Rest Level 3 Recovery Rest Level 3 
Prefl i ght(X) 66 157 112 96 192 179 67 71 
In-flight(X) 66 152 87* 97 195 181 59* 56* 
Postfl ight(l) 76* 163 109 106 195 170 72 67 
SPT 
Prefl ight(K) 64 164 104 
In-flight(Xl 127 204 186 84 55 62 166 92* 119* 200 174 74* 52 
Postflight(X) 74* 167 102 123 198 189 78* 51 
PT 
Preflight(~) 54 147 114 
In-flight(Xl 115 204 188 72 60 53 147 91* 115 200 186 64* 51* 
Postflight(X) 65* 156* 118 125* 213 204 74 59 
*Outside the preflight 95% confidence limit. 
BPM, beats per minute; SBP, Systolic Blood Pressure; DBP, Diastolic Blood 
Pressure; CDR, Commander; SPT, Scientist Pilot; PT, Pilot. 
Table IX also indicates that spaceflight significantly lowers diastolic 
blood pressure durlng resting conditions in all crewmembers. This para-
meter is also significantly reduced in biO crewmen during level 3 exer-
cise periods. Diastolic blood pressure changes will be discussed later 
in this section. 
Generally, the in-flight and postflight responses to exercise by the 
crews of Skylab 2, 3 and 4 were similar. In-flight, some subtle, isolated 
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differences wer'e seen. There were no trends observed which would indicate 
a degradation in the exercise responses of the crews. The Skylab 4 crew 
exhibited a significant in-flight decrease in recovery heart rate but not 
in resting(sitting position) heart rate. The Skylab 2 xrew, on the other 
hand, e~hibited decreases in both parameters while the Skylab 3 crew ex-
hibited no changes in either. Figure 9 displays the heart rate responses 
of all Skylab crewmembers during pre-, in-, and postflight level 3 exer-
cise. 
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The data presented in figure 9 indicate that postflight recovery heart rates 
tend to return to preflight(and in-flight) values with longer duration flights. 
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All Skylab 2 crewmembers had significantly higher heart rate values 
following postflight exercise, while two Skylab 3 and only one Skylab 4 
crewmember displayed this response. 
Figure 10 displays the diastolic blood pressure resp~nses for all 
Skylab astronauts during level 3 exercise periods conducted pre-, in-, 
and postflight. 
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Fig. 10. Diastolic blood pressure, level 3 exercise: all Skylab missions. 
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Skylab astronauts during spaceflight. Five of six Skylab astronauts from 
the longer duration missions(59- and 84-days) showed significantly lowered 
diastolic blood pressure during heavy exercise(level 3} while in the 
weightlpss condition. 
One potentially dangerous cardiovascul~r adjustment noticed in all 
Skylab astronauts upon retunring to earth is a significant reduction in 
cardiac output and stroke volume(fig. II}. The exact explanation for this 
adjustment is not clear, but may reflect a reduced circulating blood volume 
(Table X) which therefore limits venous return of blood to the heart. Posi-
tive chronotropic(increases in heart rate) and inotropic(increases in 
myocardial contractility} responses of the heart may also be reduced 
following extended periods of weightlessness. 
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One final observation in the area of cardiovascular adaptations during 
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weightlessness that awaits further study is the apparant loss of circuld-
plasma volume and what can ~e done to prevent this 10ss(Tab1e X). 
loss of circulating blood volume undoubtedly affects cardiovascular 
performance during spaceflight as well as following return to earth. As 
ting 
This 
shown in Table X, longer duration missions produce greater losses in 
plasma volume. However, since the Sky1ab 4 astronauts were capable of 
retruning carviovascular parameters to preflight values at a rapid rate 
(4-days), their loss of plasma volume does not appear to limit cardio-
vascular performance following return to earth. 
TABLE X. PLASMA VOLUME - PERCENT CHANGE FROM PREMISSION VALUE. 
SI hentist 
First Sky1ab Mission Commander Pilot Pilot Mean 
Premission volume(ml) 3042 3506 3472 
Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
R + 0* 
-2.5 -10.3 +2.6 (**-12.3) -8.4 
R + 13 
-1.2 -5.6 +14.1 (**-2.5) -3.1 
R + 42 +8.5 +18.6 (**+1.4) +4.9 
R + 67 
-5.7 -1.1 +17.0 (**0.0) -2.3 
Second Sky1ab Mission 
Premission volume(ml) 3157 2798 3885 
Percent Percent Percent Percent 
R + 0* 
-18.4 -9.1 -11.8 -13.1 
R + 14 +0.1 +14.7 +2.0 ';'5.6 
R + 45 +2.8 +11. 7 +6.8 +7.1 
Third Sky1ab Mission 
Premission value(m1) 3067 3620 3195 
Percent Percent Percent Percent 
R + 0* 
-15.7 -19.2 -12.9 
-15.9 
R + 14 +8.6 +7.4 +13.0 +9.7 
R + 31 +6.4 +17.7 +5.9 +10.0 
*R +, Recovery + day(s). **% change calculated using R + 67 day value. 
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ORIGINAL PAC~ ,:i 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Skylab Astronaut Cardiovascular Responses Recorded During the ApplicatiQ~ 
of lower Body.~egative Pressure(lBNP) - M092 Experiment. 
An explanation of the changes in cardiovascular responses to lower body 
negative pressure in a weightless environment requires understanding of the 
manner in which the systems of the body and their functions adjust to the 
weightlessness of space flight. A more comprehensive understanding of the~e 
adjustments will, in turn, require the correlation of massive volumes of 
data from all the Sky1ab experiments, a task of monumental proportions 
which has barely been started. 
Cardiovascular responses of the Skylab 4 Pilot during lower body nega-
tive pressure test 35 days prior to f1ight(fig. 12) and on mission day 10 
(fig. 13) are shown for comparison. The mission day 10 test was terminated 
early due to presyncopal conditions developed by the Pilot. 
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Fig. 12. Cardiovascular responses of 
the Skylab 4 Pi10t during lBNP test 
35 days prior to flight. 
Fig. 13. Cardiovascular responses 
of the Sky1ab 4 Pilot during LBNP 
test on mission day 10. Presynclpai 
symptoms led to termination of the 
test. 
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One area of interest that this report will not completely cover is 
the ability to predict the factor~ responsible for the presyncopal reactions 
demonstrated by Skylab crewmembers. No crewmen seemed irrUTIune to this response 
but some seemed more susceptible than others. One factor which awaits further 
analysis is the influence of physical training on the develoment of pre-
syncopal conditions during lower body negative pressure. Recent studies 
have indic?ted that distant runners may be more susceptible to developing 
presyncopal responses during lower body negative pressure than individuals 
who train using other form of exercise, as weightlifting or swinming(ref. 4). 
Other factors certa; nly i nfl uence the cardi ovascul ar t~esponses to 
lower body negative pressure. For example, none of the 13 instances of early 
termination of tests due to presyncopal symptoms occurred during tests con-
ducted in the morning or within 7 hours of arising from sleep, although 
approximately one-third of all in-flight tests were cor.ducted within that 
ppriod. These 13 tests were associated with larger than usual calf volume 
increases(see ~, fig. 13) during the lowest negative pressure phases of 
the tests. This suggests that the pooling of large volumes of blood during 
the first few minutes of the test may so Glter the effectiveness of compen-
satory cardiovascular mechanisms as to render them incapable of adequate 
responsiveness to thp greater stress later in the test. 
Among the three astronauts, the Commander of Skylab 2, the Pilot of 
Skylab 3, and the Commander of Skylab 4, whose in-flight tests were nomi-
nally scheduled in the morning, only one presyncopal episode occurred and 
this was in the Commander during a test performed in the afternoon over 9 
hours after arising. These crewmembers also could be grouped into class 2 
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based on their preflight exercise training. 
The Pilot and Scientist Pil It of Sky'lab 4 exhibited a larger number of 
presyncopal responses during lower body negative pressure than a majority 
of the other Skylab astronauts. These two crewmembers. esppcially the 
Scientist Pilot, could be placed in Class 1 according to preflight exer-
cise traininq. The Pilot had taken up distant runniilg several years before 
flight and had experienced a significant weight loss during this period. 
When one examines the calf volume changes induced by lower body negative 
pressure. in-flight increases greatly exceeded thuse which occurred during 
preflight testing. Calf v0lume increases of the Sky1ab 4 Co~ndnder in pre-
flight tests were relatively small in COIllPdl'iso',) ':.0 those of the Scientist 
Pilot and Pilot of that mission. which were larger than usually seen. This 
same pattern of diffel~ence continued throughout the mission. Hhereas pre-
flight calf volume increases at the end of the 50 mJJl Hg negative pressure 
phase averdged between 3 and 4 ~ercent. during in-flight tests they reached 
values usually between 8 and 11 percent in the Scientist Pilot and Pilot. 
In the Co~nander. calf volume increases averaged 2.4 percent preflight 
but usually reached levels ranging between 5 and 7 percent in-flight. 
The volume of blood pooled in the lowrr extremities during in-flight 
tests did not seem to correlate from test to test with the magnitude of heart 
rate or blood pressure change during lower body negative pressure. In general 
those of the nine Skylab ~stronauts with the greatest increase in calf volume 
during in-flight tests also showed the greatest increases in heart rate and 
changes in blood pressure. These data. for the Skylab 4 crewmembers. are shm<Jn 
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in Table XI. In addition, although correlation of heart rate increases with 
leg volume increases was not evident in preflight tests. the crewmen whose 
calf volulllt> increases were greatest in preflight tests uSlhllly tllso showed 
the largest increases during the in-flight tests. 
TABLE XI. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN IN-FLIGHT VALUES FOR H~ART RATE AND 
BLOOD PRESSURE OF THE SKYLAB 4 CREW~1EN OUR I NG REST AND ~O IIVll HG 
PHASE OF LOWlR BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE FROM CORRESPONDING MEAN 
VALUES DURING PREFLIGHT TESTS. 
CDR SPT 
Resting control: 
Hedrt rdte(bplII) +7.8* +13.3* 
Systolic blood pressllre(IIull Hg) +1.8 +2.5 
Diastolic blood pressure(mm 119) -5.6* -2.0 
Pul se pt-eSsurc(11111l Hg) +7.4* .. 4.5* 
~1edn arterial pressure(OII1 Hg) -3.(* -0.5 
Stressed, -50 IIvn Hg: 
Heart rate(bpm) +12.2* +36.7* 
Systolic blood pressut'e(mrn Hq) +6.2* -10.9* 
Diastolic blood pressure(IIun Hg) 
-1.0 -4.8 
Pul se pressut'e(mm Hg) + 7.1 * -6.1 
Mean arterial pressure(null Hg) +1.5 -6.8* 
-. 
CDR. Commander; SPT, Scientist Pilot; PT, Pi1ot~ 
*Significant to 0.05 level by Student's paired t-test. 
PT 
+ 11.3* 
+1.0 
-2.5 
+3.4 
-1.3 
!-26.7* 
-1.6 
+1.3 
-2.8 
+0.3 
The in-fl ~ght mean increase in heart rate during 50 JlUIl IIg lower body negative 
pressure over resting rates for all nine Skylab crewmen averaged 20.4 beats per 
minute. a highly significant difference. The increase in heart rate during ortho-
static str' ')s has generally proven to be the best single index in the assess-
ment of orthostatic tolerance. The pattern of fluctuations of resting and 
stressed heart rates and blood pressure varied for each crewman. but their 
magnitude and frequency were greater during the first part of the mission than 
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later. Their nature and significam ;s unknown, but. in the case of the Skylab 
4 crewmen. their prominence and duration ar-P('ared to decreasp as cardiovasculdr 
responses to in-flight lower body nenative pressure stabilized. 
Conclusions 
The Skyl ab Lowel' Body Negati ve Pressure experiment d£'mons trated that loss 
of orthostatic tolerance had already developed by the time of the first tpsts 
after 4 to 6 days of flight. Cardiovascular responses to lower body negative 
pressure showed the gr£'atest instability and orthostatic tolerance till reat-
est decrement during the first three weeks of flight. After approximately 5 
to 7 weeks. cardiovascular rpsponses bpcame more stabh' and evitipncl' of im-
proving orthostatic tolerance appeared. 
In-flight data from the lower body negative pressure experinlent provpd 
to be useful not only in predicting the early postflight status of ortl1l.1-
static tolerance. but also in the in-flight assessment of crew health status. 
In-flight lower body negative pressure pr~sented a much greater stress to the 
cardiovascular system than the same levels of negative pressure during pre-
fl i gh t tes ts . 
At rest. in-flight medn resting heart rates. systolic blood pressures. 
and pulse pressures were typically increased while diastolic and mean arterial 
pressures decreased compared to preflight values in the majority of Skylab 
crewmembers. Differences in in-flight responses to lm"lcr body negative pres-
sure stress from preflight responses included greater heart rate and leg volume 
increases in all CrE\oJmen and. in most. higher diastolic pressures and mean 
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arterial pressures and lower systolic blood pressures and pulse pressures. 
The successful completion of the 28-, 59- and 84-day Skylab missions 
showed that man can perform submaximal and maximal aerobic exercise in the 
weightle'>s environment vdthout detrimental trends in any of the physiologic 
data. Exercise tolerance during flight was unaffected. It was only after 
return to Earth that a tolerance decrement was noted. 
The rapid postflight recovery of orthostatic and exercise tolerance 
following two of the three Skylab missions appeared to be ditertly related 
to total in-flight exercise as well dS to the graded, regular program of 
exercise performed during the postflight debriefing period. 
The postflight orthostaLic intolerance and diminished exercise capacity 
are both related etiologically to a decreased effective circulating blood 
velume at one-g, with consequent decreased venous t"etunl and cardiac output. 
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Abstract - For nutual benefit, NASA and Eurcpean space 
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davelopnent of the SpaCElab. Substantial 
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preceded the official l-brorandurn of Understanding 
signed in 1973. 
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INTERNATIONAL AEROSPACE ENGINEERING: 
NASA SHUTTLE and EUROPEAN SPACELAB 
By 
Roger E. Bilstein* 
• 
The successful mis.ion of the shuttle Columbia in April 1981 
brought a new sense of achievement to NASA and to America. The 
flight also sent an expectant tremor through the European Space 
Agency ESA, who plana to have a significant role in future 
shuttle flights. ESA designed and built the Sp&celab, a major 
payload item for shuttle missions to come. Spacelab provides a 
shirt-sleeve environment for non-astronauts, or "mission-
specialists,· to conduct a host of laboratory research projects 
in space. It offers a flexibility never available to scientists 
before the Shuttle/Space lab appeared on the scene. More import-
antly, Spacelab gives westcern Europe, for the time, a leading 
role in manned space flights, and represents a major turning-point 
for ESA and its contractors. A spokesman for ERNO, the European 
primc contrar~tor, summarized the changed situation: "Award of 
the contract to build the space laboratoxy and its complex sys-
tems nicnnt that ERNO and its partners would tread completely new 
paths,· the European contractor observed. "Their space activities 
had so far been concentrated on the satellite and launch sector. 
Now new l"rocedures and methods had to 1:' f: established and tackled 
for the first manned space flight system. Spacelab exceeded all 
the familiar dimensions."l 
*Th(' opinions and conclusions are the author's only, and do not 
reflrct official NASA policy. This paper is part of a longer 
stu~' still in progress, and much of it is still tentative, 
oont3ct the author for permission to cite or quote. 
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Shuttle/Spacelab operation. alao represent a major chang_ 
for NASA. The American space agency traditionally managed ita 
own contractor. in the development of space hardware. Although 
NASA occasionally launched satellite payloads for foreign cus-
tomers, including ESA, these were essentially discrete project. 
with minimal integration problems. Spacelab changed all that, 
requiring majoJ:' collaboration on the design and operation of the 
Shuttle/Spacelab combination. Interaction between Europeans and 
Americans, against a background of long-established NASA pro-
cedures, demanded diplomatic give-and-take involving top-level 
administrators, program managers, and engineers--from chancellories 
all the way down to the shop floor. This paper emphasizes 
Shllttlc/Spacelab developments through the Memorandum of Under-
standing in 1973. 
IDEAS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
----- --- -
At least a decade before Sputnik in 1957, the idea for a 
reusable space transportation system appeared in American popular 
and technical articles alike. The complexities of such 3chemes 
proved discouraging; in any case, the drive to p~rfect ICBM 
weapOl~5 offered a reasonable alternative to boost scientific 
paylc~Js into space.. Sputnik shocked the u.S. into a heavy in-
vestnll~nt in space research. The Russian-American space race that 
follo,,·t;"'d evolved in the spotlight of international attention and 
undcr~.~~red space research as a measure of national prestige. 
In lhhH tion, an active space program seemed to generate consider-
abl~ l~chnological fall-out. Some leaders in Western Europe 
L 
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began to worry about decline in both prestige and technical 
abilities unless they developed their own space program. France 
became particularly active in this respect and put ita own 
Asterix 6~tellite, aboard its own Diamant three-stage booster, 
in orbit by 1965. Britain became interested in the possibilities 
of using its Blue Streak rocket as a first-stage booster for a 
multi-staged Eur~pean launch vehicle. These and other strands 
of European activity finally resulted in the creation of the 
European Launch Development Organization (ELDO) and the European 
Space Research Organization (ESRO) by the mid-60s. 2 
The European space organizations hoped to get into the space 
busin~ss in a way that would benefit Continental busine~s and 
industry. ESRO, with 10 membe~s, emphasized scientific payloads 
and s~telli~~ development. ELDO concentra~ed on a larger booster 
that would end dependence on NASA rockets launched from Cape 
Kenn~dy. ELOO's principals included Britain, France, Germany 
(builders, respectively,;of first, second, and third stages of 
a launch vehicle), and Italy (coordinator of a satellite payload). 
By 1969, after eight years of effort, Europc'~ united bid for an 
indcp~ndent space capability failed to coa1esce. 3 The stage was 
set {or European space research to move in different directions. 
'1\--0 lines of activity emerged: renewed attention to manned, ; 
earth-orbital vehicles that eventually led to the Space lab con-
cept; an "alliance of convenience" with NASA. 
1n the U.S., plans for a reusable Space Shuttle had already 
begun to finalize. Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs provided 
, 
• 
r 
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incroasing under.tanding of manned space vehicle.. 8igh-speed 
aerodynamic. and thermal problema became better understood 
through the: X-IS and other experimental aircraft programs. A 
series of "lifting bodies" yielded design information on high-
speed d~scent and landing. By 1970, based on this experience, 
a. well as prototype shuttle studies, the U.S. was committed 
to a ohuttle transportation system. Plans called for a vehicle 
to ferry up to 12 passengers back and forth between Earth and 
a 8pac~ station, itself built from modules carried in a shuttle 
cargo bay and assemblec in orbit. 4 Through space transport 
studies similar to these, the idea for a European Space lab be-
gan to ~merge. 
• 
nuring the mid-1960s, European thinking about s~ace explor-
ation began to sharpen its focns through a ISO-member industrial 
consortium called Eurospace. As early as September 1964 a 
Euroq'.lce report summed up the group's thinking about a reusable 
spac(.~cr~lft--an aerospace transporter--that had been under informal 
disc\1:H;ion for several years. The concept envisioned piloted 
bcc~t~r. and orbiter stages, the latter to have a two-man crew 
and to carry 2. S t.ons into a ISO-mile orbit. During a visit to 
the v.~. in the spring of 1965, Dr. Erhard Loewe, a vice-president 
of Telefunken/and Eurospace spokesman, discussed Europe's stake 
in the aerospace transporter. The U.S. and Russia had already 
co~~itt~d themselves to a manned lunar landing, he observed. 
Eur",l't' ,Hd not have the technology for such lunar aspirations, 
but the aerospace transporter promised Europe a reasonable role 
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in the near-Earth apac. environment. More than that, the trana-
porter would aerve aa a apringboard for European survival in a 
technical world. "We ar •••• influenced by the conviction that, 
"" should we beAable to go ahead with the realization of our ob-
jective, we should fall far behind in the technical field,· 
Loewe empahsized. At the same:time, he left the door open for 
discussing joint u.s. ·",urope space ventures. Loewe stressed the 
importance of space stations for the true exploitation of space, 
and noted that space stations could offer a very useful option 
for joint efforts. S 
Eurospace consideration of the aerospace trancporter appar-
ently included rather extensive paper studies and scale models 
of at lc~st one proposed design. Junkers, the G~~an aviation 
firm, fielded a design team including Boelkow-Entwicklungen KG, 
and another consortium known as ERNO. Eurospace sources insisted 
that the transporter idea was not too ambitious for them, and 
that th~~, could develop the idea by 1975-80. Talk of a modest 
space st~tion als~ continued. If &11 this was to be achieved, 
many European aerospace experts realized that the current organi-
zation (or space exploration would have to be replaced by a 
different scheme. ESRO and ELDO continued to work independently. 
They sh"rcd laudable liaison connections, but still had no 
Ir.echani!'m for joint planning. With no comprehensive policy, 
various ~uropean governments remained reluctant to fund programs. 
Christopher Ashton, an assistant technical director for ELDO, 
adVoclltcJ more liaison at a high policy-making level, especially 
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a government-to-government basi., to eatablish a coherent Eu~-
pean ftl')ftce program. Buroapace thinking tended to~.. In 
short, idea, began coale~cing for a single space agenoy--a Euro-
6 pean NASA. 
In retrospect, the actLvities and mood of European apace 
inter~5t. in the Spring of 1965 assumed. conslderable 
significance in light of subsequent developments. Design studies 
for the aerospace transporter and space station started European 
aerosl'llce thinking about the details involved in the launch, 
operation, and return of orbiting spacecraft, the life support 
systems and operational requirements for the manned transporter 
and m:mned space station in orbit1 the need for a unified space 
organi~ation to accomplish all of this. The eventual creation 
of ESA (the European Space Agency), and development of the Space-
lab reflects a direct lineage to this period. Moreover, ERNO 
emergt,1 as the principal Space1ab contractor. 
""er the next few years, a series of developments drew 
Euro~c nnd the u.S. together as aerospace partners. Even tho~gh 
Franc(\ put a number of modestly sized satellites into orbit, 
be9inning in 1965, '" vigorous European program failed t ":.er-
iali~Q. Coo=dination of efforts ~emained indecisive, and sub-
stanlinl funds for extensive R&D never appeared. NASA spurned 
SU990Hlions for joint research on the aerospace t.cansporter as 
too nm~h duplication of adva:tced u.S. work on the Shuttle. In-
stc:"l, Ni\SA opened a different door for cooperation. In Febru-
(uy lQ{-t;, during a visit of West Germany's Chancellor, Ludwig 
Erhi\l',l, to the U.S., President Lyndon Johnson suggested collab-
(l':.tin~' in a major space exploration effort. The U.S. suggested 
I 
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probe. to the SUD and to Jupi~er. Johnson possibly made the 
offer to siJe-atep the issue of West German control of nuclear 
weapons, but Erhard, at least, appear. to have en~ouraged thu 
space venture. Shortly thereafter, NASA Administrator, James 
Webb, and a high-level NASA executive group left for Europe to 
pursue the issue. 
• 
7 
The nature of subsequent talks seems to have shifted to-
wards Illanned missions. NASA, during the late 1960s, began con-
sidering 4 ~ientific modules to dock with space stations. By 
1969, European interest in joint NASA ventures began to con-
centrate on the "Research and Applications Module" (RAM), an 
aspect ot' the American space station studies. 8 During the same 
period, ERNO beca~e involved in studies to enhance Sky lab oper-
ation~,9 thus adding to ERNO's growing understanding of manned 
missiC'ns. By the Autumn of 1969, a series of post-Apollo studies 
result~d in more positive steps for U.S.-Europe joint efforts. 
In S('ptomber 1969, the Space Task Group advised President Nixon 
to PUl:'\lC both manned and unmanned efforts. In the case of the 
form(~J', STG recommended a reu.sable space transport syst.em, and 
call('~l srecifically for international cooperation in u.S. space 
10 progl"1I11S. 1;.'1 October, NASA Administrator Paine and a select 
stafr t (lured Europe (as well as Australia and Japan), describing 
NAS" l']'l'l:l':lms and officially inviting their participation. Europe 
quickly l-,,'acted to the possibilities, planning a permanent ELDO/ 
ESRO ,Uaison in Washington, D.C. 'l'he European representative 
would I\\l'('t with NASA officials on a weekly basi.s and. make periodic 
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trip. to NASA centera and to contractor.. ' 
By June 1970 i ESRO earmarked funds for preliminary ,pace 
station module studies, by September 1971, ELDO began collab-
orating with NASA on shuttle techn~ca1 studies. In February 
8 
1972, a Joint Technical Experts G~oup of NASA and the European 
Space Conference endorsed emphasis on "Sortie Lab" studies. 
Urged by the u.s. to increase this aspect of investigation, the 
• 
European Space Council ~vcntually &pproved a comr~ehensive sortie 
lab study by ESRO on December 20, 1972. 12 Several considerations 
motivated American and European commitment to the sortie lab, 
eventuall~' re-baptized as the Spacelab. The sortie lab idea, 
originnting as a scientific module for space station operations, 
ran afoul of tight budgets. When NASA finally gave up its dreams 
for a p~rmanent space station, the sortie lab became an attrac-
tive pa~'load for the Shuttle, providing a flexible and resuable 
space st.Oltion in miniature for near-Earth orbit. 13 But NASA 
found it.flelf strapped for funds in 1972, having barely enough to 
continuQ the Shuttle projec~ .. let alone Spacelab. According to 
l'lerhhcr von Braun, former Director of Marshall Space Flight Center, 
and thl.'11 Deputy Associate Admi nistr."tor for plannin~ at NASA 
Headquarters, this seemed a highly opportune time to invite 
European participation. Von Braun wrote that Europe seemed eager 
for an ~ctive space role, but continued to have major problems 
with l:1.1"-'·s multi-stage booster, Europa. In any case, since 
Europa was a "throw-away" booster, and the U.S. Shuttle was re-
usabl~, Europe's large-thrust booster already seemed outmoded. 14 
1 
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Europe noeded the meana to establi8h a secure beachhead in aanne', 
spaceflight; NASA needed a moneyed partnerJ one might 8ay it waa 
a marringe made in heaven (or at least in near-Earth orbit). 
As Europe gravitated towards acqu ~',l '"ion of the Spacelab 
eff~rt, the Continent's organization for space activities became 
realigned and consolidated. In 1968, a special advisory committee 
to the European Space Conference recommended more centrali~ation 
of a\othority in order to facilitate coordinated plans and estab-
lish n cost-effective approach to European space efforts. ~e 
ESC would remain as th~ essential body at the ministerial level, 
with ~ standing committee to carry out decisions and set policies 
for both R&D and for commercial projects. The r.e:w organization 
would replace ESRO, ELDO~ and CETS (European Council on Tele-
i~omD\unications by Satellite) .15 Four more years passed until 
the European Space Agency began to assume substantial outlines. 
During 1972, the Communications Satellite Corporation (C6mSaf",), 
dominiltcd by the U.S~, continued to block European efforts to 
put up c\)mpeting satellites. Growing European frustration 
r 
proml'tc:'d the ESC to take fifm steps towards organizing the 
Eur0l'l'iln Space Agency (ESA). 16 Even so, two more years passed 
be!(\1'(' l-:~A' s charter went permanently into force. At an ESRO 
rnect\n'l on 15 February 1973, representatives approved a new ESA 
chnrlc'J', and planned to open it for signatures between March 
and :~rl't C'mber that year. Final details did not get ironed out 
until 15 April 1975, and ESA became a d~facto entity on 31 May 
l ~ ~ 1975. I 
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Against this background, the diplomatic and contractual 
details for Spacelab moved ahead. NASA and European represe~ta-
tives reached a series of agreements even before ESA became a 
reality. As noted earlier, the European Space Conference en-
dorsed an ESRO study on the Sortie Lab late in 1972. During 
March, 1973, ESRO issued a statement "concerning execution for 
the Space Laboratory Program," signed by Belgium, Denmark, 
Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, and later, Austria. This state-
ment involved financial commitments and budgetary estimates. 
In many ways, it can be considered the beginning of the Spacelab 
program in Europe. During the Spring, contractor definition and 
cost studies proceeded; ESA began to form, and on 24 September 
1973, European and American representatives signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU) that established the respective roles of 
Europe and the u.S. in the Space1ab program. 1S 
Obviously, Europe did not plunge blindly into Spacelab 
development. Paper studies and negotiations with ESRO and ESC 
extended over many years prior to the MOU of 1973. In addition, 
European space firms had already received an impression of how 
NASA nnd its contractors approached complex manned space projects. 
The U.S. had its own sortie lab studies, and European firms w~re 
alrendy involved in them. 
TECHNh.~AL INTERCHANGES 
"ithin NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) seized an 
earll" position in prototype "Spacelab" studies. In the early 
, 
1 
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day. of Marshall'. inve.tigktion, planner. referred to the pro-
ject a. the ·Sortie Can.· JaC, with principal responsibilitie. 
for the Space Shuttle, received a major MSFC briefing on the 
Sortie CDn (as a likely payload~ in April 1972. "As most of 
you know,· the JSC coordinator wrote to an invited audience, .-
Mtbe Sortie Can has received 8 considerable amount of attention 
by Marshall and NASA Headq,uartera, and this will be our first 
occasion to hear all the details directly. "19 The concept also 
used tho acronym, RAM, meaning Research and Application Module. 
MSFC'~ activities included an extensive contract with General 
Dynamics/Astronautics for RAM studies, which "analyzed the Pay-
load/Shuttle interface to a considerable depth. "20 General 
Dynamics submitted a lengthy document on 12 May 1972. The study 
itself holds interest as an early, comprehensiv= Spacelab proto-
type overview; as a clue to early European and U.S. contractor 
collaboration; and for description and illustration of early 
module studies. 
Although General Dynamics led the contractor team, support 
carne North Ar.ierican Rockwell Space Division (later called Rock-
well lnt~rnational), Bendix, and TRW Systems Group. The ldtter 
event\lall~' ,,·oc.nd up as a sub-contractor to the European effort. 
In addition, General Dynamics had international assistance from 
SAAS-ScDnia, ~~esserschmitt-Bolkhow Blohm, and from ERNO. 21 The 
latter two both became competitors on the Spacelab project. In 
fact, l::I~NO' s Spacelab studies, and its competition with MBB, 
predated its V.S. collaboration. In March of the same year t a 
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European coneortium known a. MESH launched a Spacelab fea.i~ 
bility study, with ERNO a. the project leader. Competing pro-
posal. came from t~. "Cosmos· consortium (headed by MBB) and 
. . 
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from ·Star· (headed by British Aerospace corporation.)22 ERNO 
and MBB thus accumulated considerable capability concerning 
Spacelab uses and design details. The General Dynamics report in 
which they collaborated projected several RAM variants for dif-
ferent missions. There were two basic mission profiles: RAMS 
carried into orbit and still attached to the orbiter for seven-
day missions; several RAMS delivered into orbit and joined to-
gether to create a modular space station. The individual RAM 
units could be varied for different missions. A pressurized 
sortie l\J\M, attached to the Shuttle Orbiter, provided a basic 
space laboratory with shirt-sleeve environment for mission 
tao 
speciali~ts;~RAM support module provided more room for addition 
personnel; the RAM payload module was a nstripped-~~wn~ version. 
Although pressurized, it was basically a cargo space and had a 
.. f" .~ d d' th 0 b' ~n1mum 0 autonomous s, systems, epen 1ng on e r 1ter or 
another ~~ unit to function. The study also discussed RAM pal-
lets, ~,'mi-circular structures with control and data hook-ups, 
mount~d in the open section of the Orbiter's payload bay to 
expose ~~periments to the space environment. 23 This detailed re-
view I'Olt,~~ssed striking similarities to eventual Spacelab modules 
and pall"t configurations. European participation, including MBB 
as well ~$ ERNO, represented an unusually early and extensive 
stage ot collaboration, w~ll before Europe 
j 
- and 1uncrica signed the formal H)U in the Autumn of 1973. It 
would also seem that the experience provided early opportunitiea 
for the eventual association between the European Space lab con-
tractors and u.s. firms like TRt<7 and Rockwell. 
~~FC, in the meantime, pursued work on the project, which 
received ~n official change in designation, from "Sortie ~ah!_ 
to "Sol"tie-Can.· MSFC' s effort included fairly detltliled studies 
for labora·tory equipment inside the Sortie Can, stressing off-
the-shelf material as much as possible. Marshall technicians 
also est·ablished guidelines for identifying flammable and toxic 
materials, temperature and pressure environments, and the acous-
tic cnvironment. 24 Planning intensified du~ing the summer of 
1972, as preparations for a NASA-wide "Shuttle Sortie Workshop" 
began to take shape. The workshop held at Goddard Space Flight 
Center from 31 July to 4 August engaged personnel from Head-
quarters and Centers alike, and the agenda convered a broad spec-
trum of management issues and technical questions. 25 The Shuttle 
Sortie '~orkshop also highlighted controversy about the size and 
utili~ation of modules. One camp advocated a well-equipped lab 
moc.lulc, supporting two or more specialists for seven days. A 
second <Jroup argued for a minimum crew, filling the module with 
autom~\t~d rese"rch equipment and allowiug missions beyond seven 
"'6 days." Some observors felt the whcle meeting was too elaborate. 
"For 1\1l', the entire week was far too much time to spend, relative 
to th~ r~sults," one JSC representative reported. "I believe 
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the equivalent could have been accomplished in about 2 days." 
The JSC correspondent also reported MS~C's desire to build 
the Sortie Can in-house to save money. "It sounded like the 
clock had been turned back several years when MSFC went from 
the wet workshop to the dry workshop," he wrote, referring to 
Skylab. 27 
Justified or not, the remark suggests a logical consequence 
of Spacelab's heritage. MSFC spent considerable time and effort 
on the Skylab program, and its e~~ertise obviously provided 
reference points in Spacelab's evoiution. European firms must 
have pickcd up useful information from their Skylab association, 
as well as firm participation in RAM investigations. At the 
same timc, a succession of NASA activities strongly infIuence.d 
Spacelab's basic configuration. Many of the prelimi~ary design 
problems nnd technical issues became ironed out as a result of 
contract studies like the General Dynamics RAM study, continuing 
in-house work at ~~FC, and agency-wide workshops such as the one 
at GSFC. 
As Spncelab's outlines emerged into sharper focus and NASA's 
negotiations involving European participation neared formal 
agrecJr.ent during 1973, exchanges at the technical levels were 
already wc.'ll advanced. By the Spring of 1973, MSFC received the 
desi9n~ti~n as "lead center" for the Sortie Lab. JSC questioned 
the dcci~ion, and Dale Myers, Associate Administrator for Manned 
Space l'li9ht reiterated the decision in a letter to Christopher 
"8 
r.raft.· Even though Marshall remained the lead center, many 
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issue. involved the Shuttle Orbiter,and~correspondenc. often 
became a three-way affair, involving JSC, MSPC, and European 
space officials. As the technical discussions focussed on in-
creasingly specific details, the first areas of technical dif-
ferenccs began to crop up. 
Constituted more as an international associatiop, ESRO 
originally relied on contl:'actors within its member states for 
technical contributions. But the organization recognized the 
usefuln~ss of an indigenous and independent facility with tech-
nical expcrtise to perform certain in-house engineering pro-
jects and to enhance management of assorted contractors. For 
t~is r~ason, ESRO established the European Space Research and 
Techn(.'l<'9l' Center (ESTEC) at Noordwijkl near Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands. With a staff of several hundred, ESTEC developed 
facilities for research, development, and testing of space 
hardware and space vehicles. 29 At this stage of Spacelab's 
evolution, ESTEC personnel be~~e more enmeshed in technical 
issu('s. In May 1973, Heinz Stoewer of ESTEC voiced concerns 
• 
to S(.'b 'l'hompson of JSC, following a visit to Houston by a Space-
lab tt':\nl. Stoewer worried about the center of gravity and the 
landin9 "'cight of the Shuttle/Spacelab combination. After news 
of p(.':~~dl'le changes in center of gravity constraints popped up, 
"th('l'(' h:\s heen considerable activity, as you know, on both sides 
of the A~)"ntic," Stoewer wrote, "and the results are far from 
encoul':\9 in9. II The arrangement preferred by ESTEC kept the Space-
, 
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lab snugged up to the Orbiter'. forward bulkhead. Mountin~ the 
Space lab further aft meant a longer access tunnel, more weight, 
more crew transfer problema, and less space for using pallets, 
Stoewer pointed out. He also suggested more flexibility for 
landing weight, targeted at 20,000 lbs. empty. If weight in-
creased, it meant reducing payload or redesigning a smaller 
Spacelab. 30 Thompson wrote back, alluding to many issues al~~ 
ready settled, and referring to documentation underway to en-
hance the Space lab effort in Europe. As for the center of 
gravity issue, Thompson said that the first two Orbiters would 
have to stay at 2% envelopes; a modification kit for Orbiter .3 
would give ESTEC the 3% they wanted. As for the landing weight, 
the payload limits had been raised, allowing for both Spacelab 
growth and pa~' load capability as well. 31 
In addition to periodic visits andcontinuing correspondence, 
~ 
personnel assignments to European sites assisted ESRO/ESTEC in 
evaluating contractors and in negotiating the Memorandum of 
Understanding, pending in the Autumn of 1973. EU):opean design 
of the Spacelab made good progress, but they Also recognized the 
wisdom in tapping accumulated experience of NASA experts. By' 
the Spring of 1973, NASA already stationed two liaison officers 
at ESTEC, with additional people en route during June. As Myers 
explained the situation to the NASA Admin1strator: "In response 
to a specific ESRO request for technical assistance during the 
next 4-6 weeks, we are detailing to ESTEC from our Centers six 
technical e~~erts in the fields of systems engineering, payload 
requircm~nts, environmental control, safety, flight operations, 
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and ground operations.- Their job called for working with the 
ESRO team looking at European contractor. and evaluating their 
capabilities. ESTEC also placed liaison person in residence at 
MSFC. 32 NASA Headquarters evidently acquiesced in th~ dispatch 
of NASA experts to evaluate European contractors because the 
ESRO request appeared to be unique. As ESTEC built up its tech-
ni.cal staff, there would be les8 demand for u. S. technical sup-
port over a lengthy period. on the other hand, NASA foresaw the 
need to send large observation teams to Europe a~ ESTEC reached 
cel~tain milestones for systems and subsystems 1'eviews, as well 
33 
as for other key events. 
In fact, a major NASA deputation attended a "Phase B2" 
review during the Summer covering contractor definition and cost 
studies. Including personnel from Headquarters, JSC, MSFC, and 
KSC, 22 NASA executives and engineers assisted their ESTEC counter-
I7arts in evaluating the competing presentations for the Spacelab 
fontract. MBB and ERNO each made their pitches at this time, 
/ backed by respective subcontractor teams from other nations. ~e 
NASA emissaries came away impressed by what they saw and heard. 
"Both contractor briefings were very professional and related 
the in-d~pth technical abilities of the entire team," a JSC 
delc9ate reported. Eventually, ESTEC and NASA teams both sum-
mari~cd th"lr findings for ESRO management. The information from 
.. 
thcsc deliberations became part of the information used by 
European negotiators for structuring the f.1emorandum of Under-
standin9 in September, and for the selection of the Spacelab 
contractor by Spring of the following year. 34 These events not 
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only underscored the collaboration in assessing many issues be-
fore signing the Memorandum of Understanding; NASA's action in 1 
sending experts from the various Centers to review the European 
contractors also revealed an unusual degree of participation in 
the process of selecting the eventual Spacelab builder. In 
addition, NASA participation gave the agency, an early look at 
the contractors, and presumably facilitated communications dur-
ing subsequent phases of Spacelab development. 
As this round of contractual arrangements neared conclusion, 
other international liaison efforts focussed on the probable 
scientific users of Spacelab a&d attempted to plan the lab'. 
equipment and functional layout. At JSC, the Life Sciences 
Division played an important role in coordinating these activities, 
receiving continuous data from within NASA and from potential 
customers outside the agency. The Life Sciences Division took 
a special look at such things as: dimensions; power; heat 're-
jection; computer services; communications; rescue, EVA; crew 
size; operational modes and responsibilities. The Europeans 
had to ccnsider customers from their side and work out appro-
priate arrangements wit~ NASA, since Spacelab functions inevit-
abl~· involved capabilities and systems aboard the Shuttle Orbiter. 
As a cl~arin9 house, both sides agreed on the need for a Joint 
NAS~/t~~o Spacelab Users Requirements Group, which held its fi~st 
meetin'l on 17 July 1973. And all the while, the minutiae of a 
major international manned space program, in which the European 
contri~ution rode as a passenger aboard a NASA vehicle, generated 
r ---.~ .. ' 
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a growing steam of information requests from the Continent. 
Queriv6 ran the gamut, from miscellaneous interface issues 
(electrical, environmental. thermal, and computers) to routine 
inforn\:\tion exchanges about the qualification status of elec-
trical parts. 35 
19 
~\te in August 1973, the MOU draft began to circulate, of-
fiCially entitl~d: 
~emorandum of Understanding Between the National Aero-
Dautics and Space Administration and the European Space Re-
s~nrch Organization for A &~perative Program Concerning 
Development, Procurement, and Use of a Space Laboratory In 
C~mjunction With the Space Shuttle System. 
As the document spelled out responsibilities, ESRO agreed to 
devcl~'p "mannable laborator), modules and unpressuri.zed instru-
ment vln t forms (pallets)." For ESRO, this mean one flig'ht 
uDi t. l'lle engineering model, a:;round support equipment, spares, 
drb~in&s, and so on. NASA, for its part, agreed to maintain 
lia:t~l'n personnel in Europe, and to accomodate European personnel 
post~d to the U.S. NASA further agreed to provide general tech-
nicnl nnd managerial consultation, and to "monitor ESRO tech-
nicnl progress in selected areas as defined in the Prog"'armu~ 
plnn." In this regard, NASA made sure that crucial aspects of 
SpR("('lnb development met its rigorous staLdards, which had, after 
all, ~~come honed on successive generations of manned spaceflight 
ope' j';\ t h)llS, from Mercury to Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, and the 
Apol10-~0YU~ Test Project. As partners in a new enterprise, the 
Eur"l'c':lllS also picked up valuable engineering and manage!ment 
eXI'c'I't it'e from NASA. 
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In tact, potential European benefit. were specifically 
singled out, permitting acquisition of u.s. aerospace technology, 
As phrllscd ift the MOU, NASA would not infringe any u.s. pro-
prietary rights, but did agree that "ESRO will have access to 
technology, including know-how, available to NASA and needed to 
accomplish successfully its tasks under this cooperative 
programme. • As a quid pro quo, NASA received the same • • 
prerogatives regarding ESRO activities. ESRO agreed to retain 
a capability to manufacture additional Spacelab units, and main-
tained a monopoly in this regard, since NASA agreed not to in-
augur.ate any independent Spacelab development, unless ESRO failed 
to produce. Furthermore, Europa secured an additional position 
in mauncd space flights with the concurrence of NASA to include 
at least one European in the first Spacelab flight crew. The 
MOU also outlined an important mechanism to coordinate important 
managcrinl and technical issues through the Joint Spacelab Work-
ing ~roup (JSWG), co-chaired by u.s. and European Program heads, 
assist~d bl· appropriate technical personnel. The J5WG exchanged 
essential inforrn.'ltion concerning the Orbiter and Spacelab; con-
tt;!ndcu wjth interface problems and answers; identified potential 
probh'm:: (l"'r each other; made sure corrective action occurred. 36 
1--""1"1\1,,1 5i<;ning of the l>1emorandum of Understanding occurred 
24 St'l'tt'mlwr 1973 in Washington, D.C.; Dr. Alexander Hocker of 
Germ;\I1Y ::j(1I1t."d r,....,r ESRO, and Ja!nes Fletcher, NASA Administrator 
signt'"l f()J- the P.S. The same day, Fletcher sent a NASA memorandum 
1 
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officially re-christening the Sortie Lab as the Spacelab. 37 
The W:whington Post noted prior European failures to develop a 
relinbl" launcher; now the Europeans had embarked on a more com-
plex mnnned space project costing $300-400 million. Since the 
Europ~Rn Spacelab constituted a major element in future U.S. 
space programs, the collaboratioll represented "a new dimension 
in th(l Atlantic partnership.n38 Other news commentators recalled 
Europe's failure in mounting a significant space program, and 
s£em<,d dubious about the on-going relationship iml-"licit in the 
MOU. 111e U.S. remained dependent on Europe for Spacelab units, 
and this did not necessarily seem to be a good thing. In allY case, 
Eur0l'l) nppeared to have a firm monopoly on Spacelab manufacturing, 
as thtl (lnly poslcJible supplier in the near future. 39 If nothing 
else, ~urope had definitely found a sec~re niche in manned space 
opern t 1,\'ns for many years ahead. 
Tht" contract award for Spacelab finally went to ERNO on 5 
Jun(l 1074. 40 The European space reorganization begun dUI!:lilg a 
meetinK nt Brussels on 31 July 1973, eventually r~sulted in the 
II-nK'mlwr European Space Agency, which became official on 31 May 
1975.-11 Membors included Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of 
Gern~:\n~'. France, Ireland, Italy, The Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, 
S\rit~~,(.)1·tund, and the United Kingdom. These events put Europe's 
mann(.',i :~p!lce program on a firm basis. As Space lab development 
mO\'l"t nla'nd on a course parallel to NASA's Shuttle program, the 
"Atl:U1l Ie partnership" looked fo!"ward to new dimensions in space 
exph'l'ption. 
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WEATHERING OF IROH SULFIDES UNDER 
MARS SURFACE AMBIENT CONDITIONS 
ThOOlas R. Blackburn 
St. Andrews Presbyterian Collece 
1981 NASA-ASEE Su~ner Faculty F~llow 
Everett K. Gibson, Jr. 
SN7. Geochemistry Branch 
Planetary and Earth Sciences Division 
,~Abstract: The study of iron sulfilde surface alter'nation r'eactions begun during 
1980 wa~ extended through improved irradiation design and experimental protocols, 
and to a wider range of humidities and more intense irradiation. X-ray photo-
electron spectra of irradiated chips suggest formation of FeS04, FeC03, and an iron oxide on the iron sulfide su~strate. 
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Gooding (~1}78) suggest.s t.hat, in the' oxidative weathering of prir'wry iron 
sulfides (such as troilite, FeSt and pyrrhotite, Fe(1_X)S) under Mars surface 
ambient conditions, the most stable product would be FcS04 or, r,iven sufficient. 
water vapor (2.5 x 10-7 atm at 240 K), its monohydrate 
FeS + 2°2 
0 174.08 kcal .). FeS04 ; /l.G 298 = -
FeS04 + H2O(g) .). FeSO 
. H2O; 
1\ GO 
= - ".6 4 298 
but that the equilibri~m 02 pressure for the reaction 
2FeS + 31202 .). Fe20 3 + 2S 
szomolnoki te , FeSOl1 
kcal (2) 
(3) 
is nearly the S(l,rne as that for reaction (1), so that reaction (3) or the even more 
exoergic 
o 2FeS + 7/2°2 .). Fe 20 3 + 2S02 ; !\G 298 = - 274.1 kcal (4) 
might provide alter'native product sets. The oxidation of iron sulfides would 
be an important provenance for sulfate in the Martian regolith, and therefore, 
~ hypothetically (Toulmin ct al., 1977: Clark et aI., 1976) for the cementing agent 
of duricrust. The assemblage (Fe 20 3 + 2S + 5/2°2 ) is Clbout 220 kcal higher in 
Gibbs. free energy than 2Fe304 at 240 K and the ambient Nartian oxygen fugacity of 
1 x 10-5 , so that once FeSO ll is formed there is no possibility of its conversion 
to hematite and elemental sulfur under lhe~e conditions. Finally. the combined 
oxidation and carbonation reaction 
o 
2FeS + 1/2°2 + CO2 ~ FeC03 + + 3; ~G 298 = - 20.1 kcal (5) 
would lead to spontaneolls f;:>nnation of sideri te. 
However, in kinetically hindered r~actions it is the relative rates of 
alternative' path\olays and not. lher'modynamics alone that cletcnnincs the product set 
that is first. produced, and if hemati tc and sul fUr wer'c once formed they caul d 
persist metastably for long times under Cl strictly gns-50lid kin~tic regime. The 
stabil iUes of FcC0
3 
and Ft.'!.)0Li H~)1I1r1 derv'r,d Of! th,' iW<lilobility of liquld (01' 
other condensed, c.g., adsorbed) "20 t.o Sf'rve as CI medil,.;;n for further r>"jctiorn. 
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The pr t'sen t wor k w.'\s under" t.akt·11 to in v e~; ti ga tf' Lhe sut f'l(.!e ox i cia t.ir)fl 0 f a ~l)t 
of primal'Y iron suIfid~~s (troilite, pyrrhotite, and pyrite, FeS;» under ~lars 
-.. 
surfnce ambienL conditions, and in th(" pre:wnce of ~ st,"ong flux of ultraviolE't 
1 ight, in the assumpt.ion that attack by photochemicall y generated oxicldnts such a:.; 
O( ' 0 ), °3 , and (in the P'"t?scll!"!e of wat-:-r vapor) HCJ2 and 1\202 \~i 11 dominate gas-
solid oxidation kinetics. After irradiations under a variety of conditions of 
temperature and humidity, the sur face chemical staLe of sample chips as measured 
by the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of Fe, S, C, and ° was compared to 
that of unexposed reference chips. Ox idation of suI fur from -2 (suI fide) to +6 
(sulfate) states is accompanied by an easi 1 y detected posi ti ve shi ft of about 6 to 
7 eV in its 2p electron binding energy. Relative iron and sulfur intensities give 
evidence of the extent to which sulfur anions are replaced by oxide or carbonate 
in the weathering of these minerals, while the presence of carbonate and iron 
oxides is detectable from characteristic shifts in the C( 1s) and 0\ ls~ electron 
~ binding energies. 
EXPERIHErHAL 
~amples were placed in AI containers on a Cu heat sink within a 3.7 liter 
stainless steel chamber (Fig. 1). Sample temperature and chamber humidi ty wet-e 
crntrolled by the circulation of th~rmostatted coolant throuGh a coil beneath the 
heat sink; temperature was measured by stainless steel jacketed thermocouples at 
three 'posi tions: (1) At the point on the heat sink where the coolant coil enters; 
2) at the surface of a sample chip, in the UV beam; and (3) on the chamber 
baseplate, or immcrsed in the liquid w,ter reservoir when present. 
Light from a 50-w<ltL d('ut..eri urn lamp w~s admitted to the chnmber th:-ougll ::, 
0.3 em thick optical quartz window, aftp.r traversing an <Jir patl. of 8 em. The 
emission spectrum of this source at the qUClrtz window i! shown in Figure 2. The 
volume of the beam inside t.h(~ chafl1iH.'1" was Sf) em 3. 
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, Polycrystalline bull~ mineral sCll11pl(,:J (id 0 ntity verified by powder X-ray 
diffr;1ction) were sawn with a diamlln.J bl<lde, using purified isopropanol as 
lubricant, and cleaned by ultrasonication in high-purity trifluorotrichloroethane, 
followed by a 1500 bal<eout. The face to be irradiated was t.hen polished in :m AI' 
atmosphere with Si C paper to produce a fresh sur r dee. Samples remained in an Ar 
or CO
2 
atmosphere from the termination of irradiation until introduction into the 
sample chamber of the X-ray photoelectron spectrometer. 
The irradiation atmosphere was "high-purity" carbon dioxide containing 
350 ppm °
2
, except in the lowest-humidi ty run. when CO
2 
wi th certi fied H
2
0 and 02 
concentrations of 20 ppm was used. In all but this latter run, the H20( g) compo-
sition of the gas phase present was controlled bv varying the temperature of the 
heat sj nk, in the presence of a supply of H20 (l . 'r s). The variat:;'on of this 
parameter is summarized in Table I. The atmospheric leak rate of the assembled 
apparatus was about 8 x 10-3 torr/day, and thus the total ~tmospheric oxygen 
~ introduced through leaks during a 100-hour irradiation did not exceed the partial 
pressure of 02 (0.13% of ambient pressure) at the surface of Hars. 
X-ray photoelectron spe~troxopy (XPS) was performed at Texas A&M University 
on a Hewlett-Packard 5950 phot.oelectr"on sp('(;trot'let~I' using m'Jnochromati zed AIKa 
radiation. Data reduction employed the Surface Science Laboratories E5CA Data 
System, Revision E. 
RESULTS 
At the time of thiD report, the analysis of only one sample set (cold, humid; 
see Table I) has been completed. Tile wide-scan XPS spectra (Figure 2) show 
prominent peaks fOl" enrbon and oxygen in addition to those f'Jr iron and su1 fur, 
indicating considerable alteration of thE' surf;-;ce from the stolcriomet!"ic bulk 
composi tions. Hisn res~luLion scans of the sulfur (2p), carbon (1s), and oxygen 
"' 
(15) indicate the presence of sulfur ~s 52- and 501/-; carbon C'lS C(IV) (elthel CO/-
1 
l 
J 
j 
I 
1 
J 
I 
" . 
-
or CO2 (ads) and other compounds po~;sibly in::-ludinc CO~ and C32 (Blad:burn f!t al., 
1Q80» and, except in the cas~ of f'eS 2 , oxycen as a metal (p:ootJably iroll) oxide. 
Thus, an assemblage of FeSOq , FeCO~, and F~ 03 on the original mineral 5ubstrdte 
.' 2 
would account quali tati vcly for th!? appNlranCe of the XPS spectra. The assurnpti on 
that only these substances aloe present wi 11 permi t. calculation of the mole fractions 
of each present in the layer (about? run deep) Rnalyzed by XPS, and such calcu-
lations wi 11 be per formed aut.omatically as data sets are r'ecorded. The resul ts of 
these calculations will then be correlated with conJitions during irradiation (Table I). 
It is emphasized that such a correlation will have only conjectural significance, 
since we have no firm evidence th~t the four components listed above are the only 
ones present in significant amounts at the irradiated surface; indeed, the XPS 
spectra not yet obtained may lead to a revision of the uasis set of compounds 
assumed. (For example, ther'e are unassigned peaks in the C( 1 s) spectra of most 
samples. ) 
Table I. Environmental Parameters During Irradiation. 
TH ° ( a) TS 1 (b) P torr P R b' (c) 2 amp e H2O, CO2 , torr uriC Run 
246 249 1.6 x 10-4 8 Cold, dry 
2 249 256 0.53 8 Cold, humid 
3 305 309 35.6 40 Warm, humid 
4 300 297 26.7 38 Warm, wet 
5 233 760 Cold, dry,dark 
(No UV irradiation) 
Notes: (a) Temperature of the cool('st point in the irradiation chamber. 
(b) Temperature of in-beDm thermocouple touching sample chip. 
(c) As referenced in tile text of this paper. 
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES 
Figure 1. Irradiation chamber. All construction is of stainless steel except for 
the Cu gasket and heat sink (5) and quartz window. 
B: UV beam volume. 
TC: Thermocouple leads. 
Figure 2. Emission spectrum of deuterium arc lamp. 
Figure 3. Typical post-irradiation XPS spectra, Fe C1 _X)S, out-of-beam sample. 
A: Wide-scan spectrum showing peaks for Fe (2p), 0 (ls), C (15), and S 
(2s and 2p) electr?ns. 
B: High-resolution 0 (1s) spectrum. The low-binding energy should~r at 
530 eV indicates iron oxide(s) present. 
C: High-resolution C (15) spectrum. The peaks at 288 and 284.4 eV are 
2-
assigned to C0 3 and hydrocarbon, respectively; the 286 eV compon~nt 
is not identified. 
D: Hieh-resolution S (2p) spectrum. 
the multiplicity "f Lh~ 2p 3/2, 1/2 
emission. The doubl~t at about 169 
All peaks are doubled b~cause of 
stote produced by photoelectron 
2-
eV in Hcates suI fur as S04 ; Lhe 
lower-bindi ng energy doublets indicaLf"> t~:o chemical states of sulfur, 
2- ?-probdbl y Sana S.., ~ . 
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Several Antarctic soils were studied. Water extracts were analyzed for 
1 
sodium, potassium, magnesium, calcium, chloride, and nitrate ions using flame 
photometry, atomic absorption spectroscopy, and ion selective electrodes. 
Significant differences were noted in soils from different regions. tJpwar~ 
ionic transport above the permafrost layer with almost no evidence of migration 
below this line waf observed in core samples. Very high ionic concentrations 
of sodium and chloride were observed in the Prospect Mesa Formation of Wright 
Balley. Calc1.um ch ... oride was the most predominant species in s"ils from the 
Don Juan Pond. The high concentrations of salts reflects the aridity of the 
dry valley system. 
The dry valleys of Antarctica provide an excellent terrestrial analog of 
the surface of Mars. Studies such as this one provide important information 
to aid in understa~ding the processes operating \dthin the Martian regolith. 
2 
DETERMINATION OF WATER-SOLUBLE IONS 
IN SOILS FROM THE DRY VALLEYS OF ANTAPCTICA 
The dry valleys of Antarctica furnish one :"f the best terrestrial analogs 
for the surface of Mars. In many places surface features are similar. Both 
Antarctica and Ma~s have low humidities, desiccating winds, and an oxidizing 
environment. Even though the air temperatures of both are seldom above freezing 
even in summer, the soil experiences a di'lrnal cycle of freezing and thawing 
(1). It is possible to increase our understanding of changes occurring within 
the Martian regolith by studying processes operating in the cold, dry environ-
ment of Antarctica. 
During the austral summer of 1979-80, a group of Antarctic soils was 
collected. The primary purpose of the project described here was to determine 
the abundances of the water-soluble ions magnesium, calcium, potassium, sodium, 
chloride, and nitrate in soils from different regions and at various locations 
and depths wi thin a gi'~ en region. These data not only give soil composi tion 
but also provide information which is useful in studying processes such as 
weathering and ionic transport. When combined with additional studies of the 
soils, they provide a detailed picture of the soil chemistry in a ccld, dry 
environment. 
To retard ionic migration, soil cores were stored below _100 C. The cores 
were cut into individual samples which were then air dried, weighed, and extracted 
with water. After filtration, the samples were analyzed. 
An Orion Research Ionalyzer 901 and the appro~riate ion selective electrodrs 
were used for determining calcium, chloride, and n1 trate in all samples. Sod1un. 
and potassium were determined by ion selective electrodes for all samples except 
those in the four det3iled core studies (OJ 33, OJ 2074, WV 52, and DQ 35). For 
3 
those samples, sodium and potassium were determined by flllllle photometry using an 
Instrumentation Laboratory 643 flame phot.ometer. A Per'kin-Elmer 373 atomic 
f 
absorption spectrophotometer was used for all the magnesium determinations. 
I' 
Because of the aridity of the Antarctic environment, water-soluble salts have 
not been leached out of the soUs and are often present in high ooncentrations. 
Salts accumulate within rocks by natural desert prooesses, are transferred from 
rooks to the so11 during weathering, and by tht aotion of .,1nd and by slow partial 
leaohing eventually accumulate in low-lying areas such as basins and lRkes. 
~~~t of the samples for this study were obtained from Taylor Valley and 
Wright Valley, two ice-free valleys in Victoria Land (see Figure 1). Taylor 
Valley runs east-west and is bO:'nded on the west by the Taylor Glacier and on the 
east by McMurdo Sound. Hills and mountains on the north and south separate Taylor 
Valley from the rest ot' Victoria Land. Taylor Valley serves as a basin for a muoh 
smaller region than that around Wright Valley. This was reflected in the data 
whioh showed muoh lower ionic abundances in Taylor Valley soi.ls than in the other 
so11s. 
The salt layer in Lake Hoare, 3 dry lake bed in Taylor Valley, was very thin, 
and concentrntions were low. The permafrost level was near the surface. Even 
greater ionio depletion was observed in surface soil from an island in the lake. 
Figure 2 shows variations with depth in a oore from Taylor Valley. Note from the 
scale of the graph that all concentrations were low. 
Patterned ground consisting of a sy~tem of polygons is common in many areas 
of Antarctica, inoluding Taylor Valley. These features apparently result from 
seasonal expansion arJ contraction. During the wjnter, fractures occur as the 
permafrost contracts due to the cold temperatures. By summer these cracks may 
beoome filled as wind and meltin~ ice carry surface material into the fracture. 
When the soU expand.~ during the summer. the weak£r zone at the fracture is puuhed 
upward. Repetition of this process through the years causes the observed patterns 
(3). Several areas of Mars show similar ~atterns except that the scale is very 
different (4). A sample of Taylor Valley ~oil taken between the polygons was low 
1n all ions checked. If Martian polygons were formed bv the same mechanism 
responsible for the patterned ground in Antarctica, it is likely that the Martian 
surface soil between the polygons would show similar ionic depletion. 
Wright Valley is one cf the major valleys in Victoria Land. It reaches from 
the Polar Plateau to the Wilson Piedmont Glacier where it is filled by the Wright 
Lower Glacier. It is Dounded on both north and south by mountain ranges. ~le 
western section of the valley is separated by the Dais Plateau into the upper arid 
lower forks. Concentrations of ions in soils from Wright Valley were much higher 
than those in Taylor Valley soils but varied dramatically with depth and from one 
location to another. Figure 3 is a comparison of chloride ion concentrations in 
four different cores from Wright Valley. 
Two Wright Valley ponds gave widely divergent results. The Don Quixote Pond 
in the North Fork had relatively high concentrations of most ions near the 
surface, wi th sodium and chloride ions predominating (see Figure 4). Concer.t.ra-
tions decreased dramatically to a depth of approximately 3 to 4 centimeters, where 
they started to level nff to low values changing very little throughout the rest 
of the core. Upon visual examination, the core appeared homogeneous below 
approximately 3 centimeters. Analysis of the white crystalline encrustations on 
the surface of the pond gave results which were very similar to those from the top 
of the core. All ions checked, except potassium, were present in relatively high 
amounts, indicating t~e presence of several differtnt minerals. The data showec 
that salts from upper-lying areas were transported into lower' ar'.eas such as pono:i 
and lakes. As an illustration, ionic concentratiors ~ear the surface of Don 
QUixote Pond were more than tenfold greater than the corresponding concentrations 
at a point 20 meters ~bove the pond. 
r 
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The Don Juan Pond in the South Fork remains unfro~en because of its high salt 
corltent (2). Two core samples were obt.ained fron, the soU of the Don Juan Pond. 
, 
f Sample OJ 2074 was taken from the cent~r of the pond, and sample DJ 33 was 
I, 
obtained near the periphery. In the two core samples, ionio ~'oncentrations varied 
in a similar manner with d~pth. However, oonoentrations in the central core were 
muoh higher, indioa~ing a movement of ~he salts to the lowest part of the pond. 
The increase-.. abundance of sodium ions near the surface of the central core shows 
that sodium salts are transPQrted more easily than other salts. In both cores the 
preponderance of the ~odium ions was near the surface, whereas calcium iorl ~~oncen-
tration fluctuated considerably down the core. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate that 
both sodium chloride and calcium chloride are present in the OQn Juan samples with 
calcium chloride significantly predominating below the surface layer. The data 
verify that upward ionic migration occurred. As surface water evaporated or 
SUblimed, the salts were left behind. From these results, it appears that sodium 
chloride has a greater upward mobility than does calcium chloride. 
Core 52 was obtained from the southeastern end of Wright Valley. Ionic 
concentl'ations were generally much lower than those of the Don Juan samples. As 
shown in Figure 7, the molar concentration of cal~ium ions did not correspond to 
any of the other species, predicting the presence ~f an additional calcium salt. 
Visual examination indicated the likelihood of a small amount of calcium carbonate 
and a much larger amount of calcium sulfate. The broad maximum in calcium ion 
concentration occurring at the 8 centimeter level indicates that the upward 
migration of calcium ions is hindered, probably because the calcium salts present 
in this sample are ~nly slightly soluble in water and are not tran~ported upward 
as readily as more ~oluble salts. 
6 
Samples were obtained frCAll a large, 1 meter deep pi t • '1 the Prospect Mesz 
Formatinn in Wr ight Valley. F'1.gur e 8 shows the ionic abundancos. The mol as' ratio 
of sodiLill and chloride ions is very close to 1:1, in:!:'!sttng the presence of 
sodil.lD chloride (see Figure 9). A salt hyer occurred just below the surface 
again indicating an upward mobility of sodil.lD and chloride ions. Concentrations 
of these ions decreased down to the permafrost level at a dept.h of 35 to 40 
centimeters. Below this level, concentrations of all ions remained essentially 
constant, indicating that little or no ionic transport occurred in the permafrost 
zone. The depletion of ions in the surface layer is indicative of weathering 
action, probably due to wind. 
In summary, all samples examined contained water-sollJble salts, reflecting 
the aridity of the region. Calcium chloride was most abundant in samples from the 
Don Juan Pond, whereas sodium chloride was present in very high concentrations in 
the Prospect Me~a Formation of Wright Valley. Considering all ions checked, the 
soil pit in the Prospect Mesa Formation was the richest area examined. Abundances 
of both potassium and nitrate ions were low in most areas but were significant in 
some of the samples from the Prospect Mesa pit. Magnesium ion concentrations were 
generally low throughout ~he dry valleys. A few ~amples were checked for fluoride 
ions; the results were so low that further determinations seemed impractical. 
Movement of salts into low-lying areas was verified. Upward ionic migration 
was evident in all core samples. Of all cation~ observed, sodium showed the 
greatest degree of migration. 
The ohemistry of so11s from t.he dry valleys of Antarcltica is both interesting 
and unusual. A detailed knowledge of these soils may prove to be quite valuable 
in planetary studies. 
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DON JUAN CORE 33 - NEAR PERIPHtKY OF POND 
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DON JUAN CORE 2074 - CENTER OF POND 
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I. Introduction 
The Microwave Scanning B~am landing System (r~SBlS) is a navigation 
system which provides distance, azimuth, and elevation coordinates to the 
Shuttle orbiter during final approach and landing (Harton 1979). Azimuth 
infonmation is transmitt~d to the orbiter via a pulse-encoded. vertically 
polarized, planar vertical beam sweeping ~j,rough a 30° transmission sector 
centered on the runway centerline extension; vertical coverage of the azimuth 
beam extends to 23°. Si~ilarly, elevation data are transmitted to the orbiter 
via a pulse-encoded. vertically polarized. planar horizontal beam sweeping 
trhough a 30° transmission sector; usable azimuth coverage of the elevation 
beam ext~nds to approxirnate1y 50°. For range determinatiOl"" the orbiter, 
after detecting a solicit signal from the ground station, returns an in-
terrogation signal. Upon receiving the interrogation signal, the ground 
station sends a reply signal to the orbiter. The orbiter then determines its 
range by measuring the time spacing between interrogation and reply. The 
~ntire sequence, range-azimuth-elevation. is repeated every 200 milliseconds, 
and at a frequency near 15.5 GHz. (wavelength ~ 1.94 cm). 
At a fixed tracking level of about -4 dB, the azimuth full beam width 
is ~ 2.4~ ~ince the ground station changes the pulse encoding (pulse-pair 
spacing) every 0.125°, as the beam s\,leeps past the orbiter, a distribution of 
pulse pairs is received. In computing azimuth, the orbiter averages the pulse-
pair spacings of all pulse-pairs in the received distribution. Elevation 
signal reception and decoding is sinilar to that for azimuth, except that the 
-4dB beam width is 1.4°, and the received pulse distribution contains fewer 
pulse-pairs. 
The MSBLS is expected to be particularly useful during periods of de-
creased optical visibility such as at night or those resulting fro~ the 
presence of rain, fog. or clouds in the line-of-sight between the ground 
station and orbiter. Certainly, there will be times when meteorological 
conditions are sufficiently poor that an orbiter landing would be un-
acceptably risky. Consequently, it is important to be able to predict 
the signal attenu~tion, beam distortion, and coordinate errors which re-
s~lt from operation of the system in poor weather conditions. 
Radar 1 Herature abounds. wi th studies of micrO\'/ave attenuation due to 
rain and fog. Robel (1978, and references therein; 1981) has appealed to 
those studies in estinating the most adverse meteorological conditions under 
which the f1SBLS will function reliably. He deals \'Iith the problem of 
attenuation exclusively. One can anticipate, however, rain and fog conditions 
that will lead to systematic elevation and azimuth error as well as the 
random error expected from.a weakened Signal at the orbiter. The systematic, 
or bias error results from beam distortion as it traverses asymmetrical 
weather configurations such as those which could occur in fog, rain or cloud 
conditions. 
The main ph)sical processes giving rise to attenuation of ttSBLS 
signals are absorption and scattering of microwaves from distributions of 
water droplets. In scattering, the frequency of radiation after encounter 
with a drop is the ~ as the frequency before the encounter; only the 
dlre~~ of propagation changes. In absorption, the microwave energy goes 
into heating the drop, which later radiates isotropical1y with a black-
body (Plankian) distribution of 
-.... -........ --..,..;.,. --------------_." .. '"' __________ ~~~. __ ~_~~ __ .~ ___  ~ ____________ ' ______ ~I _______ H ____ ·H _____ ~~~ __ 
frequencies. Since scattering is a markedly directional phenomenon, one 
expects beam shape distortion in scanning beam systems like the "'SBlS to 
" 
depend on the relative importance of scattering and absorption. These two 
effects must be evaluated if one is to determine whether or not beam distortion 
is an important source of error. 
In proceding, \ole utilize a fully general theory of scattering and absorption 
(me 1908; Oebye 1909), valid for all drop sizes from fine mist to heavy rain. 
Availability of high speed, high capacity computing machines renders this 
• 
approach preferable to those involving various limiting approximations for 
drops of different sizes. Since the genera', theory lends Hself quHe readily 
to attenuation calculations, we use them as much as possible as a check to 
• 
ensure that the programming is correct. Necessary formulae are collected 
in Section II. Attenuation, scattering and absorption efficiencies are 
discussed in Section III, and finally, a general discussion and recommen-
dations appear in Section IV. A listing of the computer program appears in 
the api'>;~ix. 
11. FOJT.Iulae 
Hie theory gives, among oth~r things, the far-field solution to the 
problem of scattering and absorption of plane-polarized E&i'1 waves of sinu-
soidal time variation. \-I1th1n the tHe fonnalism, one can determine 111-
tensity and polarization of microwaves scattered from a single spheroidal 
drop; the geileralization to drop-size distributions is straightfon'lard 
\~e do not wish to reproduce the theory herein y interested reao' ,-s are 
referred to Van der Hulst (1957). Our preference is to extract only those 
formulae necessary for our computations: 
• 
a: radius of sphere 
A: wavelength of microwaves 
1: re~l part of complex refrl:tion index, m 
k: imaginary part of complex refractive index, m 
,,: ~1T.a./") 
M\. ~ ). - A...:,. 
Csca : cross section for scattering (units of area) 
Cabs: cross section for absorption 
Cbk cross section for back-scattering 
Qsca : efficiency factor for scattering (d1~ensionless) 
Qabs: efficiency factor for absorption 
Qbk: efficiency factor for back-scattering 
Qext: efficiency factor for extinction (attenuation) 
C~H)$ It liel' Q,.iU , 
C bit. =: 1T a.. 1. Qblu 
Ao (,) :: 
II'M (~) = - ~ 
'1 
, 
(O~ ~ / S,...v 't) 
( -I 
+ \ ~ - AIt1.-' (~)) ~ . ;) 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
( lO) 
4 
• b = 
-
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7r"", (c..S 9) ': cos 9 I :1:-')1'T" (C'$ 6) -~ rr: (c'$ ,) \ --,-, ...,-, "'-, Itt-, J 
l-0 ( cos G) It 0 I 
~ (C.CS G) ~ I 
, I 
(19) 
(20) 
'2' .. (Co", 6)::: cos G [,.,..~ (c.o~ t::') -~-1. (,"S s) 1 (21) 
- (~"'-~j'''''\6 [~_I {ct's 'J]+ '2',.,-1. (Ces 9) 
I 
• where 9 is the scattering angle, measured from the 
direction of the forward beam. 
~ 
.s (6)': r:::: ~""t-L [a."",TiMo{c."&)i- b l' l(c~ G)] 
, ..::::.: -t'\(~"I) It'\ "" 
1')1-( , 
(22 ) 
(23) 
5 (6) =: l ("* f [ , 5. (') 1\ .. I S~ U>J ) \ ) 
} 
(24) 
(25) 
where the asterisks indicate complex conjugate. 
,. 
For the case of U polarhation, i&., the electric field 
vectors are parallel to the plane defined by the incident, and 
scattered wave propagation vectors, 
-
--
... 
-
-
) 
where 
I _ 
tt-
r: distance from scattering drop to obs~rver 
I : incident intersity 
o 
I: intersity at r 
S2(Q): complex amplitude function (equation 23) 
(26) 
And for the case of ~ polarization, i.e., the electric field· 
vectors are perpendicular to the plane defined by the incident, and 
scattered wave propagation vectors, 
----'--------------" ~ .. , . : ~ .. '! ••. - ... -_# .. --..-~- .. -~ ... 
\ 
r. 
'. 
I 
T. 
-
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For unpolarized incident radiation, 
: 
1 [~, ( &)' "-+ I S.l (G)J " J 
~ 1.. t" 
• The standard attenuation fonnula for the case of 
(28) 
(29) 
single scattering of Ny drops, each haying (the same) radius, a, is 
Ny! number of drops per unit yolu~e) 
g: attenuation path length. 
Rain 
We must relate Ny to the measurable quantity p. 
p:. rainfall rate (rlil/hr) 
0: drop dia~et~r (cn) 
v: terminal velocity of drop (m/sec) 
" 
---.. ~ ---.--... , . "' .... '- --...,_. ' ... -"'-. -,.-_ .......... ...-- ", ... -
(30) 
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( "ht Is e.c.) , 
v can be expressed as a function of 0 via ~ polynomial fit to the 
data collected by tledhurst (1965). The specific fit is 
\'/here 
N Cn 
0 -0.02366 
1 47.38010 
2 -81.56769 
3 38.93966 
4 26.05586 
5 -21.69620 
Combining equations 30, 32, we find 
where g is in km. 
Generalization to Size Distributions 
Equation 34 becomes 
, 
. , . 
, • 1. ... __ ._~. ____ . ___ • ~ .-.••••• , .... ~~ •••• 
(31) .. 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
~I 
;. 
~ "'~-"J 
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where fi = percent of total volu~e containing drops of diameter 
between Di and Di + AD. 
Specific drop-sile distributions used are those of Laws and 
Parsons (1943) as tabulated by Medhurst (1965). In general. rain drop-
size distributions depend on rain rate ( p) in such a way that as p 
increases, the distribution becomes wider and ;s shifted toward larger 
drop size. Figures 1-7 are the distributions and our truncated polynomial 
representations of them. For rain rates within the range 2.5 ~ P (mrn/hr) 
!: 150. linear interpolation beb/een the two distributions which bracket 
the rain rate of interest is done; for values outside of this range~ the 
extrema a~one are used. 
,,[ 
. ~ /1'0 ..... /UR. 
Il( 
HD) 
10 
, 
.11 
:b (-..--) 
0.0 0.1 0 .• 0,;) 0 • ., o.S' 
Figures 1-7: 
Truncated polyno~ial representation of rain drop-size 
distributions for rain rates ranging from 150 ~/hr to 2.5 ~/hr. 
See text for details. 
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land Fog (Radiation ~og) 
7 
r. - N",. 1T'd.. ~ Qe,rt I(~):: • e ) 
0.;1. 
but now the measureable quantity which Nv is related to is the 
optical vlsi~;lity. V. For landfog, 
n = 0.00332 V-1. 538 
J..S ...... /Hrt 
0.3 
(30) 
(36 ) 
(Koester and Koso\'isky 1970), where ~, is the total water content (grn/m3). 
Converting water content to Nv• we find 
O.S 
, 
.' 
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I (,.) ; Ito) e J) ) 
where 0 = 1.0 X 10-3 em = average droplet diameter) 
and V is given in km. 
(37) 
Note that equation 37 has a "canonical" size distr~~ution built into it. 
Sea Fog (Advection Fog) 
Fonnali~m is the saMe as for 1andfog, but \'lith 
M = 0.0156V-1•43 
~ (Koester and KosO\'Jsky 1970). Equation 38 is val id for V t 100 m. 
For lower visibility, one nust use equation 36. Equation 30, 38 
combine to give 
_J.l'1xIO- sa Q'\. ... t V- I.'f3 
If") ~ I(e) e ]) ) 
where 0 is now 2 X 10-3 cm. 
One expects true fogs to have properties intermediate between 
radiation and advection fogs. 
--'] 
--.....1--___ ~ .......... _~ -.,~ .. , -.,.... .. 
(38) 
(39) 
Clouds 
The simplest cloud can be v;e\'/ed as high-level radiation fog. 
For the present. we adopt Equation 37 to describe the attenuation of all 
clouds. but not without realizing and appreciating the general complexity 
of true clouds. These systems can contain rain. fog. hail. partially 
melting hail. snow, and partially melting snow. In the future. our 
, . 
, 
"cloud" subroutines could be modified to take account of these possibilities. 
III. Attenuation 
a) Program Verification 
As a check that major parts of the computer program are working 
properly. sample calculations (at a ~tSBLS frequency of 15.5 GHz) for 
attenuation due to rain and t\'/O types of fog were made. Temperature-
dependent conplex refraction indices of Robel (1981) were used in all 
computations. In Figure 8, our results for attenuation vs. rain rate are 
plotted for a range of temperature. 
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Figure 8: Attenuation as a function of rain rate. 
These results are in excellent agreement with those of Robel (1978), 
especially since different drop-size distributions and different theoretical 
fonnal isms were used. Our attenuation - rain rate relationships sho\,1 a 
I.' 
slight curvature. This results from the convolution of extinction efficiency 
factors with rain-rate dependent drop-size distributions in the full theory. 
In Figure 9, \'Ie plot attenuation ~. optical visibility for blo 
kinds of fogs at three temperatures. 
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Figure 9: Attenuation as a function of fog visibil~ty 
for two types of fogs. 
Agreement between results from the full theory and the Rayleigh scattering 
approximation of Robel (1931) is fine. 
Finally, \'Je compare our full-theory result for rain attenuation 
with data obtained during stat'ic _ ts of foISBLS perfomance in rain (Harton 
and Robel 1980 ~; 1980 ~). The data have been nor~alized to units of 
decibel/Kilometer, and are plotted in Figure 10 ayainst rain-rate. 
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Figure 10: Static t~SBlS test data. 
Open circles correspond to azimuth beam (4.97 krn path length), \'/hile filled 
circles denote elevation (1.03 km path length). Superimposed on the data 
are the theoretical curves of Figure 8. Considering that the data were 
taken in July at KSC, where te~perature usually ranges between 25°C and 35°C, 
agreement ;s quite good. 
b) Breakdown into Scattering and Absorption Co~ponents. 
Q-va1ues (see Equation 30) for absorption, scattering, and 
extinction (Qext = Qabs + Qsca) are plotted against drop diameter in 
Figures 11-15. 
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Figures 11-15: Theoretical efficiency factors plotted as 
a function of particle diametpr for a range of temperature. 
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One can see that absorption doninates the total atter;uation for 0 !:; 1 r.w.l. 
For the drop size range 5(.0 (j<-)<..G5 of a typical fog (Koester and Kosowsky 
1970), the ratio Qsca/Qabs is never greater than ~ 2.3X10-2. For rain which 
follows the drop-size distribution of Figures 1-7, the corresponding maximum 
value is ~ 1.6. Table 1 gives the values of Qsca/Qabs(at T = 30 0 e) for the 
sizes corresponding to fmax in Figl:res 1-7. 
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Rain Rate 
150 l11n/hr 
100 
SO 
25 
12.5 
5 
2.5 
D(fmax ) 
0.30 ITr.1 
0.27 
0.23 
0.20 
0.17 
0.14 
0.12 
Table 1 
Qsca/Qabs (T-30°c) 
0.28 
0.21 
0.00 
0.06 
0.06 
0.06 
0.06 
Since for f09, Qsca/Qabs is always less than about 2%, it is probably un-
likely that scattering of ttSBLS microwave radiation from fog \oli11 result in 
serious beam distortion. For rain, the situation is quite different, and 
scattering-induced bean distortion could be a significant source of error. 
IV. Discussion and Reco~r.endations 
a) Fog 
21 
For a given visibility,advection fog is ~ J.5 ti~es more effective 
than radiation fog in attenuation of 15.5 GHz microwaves. Except for brief 
afternoon periods, heavy fog is the rule and not the exception during 
summer months at VAFB (Robel 1981). At VAFB, this author has experienced fog 
with optical visibility ~ 20 m. A 40 ~ path length through radiation fog 
of 20 m visibility at T=O°C reslllts in 12 dB of MSBLS micro\'/ave attenuation 
for radiation fog. The 12 dB figure is only a rough 1m'ler 1imit to the true 
attenuation, since it is likely that the fog contains an advection conponent. 
A priori, there is no way to know what the particular composition of VAFB 
fog is. One can only set limits to attenuation at ~ixed tenperature and 
------------,--.-~---•• -. I", .' ____ n •• '. __ h _ •• ,~"" 
visibility. Oepending on (1) the specific nature of VAFB f09, and (2) the 
(:'\ applicability of complex "efracthe indkes for pure w1ter, r.llcrO\·/ave 
, 
~ '---to 
attenuation could approach or exceed 40 dB over a 40 km path length. One 
would like to he able to predict signal attenuation and link nargins more 
precisely than indicated by our 28 dB range (factor of 630). Consequently, 
it is recomnlended that simultaneous measurements of optical visibility and 
t1SDLS microwave attenuation be made for VAFB summer fogs of differing 
visibility and temperatures. These data would be used in setting realistic 
zero-points in Figure 9. 
b) Rain 
• \Ie have determined that micrO\'Jave scattering is non-negligible for 
internediate and heavy rains (Section III). Under these conditions, coordinate 
errors due to scatterina-induced bean distort10n could contribute significantly 
to the total errl)r budget. It is recor.lIilended that the fon:lalism of Section II, 
and the computer' prograM listed in the appendix be used to evaluate the 
sp,ecific magn;'tud€.1 0 dds source of err'or. The additional work 'is straight-
fon'lard, and involves the inc'lu~ion of beam profi1~ and weather systelil 
geoMetry. The scattering phase functions are already included in the program. 
Even though we expect relatively unimportant scattering effects of light 
rain, fog, and clouds, the specific magnitudes of the errors could be 
calculated \-Jith the same beam geometry developed for rain. 
c) Closing Note 
This author expects to make considerable progress in bealil profile 
inclusion during the renainin~ b:o \'/eeks of his SUliner fello\/ship. Infon,lal 
notes kept during this tine will be nade available to anyone requesting them. 
• I' ___ 
. . -
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Appendix 
Following is a listing of the FORTRAN computer program used for 
our attenuation and scattering calculations. 
" 
• 
I 
I 
\.. 
'4' 
.. , 
t 
1 : 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
ORIGINAL 'Aa! IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(Y,Z) 
DIMENSION ZA(30),ZB(JO),IAN(30),ZDNC30) 
DIMENSION P(30),T(30),D(36),ANG(36) 
DIMENSION ZSlC36,12),ZS2(36,12),S(36,12),SlAS(36,12) 
DIMENSION S2AS(36,12),ANGL(12) 
DIMENSION DL(12),XN(12),QSCA(12),OEXTC12)fOBK(12),OABS(12) 
DATA DL/.05,.1,.15,.2,.25,.3,.3S,.4,.45,.S,.55,.61 
1=1 S: 9: . - MM=36 
10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: 
15: 1 
16: SOO 
17: 
lS: 110 
PI=3.141S'?265 
TP360=2.*PI/360. 
IIO 1 M=l,MM 
ANG(M)=10.*(M-1) 
DCM)cANG(M)*TP360 
. CONTINUE 
CONfINUE 
WRITE(6,110) 
FORMAT(' ENTER NUMBER OF TERMS (NN)') 
19: REAU(S,120)NN 
20: 120 FORHATe) 
21: WRITE(6,130) 
22: 130 FORHAT(' RAIN, LANDFOG, SEAFOG, OR CLOUDS? (0,1,2,3)') 
23: READ(S,120)NRFC 
24: WRITE(6,140) 
2S: 140 'FORHATe' ENTER WAVELENGTH (CM)') 
26: READ(S,120)W 
27: WRITE(6,150) 
28: lS0 FORHAT(' ~NTER COMPLEX REFRACTIVE INDEX (A,B)') 
29: 
30: 
31: 210 
. 32: 
33: 
34: 
35: 
36: 
37: 160 
39: 
39: 
40: 230 
41: 
42: 
43: 
44: 170 
45: 
46: 
47: 
48: 
49: 20 
SO: 180 
51: 
52: 
READ(5,120)Zl 
Wf.:ITE(6,210) 
FORMAT(' ENTER PATH LENGTH (KM)') 
READ(S,120)PL 
IF(NRFC.EO.1)GO TO 20. 
IF(NRFC.EO.2)GO TO 30 
tF(Nf.:FC.EO.3)GO TO 40 
WRITE(6,160) 
FORMAT(' ENT~R RAINFALL RATE (MH/HR)') 
READ(S,120)RR 
WRITE(6,230) 
FORMAT(' SINGLE SIZE OR DISTRIBUTION? (0,1)') 
REAlI( S , 120) NS 
IF(NS.EO.l)GO TO 820 
WRITE(6,170) 
FORMAT(' ENTER PARTICLE DIAMETER (MM)') 
REA[I(S,120)[lM 
DH=LlM/l0. 
[llAH=DH 
GO TO 820 
WRITE(6~180) 
FORMAT(' ENTER VISIBILITY OF LANDFOG (KM)') 
REA[I(S,120)VIS 
GO TO 820 
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53: 30 
54: 190 
55: 
56: 
57: 
58: 40 
59: 200 
60: 
61: 820 
62: 
63: 
64: 
65: 
66: 
67: 
68: 
69: 
70: 
71: 
72: 
73: 
74: 
75: 
76: 
77: 
78: 
79: 2 
80: 70 
81: 
82: 
83: 
.84: 
85: 
86: 
87: 71 
88: 
89: 
90: 4 
91: 
92: 5 
93: 
94: 
95: 6 
96: 7 
97: 
98: 
99: 220 
100: 
101: 
102: 999 
103: 
104: 
WBITE(6.190) 
ORIG'NAL PAGE IS 
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FORMATe' ENTER VISIBILITY OF SEAFOG (KM)') 
REAIHSr120)VIS 
IF(VIS.LT.O.l)GO TO 20 
GO TO 8:!O 
WRITE(6,200) 
FORMAT(' ENTER VISIBILITY OF CLOUDS (KM)') 
REA[I(S,120)VIS 
CONTINUE 
DO 70 1=1,12 
[IM=[lL ( I ) 
CALL SIZE(RR,DM,XN,I) 
IF(NS.EO.OHIM=DIAM ---.- -' 
IF(NRFC.EO.l)DM=1.E-03 
IF(NRFC.EO.2)DM=2.E-03 
IF(NRFC.EO.3)DM=1.E-03 
X=PI*DM/W 
Y=Zl*X 
CALL ZAC~LC(Y,ZA,NN) 
CALL ZBCALC(X,ZB,ZBO,NN) 
CALL ABCALC(ZA,ZB,ZBO,Z1,X,ZAN,ZBN,NN) 
CALL GCALC(X,ZAN,ZBN,OSCA,OEXT,OBK,OABS,NN,I) 
CALL ANGCAL(X,ZAN,ZBN,OSCA,ANGL,NN,I) 
DO 2 M=1,MM 
CALL PTCALCCD,P,T,M,NN) 
CALL SCUMP(W,ZAN,ZBN,P,",ZSl,ZS2,S,PI,M,NN,SlAS,S2AS,I) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF(NRFC.EU.1)GO TO 4 
IF(NRFC.EO.2)GO TO S 
IF(NRFC.EO.3)GO TO 6 
IF(NS.EO.l)GO TO 71 
CALL RAINCRR,PL,OEXT,DH,ATN,ATNPB,I) 
GO TO 7 
CONTINUE 
CALL RAINXN(RR,PL,OEXT,DL,ATN,ATNDB,XN) 
GO TO 7 
CALL LNDFOG(DM,VIS,PL,OEXT,ATN,ATNDB,I) 
GO TO 7 
IF(VIS.LT.O.1)GO TO 4 
CALL SEAFOGCDM,VIS,PL,OEXT,ATN,ATNDB,I) 
GO TO 7 
CALL CLOUDS(DM,VIS,PL,OEXT,ATN,ATNDB,I) 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,120)PL,ATN,ATNDB 
WRITEC6,220) 
FORMAT(' REPEAT? (l=YES,O=NO)',/) 
READ(S,120)NREP 
IF(NREP.EU.l)GO TO 800 
CONTINUE 
CALL EXIT 
END 
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1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: 
10: 
11: 
12: 
.13: 
14: 
15: 
i6: 
17: 
18: 
19: 
20: 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 
26: 
27: 
28: 1 
29: 
30: 2 
31: 
. . 32: 6 
33: 
34: 
35: 
36: 3 
37: 
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SUBROUTINE SIZ[(RR,DM,~N,I) . 
DIMENSION Xl(10),X~(10),X3(10).X4(10).XS(10),X6(10),X7(10) 
DIMENSION X~(10),XB(10).R(7).CUT(7),XN(12) 
DATA X1/3.90906,-1.2236E02.1.6357E03.-5.13497E03. 
15.4409£03.-1.463£03,0 •• 0.,0 •• 0.1 
DATA X2/-1.5~55£Ol,6.38345E02.-9.14623E03.6.9062£04. 
1-2.69783E05,5.42977E05,-5.45427E05,2.16777£05,0.,0.1 
DATA X3/-9.9461,5.81251£02,-1.2434E04,1.38727£05, 
1-7.68E05,2.29E06,-3.7041E06,3.27524E06.-1.161E06,0.1 
DATA X4/2.3709E01,-9.8352E02,1.42472£04.-7.68455£04. 
11.91541E05,-2.25279£05,1.01277£05,0.,0.,0.1 
DATA X5/6.5918E01,-2.8817E03,4.53181E04,-3.10239E05, 
11.10129E06,-2.13855E06,2.16497E06.-8.9636E05,0 •• 0.1 
.- DATA X6/1.E02.-4.9157E03,8.63391E04,-6.93122E05, 
12.90943E06,-6.68496E06,7.98558E06,-3.88423E06.0.,0.1 
DATA X7/-5.4314E01.1.72908E03,-1.14533E04,2.79273E04, 
i-2.29091E04,0.,O.,O.,0.,O.1 
DATA R/150.,100.,~0.,25.,12.5,5.,2.51 
DATA CUT/.53,.58,.53,.S3,.48,.48,.381 
IF(RR.GE.150.)GO TO 1 
IF(RR.LE.2.5)GO TO 4 
IF(RR.LT.150 •• AND.RR.GE.100.)GO TO 7 
IFCRR.LT.l00 •• AND.RR.GE.50.)GO TO 11 
IF(RR.LT.50 •• AND.RR.GE.25.)GO TO 14 
,IF(RR.LT.25 •• AND.RR.GE.12.5)GO TO 17 
IF(RR.LT.12.5.AND.RR.GE.5.)GO TO 20 
IF(RR.LT.5 •• AND.RR.GT.2.5)GO TO 23 
[10 2 K=1,10 
XA(K)=Xl(I\:) 
CONTINUE 
CT=CUT(l) 
XN(I)=O • 
DO 3 K=1,10 
XN( I )=XN( I )+XtHK)*DM**'(K-1) 
IF(DM.GE.CT)XN(I)=O. 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 999 
38: 4 DO 5 K=1,10 -
39: XA(K~=X7(K) 
40: 5 CONTINUE 
41: CT=CUT(7) 
42: GO TO 6 
43: 7 A=150. 
44: B=100. 
45: DO 8 K=1,10 
46: XA(K)=X1(K) 
47: 'XB(K)=X2(K) 
48: 8 CONTINUE 
49: GO TO 50 
50: 11 A=100. 
51: B=50. 
52: CT=CUT(2) 
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54: 
55: 
56: 9 
57: 
59: 14 
59: 
60: 
61: 
62: 
63: 
64: 15 
65: 
DO 9 K=1,10 
X,..(K)=X2<10 
XB (K) =X3 (10 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 50 
A=50. 
B=25 •.. 
CT=CUT(3) 
DO 15 K=1,10 
XA<tO=X3(K) 
X8 <to =X4 (to 
CONTINUE 
GO TO.50 
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66: 17 A=25. 
67: Ii=12.5 
68: CT=CUT(4) 
69: DO 18 K=1,10 
70: XA(K)=X4(K) 
71: XB(K)=X5(K) 
72: 18 CONTINUE 
73: GO TO 5~ 
74: 20 
75: 
76: 
77: 
78: 
79: 
80~ 21 
81: 
82: 23 
83: 
84: 
85: 
86: 
87: 
88: 24 
89: 50 
90: 
91: 
92: 
93: 
94: 
95: 
96: 
97: 51 
98: 
99: 
100: 999 
lOU 
102: 
A=12.5 
B=5. 
CT=CUT(5) 
ItO 21 K=1,10 
XA (K) =X5 (1-;;) 
XB(K)=X6(K) 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 50 
A=5. 
8=2.5 
CT=CUT(6) 
[10 24 1,=1, to 
XA(K)=X6(K) 
XB(K)=X7(K) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
XN1=0. 
XN;.!=O. 
DO 51 K=1,10 
XN1=XNltXA(K)*DM**(K-l) 
XN2=XN2tXB(K)*DM**(K-l) 
IF(DM.GE.CT)XN1=0. 
IFCDM.GE.CT)XN2=O. 
CONTINUE 
S=(XN1-XN2)/(A-R) 
XN(I)=XN2tS*(RR-B) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ABCALC(ZA,ZB,ZDO,Zl,X,ZAN,ZBN,NN) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(Y,Z) 
DIMENSION ZA(30),ZB(30),ZAN(30),ZBN(30),ZXA(30),ZXB(30) 
DO 1 N=l.NN 
ZXA(N)=ZA(N)/Zl+N/X 
ZXB(N)=Zl*ZA(N)+N/X 
CONTINUE 
ZAN(l)=(ZXA(l)*REAL(ZB(l»-REAL(ZBO»/(ZXA(l)*ZB(l)-ZB0) 
ZBN(1)=(ZXB(1)*REAL(ZB(1»-REAL(ZBO»/(ZXB(1)*ZB(1)-ZB0) 
DO 2 N=2,NN 
ZAN(N):::(ZXA(N)*REAL(ZB(N»-REAL(ZB(N-l»)/(ZXA(N)*ZB(N)-ZBCN-l' 
ZBN(N)=CZXB(N)*REAL(ZB(N»-REAL(ZB(N-l»)/(ZXBCN)*ZB(N)-ZB(N-l: 
ClJNTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
• SUBROUTINE ZACf'lLC(Y,ZA,NN) 
IMF'L IC 11 COMPLEX(Y,Z) 
DIMENSION Zf\(30) 
ZAO=CCOS(Y)/CSINCY) 
ZA(l)=-l/Ytl/(l/Y-ZAO) 
DO 1 N=2,NN 
ZA(N)=-N/Y+l/C{UY-ZA(N-l) ) 
CONTINur 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ZBCALC(X,ZB,ZBO,NN) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(Y,Z) 
DIMENSION ZB(30) 
ZBO=CMPLX(SINCX),COS(X» 
ZBM=CMPLX(COS(X).-SIN(X» 
Zil ( 1 ) :::ZBO/X-Zf:M 
ZB(2)=ZB(1)*3/X-ZBO 
DO 1 N=3,NN 
ZB(N)~(~*N-l)*ZB(N-l)/X-ZB(N-2) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE RAIN(RR,PL,OEXT,DM,ATN,ATNDB,I) 
DIMENSION VA(6),OEXT(12) 
DATA VA/-.02366,47.38,-81.568,38.94~26.056,-21.696/ 
V=O. 
[10 1 1'\=1,6 
V=VtVA(I'\)*DM**(k-l) 
CONTINUE 
ATN=EXP(-RR*PL*OEXTCI)/(24.*V*DM» 
ATNDB=10.*ALOG10(ATN) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE RAINXN(RR,PL,OEXT,DL,ATN,ATNDB,XN) 
DIMENSION DL(12),aEXTC12),VC12),XN(1~),QNVD(12) 
[lIMENSION VA(6) 
DATA VA/-.02366,47.38,-81.568,38.94,26.056,-21.696/ 
SUM=('. 
IIO 2 J=1,12 
V('J)=O. 
[10 1 1'\=1,6 
V(J)=V(J)tVA(I'\)*DL(J)**CK-l) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 6 J=1,12 
XN(J)=XN(J)/100. 
CONTINUE 
DO 3 J=1,12 
ONVD(J)=UEXT(J)*XN(J)/(V(J)*DL(J» 
CONTINUE 
IIO 4 J=1, 12 
SUM=suMtmJ'JD (J) 
CONTINUE 
POW=PL*RR*SUM/24. 
ATN=EXPC-POW) 
ATNDB=10.tALOG10(ATN) 
FORMAT() 
RETUBN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE OCALC(X,Z~N,ZBN,OSCA,OEXT,09K,O~BS,NN,I) 
IMPLICIT COHPLEX(Y,Z) 
DIMENSION ZAN(30),ZBN(30) 
DIMENSION OSC~(12),OEXT(12),OBK(12),O~BS(12) 
SUM1=O. 
SUM2=O. 
ZSUM3=0. 
DO 1 N=1,NN SUM1=SUM1+(2*N+l)*(C~BS(ZAN(N»**2+CABS(ZBN(N»**2) 
SUM2=SUM2+C2*N+l)*REAl(ZAN(N)+ZBN(N» 
ZSUH3=ZSUH3+(N+.S)*(-1)**N*(ZAN(N)-ZBN(N» 
CONTINUE 
OSCA(1)=2.*SUM1/X**2 
OEXTAI)=2.*SUM2/X**2 
OBK(I)=4.*CABS(ZSUM3)**2/X**2 
OABS(I)=OEXT(I)-OSC~(I) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBRO~TINE ANGCAl(X,ZAN,ZBN,OSCA,ANGl,NN T) 
.IMPlICIT COMPlEX(Y,Z) 
DIMENSION ZAN(30),ANGL(12),OSCA(12),ZBN(30) 
ANGL=O. 
[to 1 N=1,NN 
ANGL(I)=ANGLCI)+N*CN+2)/(N+1)*REAL(CONJG(ZANCN»*ZANCN+1)+ 
1CONJG(ZBN(N»*ZBN(N+l»+(2*N+l\/(N*(N+1»~ 
2REAl(CONJG(Z~N(N»*lBNCN» 
CONTINUE 
ANGl(I)=ANGl(I)*4./X**2 
ANGL(I)=ANGL(I)/OSCA(I) 
RETUR1-4 
END 
SUBROUTINE PTCALC(D,P,T,M,NN) 
DIMENSION P(30),T(30),D(36) 
E=COS ( [I (H) ) 
G=SIN(DCM»*SIN(D(H» 
PO=O. 
TO=O. 
PCl)=1 • 
T(1)=E 
P(2)=3.*E 
T(2)=3.*COS(2.*D(M») 
DO 1 N=3,NN 
P(N)=P(N-1)*E*(2*N-l)/(N-1)-N*P(N-2)/(N-l) 
T(N)=E*(P(N)-P(N-2»-(2*N-l)*G*PCN-l)+T(N-2) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE LNDFOG(DH'VIS'PL,aEXT'~TN'~TNDU'I) 
DIMENSION OEX1(\2) 
C=4.98E-04 ~TN=EXP(_C*PL*OEXT(I"VIS**(-1.538)/DM) 
~TNDB=10.*~LOG10'~TN) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SEAFOG<DM,VIS,PL,OEXT,ATN,ATNDB,I) 
DIM~NSrON OEXT(12) 
C=2.34E-03 
ATN=EXP(-C*PL*OEXT(I>*VIS**<-1.43)/DM) 
ATNDB=10.*ALOG10CATN) 
RETURN 
£ND 
SUBROUTINE CLOUDSCDM,VIS~PL,QEXT,ATN,ATNDB,I) 
DIMENSION OEXT(12) 
(:=4.98E-04 
ATN=EXP(-C*PL*OEXTCI)*VIS**<-1.S38)/DM) 
ATNDB=10.*ALOG10CATN) 
f.iFTURN 
END 
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ABSTRACT 
Data obtained with automated anthrotlomt,ric data acquisition equipment is 
subject to short term errors. These errors are due to random reflections 
of light, masking of the light rays and other types of interference, optical 
and electrical. These signals are impossible to eliminate from the initial 
data produced by the television cameras. There is a need to ascertain which 
data values are erroneous and to replace them with corrected values, if poss-
ible. This is primarily a software problem and requires a digital computer 
to refine the data off line. This paper discusses the use of tne least squares 
method for this purpose. 
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Anthropometry has been defined as the practice of measuring the parts and 
proportions of the human body. In particular, NASA's interest in anthro-
pometry arises from the need to know, quantitatively, the limits of physical 
performance imposed on an astronaut by a space suit at a spacecraft work 
station. The specific interest of this paper is the arm reach envelope of 
an individual as shown in Figure 1. From a simplistic standpoint, all that 
one would ileed to determine the arm i"each of a subject would be a tape 
measure, a pad of'paper for recording data and the subject in an environment 
of interest. As a practical matter, the time required to measure and tabulate 
this information becomes a significant value if a detailed picture is needed. 
f:.:rther, the data would need to be entered into computer files for use in 
work station studies. 
There are techniques that involve high speed motion pictures which are 
projected so that the data can be extracted manually, frame by frame. This 
minimizes the time required of the subject but still requires extensive time 
for technician to collect data. 
Electronic means are now available to expedite this work. An automatic 
anthropometric data acquisition system is in use at Johnson Space Center. 
The system, developed by South\'/est Research Institute of San Antonio, TX. 
utilizes three modified television cameras in conjunction with a microprocessor 
controlled interface unit and a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) MV~C-ll 
minicomputer, (See figure 2.) The interface unit is synchronized with the 
television cameras and determines the coordinates of a bright light source as 
it appears in the televised picture. The minicomputer stores the coordinate 
data on a floppy disk in a format that is acceptable to the mainframe computer 
in the Data Processing Laboratory. The lJrge computer, using th~ PLAID progra~, 
------------------------.• ~.=~~--. ----- --- -_._----_._... «--_.- ._ .. _ ... - --_ ... 
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generates the human subject's arm reach envelope and displays it on a 
,.... 
, video monitor or draws it on a sheet of paper on a plotter. (See figure 3.) 
The reach data files are also available for work station design studies. 
One of the difficulties with the television aided system is that errors 
occur in the data acquisition process. A small light bulb is attached to 
the arm of the person on whom reach data is desired. In the darkened room, 
the television ca~eras can easily pick up the bright point of light. The 
two principal sources of error are due to reflections of the 1 ight from 
surrounding objects and due to the subject inadvertantly blocking the camera's 
view of the 1 ight. In the latter case, the computer enters zeros into the 
data set when a particular camera fails to receive an image of the light. 
A third type of error, much less in evidence, can be most reasonably ascribed 
to electrical interference coming from sources external to the system. 
ihis type of disturbance, in so far as data correction is concerned, is treated 
in the same fashion as are unwanted light reflections. 
Each t~levision camara sees only a two dimensional view of the subject. ihus 
a minimum of two cameras would be required to gain the information needed for 
determining a three dimensional reach envelope. Three cameras, viewing the back, 
side and front of the subject, provide some data redundancy so that even though 
one unit may not provide correct data, another may supply it. All three cameras 
shown in figure 2 are capable of indicating the vertical displacement of the 
light. The front and back cameras both can provide side to side motion data. 
However, only the side viewing camera can determine back and forth motion. 
Thus while some positional errors can be detected by comparing similar data 
points, this has limited potential. Other measures must be taken. 
· I 
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The approach that seems to .hold the greatest promise is based on the fact that 
the subject cannot move his arms or any other part of his body at an infinite 
rate. That is, true motion is continuous in time and space without any sudden 
excursions. The type of errors that appear in the data from this system have 
this characteristic. They render values for position changes that are not 
physically possible in the short interval between sampling times. 
The system is ca11brated so that the horizontal and vertical coordinates are 
set at 256 points for each axis. Thus the actual distance represented by a 
unit distance either vertically or horizontally will depend on the focal length 
of the camera lens and the subject to camera distance. In the system used at 
the Johnson Space Center Anthropometric Measurements lab~ratory, the height 
and width of the field viewed is about 2 meters. Thus one unit change in a 
data value represents .78 cm in actual displacement. Since a camera is polled 
20 times per second, the time between two consecutive data values is 50 milli-
seconds. Thus if two consecutive data values show a change of 50 units, this 
represents a speed of 8 m/sec. Since most measurements are made with slow 
subject motion, a 50 unit change reflects an error and not actual displacement. 
If, to further belabor the point, the actual speed during the previous inter-
val had been 1 m/sec. and the data indicated a speed of 8 m/sec. in the following 
interval, this sudden velocity incr~ase would require an approximate acceleration 
of 140 m/sec. 2. The force required to move one's hand with this acceleration 
is quite beyond human capability. 
Having established the point that a subject will move in a continuous, uniform 
manner, how do we not only detect abrupt changes in data values with the computer 
but also make good appro~imations of what the values actually were? The approach 
~----_. , ......---... -._ . .,., . .:;- _._---
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used here fits an equation to a limited number of data points adjacent to 
the value in question. A pfedicted value is determined and compared to the 
suspect value. If the difference is greater than a predetermined tolerance, 
the original value is replaced with the predicted value. The program then 
advances to the next new data point and repeats the above testing procedure. 
Using the least squares curve fitting technique, straight line and parabolic 
approximations haye been used for the predictive equati.on. Ostensibly, the 
parabolic curve should provide a better fit than the straight line. However, 
compututional instability has been found to occur more frequently with a 
secnnd degree polynomial equation where the-gaps due to erroneous data are 
large and the adjacent valid data points are subject to moderate, random 
error or "noise lt • Thus the straight line approximation based on a few data 
points is felt to be the better choice. 
An additional constraint that has been placed on this development of an al-
gorittvn for error correction is that it is to be eventually used \\Iith a micro-
computer of limited speed and memory. ~hus the method should be straight for-
ward and amenable to machine language coding. 
The development of the least squares error method of curve fitting will not 
be discussed here since it is found in most texts on elementary numerical 
analys1s~ The interested reader may find an article by F. R. Ruckdeschel 
helpful.(~) A more thorough treatment is offered by C. Daniel and F.S. Wood.(2) 
_____________ 1,.""'.~_ 
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A modification to the measuring technique is suggested. All three cameras 
are physically situated ina plane parallel to the floor. This means that 
the vertical displacement is measured by all three cameras. One horizontal 
axis is monitored by two of the cameras and the other horizontal axis is seen 
by only one. Thus when the latter camera has its view blocked by subject 
Inotion, then the infonnation from the other two cameras is not useful. All 
three measurements are required. 
The recommendation 15 that two of the cameras be kept in the present position 
viewing the front and side of the subject but the third C~lera should be 
placed so that it has an overhead view. This would mean that each of the 
-
three coordinates would have double redundancy. Loss of view of the light 
by the c~meras is one of the major problems in using the system. Since 
ceiling height is not great in the laboratory, either a wide angle lens 
could be fitted to the overhead camera or else a large mirror could be pos-
itioned overhead and the third camera could be placed in a more convenient 
position. 
An alternative scheme would be to use a fourth camera that could be under 
the control of the microprocessor and its output could be used in place of 
that of the camera that has its view blocked. 
______________ 4 __ ".-".......,..---·- " .. ' - "'- . -"-, 
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!!~J"F L\NDSAT DA!~ DEFINE SOIL ROllNDARIES IN CARROLL COUNT..!, 
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~upervisor: Dr. David R. Thompson 
Scene Analysis Branch 
Earth Resources Research Division 
R~nJ~ 4,5 and 7 false color compo~ite pl10tographs were prepared using 
r.IUlt h'~lporal d.:lt.:l from LANDSAT seem-s acquired during April 1977 and 
Apr11 1981 on computer compatihle tapes, and these color composites 
~~r~ ~~~p3r~d with h.:lnd 7 black and white photographs prepared for the 
~ntlr~ ~ounty. D~lineations of soil houndaries at the soil association 
h'\'\·l \,','re "dli~\'\.·J using LA."JDSAT spect ral reflectance data and slope 
nar~ f~r a portion of Carroll County, Missouri. Forty two spectral 
r~fl~~t"n~e clas~~s from April 1977 LA~DSAT data were overlaid on 
di~ltt=~d ~lope maps of nine USGS 7.5 minute series topographic quad-
l'~',,~h' ~l"pc maps to acM.eve boundary rleHne3tions of the soil associations. 
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o 
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A n"cd exisU in the state of .Ur.f;our1 to use LANDSAT data 
to ~,id in Soil 8uI'vcy mapping. The .Ussouri nepa~ ',.,'> -: of Natural 
R~f;~urccs lias rc~r~nslbility for conf;ervation programs 1n the state 
nnd is c"l1Imitted to accelerating the National Cooperative SoU Survey 
rr~Gram. Research to date has shown strong correlation between the 
~rectr31 reflectance characteristics of soils and some of the soli 
rr~rcrtirs such ns texture, organic matter content, drainage, color, 
cu- .. \,1lile LANO:::AT classification of soils wUl not alone distinguish 
hetween different ~~ils which exhibit similar spectral signatures, 
it is r~~$ible t~ rrepare a product wllich will aid the soil m~rring 
rr~ccss hy delinc3tins patterns, and possible divisions of soil asso-
A party leader lias been 3f;signed by the state soil scientist of 
MI~~~uri to b~sln ~apping this su~mer a progressive soil survey 
cr r~rr~ll Count~. ~llssouri and Snltne county, Missouri next ypar. 
The state soil s~tcntist has indicatpd that it would be of consld~rable 
\·'Ih,,~ t<' the pal't~· lc:der if he cculd he provided maps based on LANDSAT 
:",aly~h h' hell' In the prC'grc:.;si\'c ~C'il surveys of Carroll and Saline 
c,'\lnl ies, ~llss(\\,,·i. .\rproxim:ltely t,,·o thirds of ~llssouri still needs 
~ dct~ll~J c~untr ~~il ~ur\'~y to a~~l~t l~nd managers in their dec-
i~t~n~. A rcc~nt l~ttcr rr~m tlle $t~tc conservationist of Indiana 
t~ \l,~ ~t3tC c~n~~r~ntionist of Miss~url indicated that the detailed 
r~\lnty ~~ll Sur\'ey ~f Jasper C~unty. InJiana was completed with a 
~~v'n~$ ~f 1~ m~"-ye~rs time. Since tlle Missouri Department of Natural 
~t~~\lft~~ ~~ulJ ll~c to complete In the 1980-1990 time frame modern 
____________ ~~f. ___ ..... "ae' .' .- .. T ..... 
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d~tnlled county soil survey reports for the entire state it appears 
that LANO$AT analysis to a1d 1n soil survey mapping would help them 
to ncht'l\te this worthwhUe goal. 
Cdrroll County, Missouri ~ns selt'cted as the study site b~cause 
(1) ~r~raratlons are 11nder~ay to procure 7.5 minute USGS orthophoto-
qund~ Cor usc as a base for conducting a detailed soil survey of this 
county by the party l~ader, (11) this county contains more Missouri 
Rlv~r \ll,ttotnland th:m any county in the state (4), (Ui) and the large 
tra~t~ Qf rarmland in the bottomlands are more likely to show relation-
sh1rs ,,·ith the L\!'\OSAT spectral reflectance data than land subdivided 
into ~~aller units. 
Carroll County, Missouri Is situated in the northwestern part of 
the ~tdte, 66 niles ~nst of Kansas City and 211 miles northwest of 
St. 1."\115. It is \lounded on the north by Livingston County, on the 
~"st \ly Cald ... ·cll and Ray Cl'lunties. and is separated from Saline and 
• l3fa~~tte C~untics on the south by the Missouri River and from Charlton 
COUl\t~ ~n tIle cast by the GranJ River. It has an area of 703 square 
r::lh'~ ,,-Ith 449.920 ~1('l"CS in the county. The last Carroll County soU 
s"r~~y ru\lllshcd ~a5 in 1912 (£). A soil survey of Livingston County 
"-3~ l'ul,lh:hC'd in 1956 (3), one ror Cnl,h"ell CC)unty was published in 
197.\, O)~ ,"Inc fl"lr t<lCI),ctte Cl'lunty w;,\s published in 1975 (2). and a 
!=_'ll ill\"llt,'1ry of Ch:lriton Count)' from digital an:lljsis of satellite 
nnJ ~,·."'n,,'r uata ""as puhll~hed in the Soil Science Society of America 
..T","',ul tn 1977 (5). These pu\l1 ications were useful as indicators of 
th~ ~~Il ~~ries to bc cxp~~tcd In Carroll County. The soils of the 
---------_.-.-----_ ..... :'"=.=. -,.- .".-... -~-
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, ar~ft formed in deep loess and glacial till in the uplands and in 
alluvial sediments in the floodpl~in •• 
DOltft Set Formu13tion 
LANnSAT-2 ~lSS data collected on 26 April 1977 were utilized as 
the mOlin data source for this study and LANDSAT-2 MSS data collected 
23 April 1981, were utilized to .,r~pare band 7 Polaroid photographs 
\ or COlrroll County. These scenes were selected because the data were 
(1) of high quality, (U) acquired ,~hen most row crop cropland is in 
a ~are ~oil state, and (iii) free of interfering atmospheric and sur-
face conditions (i.e., clouds, haze, saturated soils, and standing 
The LANDSAT MSS data were geometrically corrected (i.e., rotated, 
d~~k~~ed, and rescaled to an approximate scale of 1:24,000.) That por-
ti~n of the scene containing the c~stern part of Carroll County (8ig 
Crcck ~md Hurricane Cre(,k tJatersheds) were selected for further pre-
Jlr\"\·N;~ins. These data were registered to ground control points 
sel~~t('J from USGS 7.5 minute topecraphic quadrangles. This procedure 
rroJuc~d a data se~ of an exact sc~le of 1:24.000 and registered geo-
sr"phie p-.lints in the data to their exact ground position. Using these 
~a~~ qU3Jransles ~lope maps produced by USGS were digitiZEd and sub-
scq\"'''t ly o\'('rl~id ,lnd registered to the LANDSAT data. Six physio-
sr~rhtc ros i tion boundaries (~~tcr. Bottomlands, 0=5% slopes. 5-9% 
~~~r~~. ~-14t slope~, and greater than 14% slopes) were digitized and 
(t\',-rhld 11n the LA~DSAT-2 data for the Aprill 1977 scene. Forty two 
~r~~lr~l reflectance values were ~~ta1ned as an overlay and a computer 
, J 
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prinhlut obti1lnc~ for each of the sb physiographic boundaries. 
tfethoda 
Tc.lrosraphic data (e.g., physiographic position) were used to 
delln~ate bomdaries at the soil association level, and was helpful 
In !"~r:'rati", s.)ils ""hich were spt'ctrally siclilar but genetically 
difrcr~nt. Alphnnum~ric 1:24,000 spectral maps representing the 
42 ~la~s~s inventoried were produced Cor the following 9 quadrangles: 
Coloma, Tina, H.11e, BOS:lrd, Standish, Bos""orth, .~runswick West, 
Carr~llton E.1st, ~Iiami Station. Comparisons were made between the 
maps l'r,"I,hlced by this technique and the soil association boundaries 
obs,'n',~d (,lr the adjacellt counties of L:lCayette and Caldwell. 
CC'hlr illfrared photl"lgr.1phs ' .. <?re ohtained from the photographic 
servlc~s laboratory of JSC/NASA at Houston, Texas for mission 213 
which in,'ll\,!\"d the !,,"Iftion of the ~'is~curi River basin that forms 
the ~~"th~rn boundary of Cafroll County. Attempts were made to ~elate 
col~rs and t(\nal differences in tile photographs to the published soil 
sun'\'y "C L,r..lyett<.> County "'hieh c,'lnt:1ins an :lerisl photographic base 
and ~~~p3r(' these t0ncs with similar fe:ltur('s aefOSS the River-i~ 
C3rr~11 C0unty. A p0ftion of th~ bottomland was enlarged to an 
arrr0xlm~t~ scal<.> of 1:~4.000 u~ing LA~nSAT-2 data and the General 
Eh,~,ta"t~ lr.1a~e 100 ~y~tem in the ~c('ne An:'lly~is Branch of the Earth 
inJh-htu,,1 phds ",-,'fe r(';ldUy visihle .1nd could be compared to tonal 
--- --------.--~- - ~ . 
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'-'hieh was CUmed 11 September 1972 • 
• 
"w' R~~ults nnd Discussion 
The 42 spectral reflectance cla&ses contained within the inventory 
oC Cnrroll County are shown in Table 1 for bands 5 and 7 with the 
ch~rneter that was printed on a line printer Cor the 6 physiographic 
~~'und:tries. Table 2 ::.hows the soU 3ssoci3tion that were predicted 
udng these data. Table 3 provides information about the taxonomic 
char:,et('ristics of these soil series, and the parent materials of the 
soUSe 
. The Haynic-Let~-\-1aldron soU :tssoc1ation is found only in "he 
Mlss~url River bottomlands. The ~cnncbec-Nodaway-Colo-Zook soils are 
f~und in tIle bottomlands along upland streams along with the associated 
~lack~~r. Bremer, Booker, Moniteau, and Otte~ soil series. It is a 
r,,"1.ath',,'ly ('asy task to define the soil boundaries for these two 
ass~rlntl~ns using the computer line printer products, but it is more 
dUficult to attempt separations DC the urland soU associations. 
The GrunJy-LaBonda, the :tan;haU-lIir,glnsville-Hacksburg, and 
tll" Kn~~-~I.lr$hall-Kennebec are upland soU associations. These asso-
~ldtt~ns ~~uld not be delineated 'I~in& the computer printouts because 
th~·n.· Is an o\',-'rlap of slopes on the landSC':lpes ,,'here these s,oils are 
r "und. 
I'l~ltal i1l.lpl'ing .of soils usinS l.A~nSAT data is based primarily upon 
tl,,· :-:urf.1"'-' rcil('ctance propertics of the v;u"ious soils. Such distin-
~ul~hll\' ~\'ll cll:lracteristics as p;tr('nt m.1t~r131, profile development, 
~"J ldl\Jp~drc p~~ition are not oh~~rv~hle with current satellite systems. 
-
--------............ ~~-- .. -- .-.-w (O¥ .2 __ --- .~ ... ~ ... ----.- ~ • ..-. __ • __ .,.-.._ W~~ -'-0" .. 
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Often widely difr~rcnt soils exhibit similar spectral responses and 
cannot he differentiated from one another using satellite data alone. 
lIowcv~r. nppropriate ancillary data used in conjunction with the LANDSAT 
datR C3n greatly increase the infor~ation31 content of a spectral soila 
map. 
-i 
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TAILE 1 
tlEAN \'ALUE OF SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE ASSOCIATED 'HTH EACH CHARACTER FOR 
BANDS 5 :\nd 7 FOR TilE 42 CLASSES 
CHARACT.!! 
~ 
I 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
1 
J 
'" L
H 
N 
o. 
r 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
l' 
\' 
W 
X 
\. 
Z 
1 
• .. 
* # 
~ 
& 
+ 
BAND 5 
29 
24 
23 
25 
29 
33 
25 
23 
26 
l~ 
28 
20 
41 
36 
29 
2:! 
4S 
34 
26 
17 
25 
22 
21 
13 
32 
32 
50 
56 
17 
19 
11 
18 
20 
19 
17 
18 
2S 
24 
24 
22 
40 
34 
Or~u~~J! ~ ~'" -~ ~ 
Of pOC', ~.: 
BAND 7 
29 
30 
44 
24 
46 
32 
48 
21 
42 
50 
~5 
57 
42 
38 
35 
26 
44 
46 
15 
13 
37 
50 
18 
2 
39 
27 
47 
52 
16 
3 
67 
40 
22 
15 
55 
18 
11 
5 
56 
38 
48 
22 
9 
TABLE 2 
"REDICTEO-SOIL A~SOCIATIONS IN '1"H£ QUADRANGLES OF CARROLL COUNT,! 
~\'AORANGLE 
n('I~\\ORTII 
"~ARRl)LLTON EAST 
lUtE 
mANI STATION 
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS 
GRUNOY-LAGONDA* 
~~RSI~LL-HICCINSVILLE-HACKSBURG·* 
KEN~EBEC-NOOAWAY-COLO-ZooK··* 
KNOX-~L\RSHALL-KENNEBEC*·** 
GRUNDY-LACO~ 
~IARSHALL-H IGGINSV I LLE-HACKSBURG 
KEw.\ EBEC·· NOOAUAY -COLO-ZooK 
HAYNIE-1.ETA-WALDRON***** 
KNOX-IL\RSHALL-KENNEBEC 
IL\YNI E-LETA-WALDRON 
KNOX-~L\RSHALL-KENNEBEC 
~~NNEBEC-NODAWAY-COLO-ZOOK 
GRUNDY-LAGONDA 
~~RSlt\LL-HIGGINSVILLE-MACKSBURC 
KENNEB EC-NODA'''AY -COLO-ZOOK 
. 
GRll~DY-LAGONDA 
~L\RSIIALL-HIGGI~SVILLE-MACKSBURC 
KEN~E8EC-NODAWAY-COLO-ZOOK 
llAYNIE-LETA-'''ALORON 
KNOX-~L\RSHALL-J<ENNE8EC 
KENNE8EC-NODA'''AY-COLO-ZOOK 
KNOX-!-IARSHALL-KENNEBEC 
GRU~m' -LA GONDA 
H:\RSIlALL-HIGGINSVILLE-MACJ<SBURG 
Kr.N~EBEC-NODA'''AY-COLO-ZOOK 
(~RU~()\' -J.AGONDA 
~L\ RSIL\LL-H ICG UISVILLE-MACKSBURG 
I\ENNEREC-NODAWAY-COLO-ZOOK 
" "th,'r po~~il'h' ~~ri('!;: ADAIR. Al\.'lsn:R. LA~fONI, LINEVILLE, SEntOUr. 
"" ,)th,'r p~":;~ihl~ $C'riC's: LESLIE, ~ICGIR". ~IINDEN 
""" Other p,"I:;:dhlc series: BLACKO:\R. BRE'fER, BOOKER. NONITEAU. OTTER 
oHU Other r,":;~lhle series: HIGGINS\'11.1.E, t-I1NDEN 
.tUtU Other r''':;:;ihle sC'ries: DOCKER". HODGE, MODALE. HYRICK. RAY. 
SARry. '''''UBONSIE 
--------,-==-'''"''. --= ..=., -,.= .....,.... • ."..,- -... --- - .---- . -.. ----------.- - '--~-"- ------
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TABLE .t 
10 
1'",a:NT HATER1A}. "NO T~JtONmIIC GROUPS OF TilE ttAJOR SOIL SERIE~ 
J,lR TilE PREOlCTEO SOIL ASSOCIATIONS IN CARROLL COUNTY 
SOIL SER 1.~!l ~OIt. ORDEwt SUnGR~ PARENT MATERIALS 
r-
COLO ttlll.1. I SOLS Cur-ruL IC HArr:.-\QUOLLS ALLUVIUM 
GRUNDY t\ll'L 1. I SOLS AQlliC ARGll'OOLLS LOESS 
HAYNIE l:~~TISOLS TYPIC UOlFLUVENTS VERY RECENT ALLUVlll~' 
HIGGI~S\' 11.1.E N01.LISOLS AQUIC ARGll'DOLLS LOESS 
KENNEBEC ~t\)1. L 1 SOLS ClIt-RILIC HArLUOOLLS ALLUVIUM 
KNOX AU" I SOl,S N01,L IC HArLUOALFS LOESS 
LAGO~nA ~I\.ll. L 1 SOLS AQLlIC ARGIl'OOLl.S LOESS, GLACIAL ntU)', 
bTA Hl'LLlSOLS AQlIIC FLtJ\'E~rIC HAPLUDOLLS ALLUVIUM 
Jo1ACK~Bl'RG Nl'1.1.1S0LS AQUIC ARGlllDOLLS LOESS 
JoLA.RSllUL Nl)LLISOLS TYPIC HAPLt!DOLLS LOESS 
NODA\,AY n'TI$OLS TYPIC UDIFLUVENTS ALLUVIUM 
WALDI\O~ l-l(lU.I SOLS AQlIIC FLU\'E~flC HAPLUDOLLS RECENT ALLUVIUM 
ZOOK ~l\.)l. t 1 SOLS 'Cllt-RILIC 'LWL\QUOLLS CLAYEY ALLUVllI" 
~ -._-----==---"=:-=--=-=_=:" .. ..,-,-,.,:::--:-
" J 
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Introduction. 
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The purpose of this investigation is to verify certain 
performance criteria for a solid state pow~r combining antenna 
proposed for use on the solar power satellite. 
Backgrounds 
The reference system solar power- satellite concept (1) 
was developed CI.round the use of the Klystron as the device utilized 
to convert DC power produced by solar cells into microwave energy 
for transmission to ground based rece~ving antennas~ The improve-
ment in performa~ce and reliability of ~odern microwave transistors 
offers the potential for the development of a solid state micro-
wave power transmis.sion system. The obvious 'benefits of longer 
life, smaller size and ease of manufacture provides adequate 
incentive to pursue the development of a ~olid state system. 
Under NASA sponsorship several studies have been performed to 
explore the potential for solid state microwave power transmission 
(2). (j)" (4), (5). t'Jhi~e th~ power handling ca'Pabilities of 
~icrowave solid state dF!vic'~s have improved significr~ntly, it 
is generally agreed that some form of power combining will be 
required to at~ain practical levels of power in a solid state 
system. 
The realization of efficient transmission of microwave 
power dictates that a low loss power combining technique be 
~ ,. .~.: • ,.. •• ::., •• .. • I·' : •• , • '. .... ... .:',,:r .... ' ... '
' .. ,' " " 
1 
: 
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L 
utilized. A prototype system has been designed, fabricated and 
, 
delivered to J3C under con'tract by tile Dooil>6 Cvq;"r~ l.ion. '7he 
system incorporates a four feed microotrip antenna, a stripline 
antenna phasing network and provides for the integration of four 
transistor amplifiers. The antenna and feed ne'twork have been 
designed to operate in S-Band at 2.4; GHZ 
The power combining technique utilized is considered to be 
somewhat unique in that the power combining and radiating functions 
occur in a single cavity (2). Each amplifier is directly coupled 
to the os.vi ty via four microstrip feedlines which ar~ mounted on 
a ceramic type dielectric substrate. 'The substrate is backed by 
a light weight aluminum cavity which sums the power of the four 
sources. On the opposite side of the substrate is mounted two 
radiatl.ng slots whtch are each fed on the ends by two narrow slot-
lines. The antenna behaves like two one-half wavelength slots 
coupled via a common cavity, thus the radi~ted energy is sur.~ed 
to yield a single radiated pt~se. 
The original concept is illustrated in figuj,"e 1. The foil 
pattern for the unit delivered to JSC contains certain design improve-
ments and is shown in figure 2. Proper feed ')f the ::.ntenna requires 
tha t two of the RF inputs ba 11:00 out. of phase with t .. e remaining 
two. 'l:herefore. an important component of the antenna system is 
a balancej feed network that provides four 00 - 1800 equal amplitude 
outputs. The strip1ine feed network consist of two 00 - 1800 rat-
race type hybrid circuits connected to the output of a two-way in 
• ;.. .. .. 0. • ". • • • :~ ... ' •• :,," .. : •• ~ : •• ,. ", 
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(a) BREAK-A-WAY VIEW 
lutE: ~UIID IUIII 
(b) PEP FIELD PROFILE 
FIGURE 1 POWER COMBINING MICROSTRIP SLOTLlNEAIHENNA 
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~etalized dielectric 
...r..c:;~-------~~ ...... substrate. 
Metal cavity. field. 
CAVITY "E" FIELD PRnFILE 
~ SECTION VIEW ~ \ 2.6 11 X 2.6" groui1d plane metalization ring for attachment of the cavity .' (2.5" x 2.5" X .30" x .015" bra~s). 
\.,.~._ .•• ~.. ,'., 'I .... r ..... J.. . ~ •. " • 
.. ....:...~~ ........... ,~ ..... lII' .... I.~J...-L ....... ~~ • •• 
["'''--''1'''''C'-~~;:~i? VMlcrostrlP lnput 
_MY,. •• : ( .. MY;' ·,-wtYi1.;iiSt?bnl. (four places). 
: :J I " . 
Wrap-a-round foil Radhting slots ' 
:~o~~1 :~~!~:e_d_-o-I. (2.1'~~O') t. . 
. ..., .300"t ~MicrostriP to slotline 
FIGURE 2 
r,-•• , ':''" (" . ',' , .. ,-.-, ~.. coupler (four places). ~ 1!L......_L._..I.4t ..... "".~ .......... I_ ... 4-~~ !" .~ __ """""'4'-__ ~,*."'''''.'''''~''~ 
1<,-w°W'd' 1 J~*_r;""'!S'" 5* f knit .. 
,~ 
COPPER METALIZATION PATTERN FOR FOUR FEED MICROSTRIP ANTENNA 
(Two patterns superimposed) 
!. 0, .' 
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phase power divider all integrated into a single stripline circuit. 
The rcmainir..·.:; clementa of the te~t ~y:.;l,:~::: con:-;j~.~ of four 
silicon bipolar type transistor amplifiers each capable of producing 
1/8 watt for a combined total of 1/2 watt. 
The silicon devices were supplied as a means of testing the 
power combining technique. Other studies are conoentrating on the 
development of satisfactory amplifyiy \'; techniques for SPS usage 
(1), (3), (4), (5). The interconnection of the antenna, amplifiers 
and feed network is illustrated in figure J. 
The solid state antenna module has been evaluated for gain, 
p~ttern and efficiency on the antenna.range with and without 
amplifiers by the builder. However, it was desired to obtain addi-
tional information concerning the performance of the power combining 
prototype. The following test were accomplished. 
(1) Frequency response of the antenna and feed network 
with and without aml\ifiers over a band of frequencies 
ranging from 2.2 GHZ - 2.7 GHZ. 
(2) ST.'1R was determined for several frequencies. 
(J) Output power of the antenna was measured with cne 
feedline disconnected. 
(4) An investigation of the noise "threshold" of the 
antenna and amplifier system.was attempted. 
(5) Phase tracking and phase jitter of the antenna feed 
network and amplifier system was measured. 
..... • • • 0 
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POWER 
MICROSTRIP 
ANTENUA 
. AMPLIFIER 
POWER 
AMPLIfiER 
r 
ANTENNA FEED 
NETWORK 
INPUT @ 2.4SGHz 
180 
POWER 
AMPLIFIER 
FIGURE J POWER CO~1BINING ANTENNA. FEED NETWORK AND 
POWER AMPLIFIER BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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The majority ·)f the te3ting W0.3 ac ~omnl i ::hC"!d ~ n. ~;hn !;rri: 1 11 
anechoic chamber located in the JSC antenna test facility. The 
phase tracking and jitter test were accomplished utilizing the 
LINCOfil statistical loop analyzer system located in the ESTL facility 
at JSC. 
The test configuration for 1111 of th~ measurements other than 
the SWR and phase jitter test is shown in figure 4. The separation 
of the two antennas is approximately three Ineters which should 
provide adequate near field correction(2). The input power wa~ 
maintained at a constant level. while the signal generator was 
varied over the desired frequency range. 
The output signal was measured with the microwave power meter 
and recorded. Since the gain of the receiving antenna ..... aries with 
frequency it was necessary to correct the raw data for the effects 
of the receiving antenna before plotting the results. Table I 
. 
and figure 5 depicts the data for the antenna and feed network 
alone while Table II and figure 6 chows the results with the ampli-
fiers installed. 
In reviewing these results. it would appPlr that the cavity 
associated with the power combining and radiating circuits is not 
a particularly good :i1ter. 
The half power points (-3 db) occur approximately at 2.3 GHZ 
and 2.6 GHZ. These points are somewhat difficult to determine 
because of the erratic nature of this data. This would ind.icate 
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a bandwidth of roughly 275-350 MHZ. yieldinp; a low Q tor th'! cavity. 
Since the Ir.!::i bar!\.l where thu ::iP.i will likul,y olJura i.C; '~.j vnly 100 :,:HZ 
wide, it would appear that some form of filter would be required 
if an antenna similar to this one is used. The results for the 
antenna with the transistors installed was improved considerably. 
The approximate half power points occur at 2.420 GHZ and 2.485 GHZ 
yielding a bandwidth of 65 MHZ. Tt&e improved performance with the 
amplifiers is attributed to the fact that each of the four amplifiers 
were gain and phase matched to operate at 2.45 GHZ by the builder, 
thus some filtering is supplied by amplifier action. 
Additional questions concerning the filtering capabilities 
of .the power combining cavity Vlere raised by swept ft"equency 
measurements performed on the solid state module utilizing the 
Hewlett Packard network analyzer. The results were obtained in 
the form of Smith chart plots. These plots indicate a numbe~ of 
frequencies outside of the IMS band ',<lhe:-e the VS\m at the input 
to the module is 1.5 or less indicating that energy is being ab-
sorbed into the antenn~ system and would possibly be transmitted 
by the antenna. Figures 7 and 8 are examples of the plots obtained, 
while Table III is a list of some of the out of band low VS~R 
points. 
Duri~·.g the testing of the antenna. and feed network~ prior to 
the insertion of the amplifiers, one leg of the feed network was 
disconnected from the antenna and the effected parts left in an 
open circuit condition to simulate the effect of the failure of 
13 
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TABLE III 
Frequencies with VSWR less than 1.5 
2.45 GHZ 
).)2 - ).)7 GHZ 
).75 GHZ 
).88 - ).98 rJIHZ 
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Figure 7 VS~IR M9asurements between 2.2 and 2.7 GHZ 
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one transistor. The output power was measured at the conter 
frequency of 2.1~5 ;HZ. Tho olmnrvpd powor l()~;~: W:l!: :-:<.) tH; 
compared to the reoul ts .wi th all feedlin3s connected. The expected 
result when there is a 25~ loss of power is about -1.25 db. This 
o~servation was discussed with the builder of tho antenna (6) and 
it was concluded that the reflection coefficient introduced into 
the cavity from the open fecdline probably would account for the 
addit~onal reduction in output power. 
The final tl)ot contlucted in the anechoic chamber involved 
an attempt to check the "noise threshold" of the power combining 
module. In this test the SPS antenna with amplifiers was placed 
direotly in front of the reoeiving antenna while the signal souroe 
was attenuated by a 0 - 99 db step attenuator. On the detector 
side. the HP 4J2A power moter wac replaced firct with an HP I~J5A 
power metor equipped wi th the HP 8/~,84A diode type sonsor and later 
with a Stoddard sensitive RFI communications receiver. The 
minimum sensitivity of the HP 8484A sensor is -65 dbm while the 
Stoddard rccf'iv("r and its connectinr; cable was calibrated to a 
noise lovel of -83 dbm. Neither instrument was able to detect 
a measurablo If'vol of thermal n,1iso. It has been determined that 
'the addition of a high gain amplifier of known noise performance 
was needed to accomplish this testing tunction. 
The phase tracking and jitter test on the antenna feed net-
work and the silicon transistors was conducted utilizing the 
tINCOM statistical loop analyzer (SLA) • 
... , .. 
" 
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Tho SLA provides tor automatic acquistlon and tracking of 
• two signals. In i-llC tracJdng mode it can be progriJJiuned to acquire 
up to 1000 samples over'a period of one minute. The signals are 
analyzed for a variety of intormation including phase difference 
and phase jitter. The test configuration utilized is shown in 
Figure 9. 
Since the SLA requires an 8.5 MHZ input signal on each of i t£I 
inputs, it was necessary to mix the SPS output of 2.45 GHZ with 
the output of a 2.4415 GHZ reference oscillator to obtain the 
desired 8.5 MHZ SLA input signals. The mixers are followed with 
8.5 MHZ bandpass filters. As noted on the diagram, the 'Unused 
amplifiers were connected to 50 ohm terminations. 
The signal sources are synthesized type signal generators 
with stable phase tracking and jitter characteristics. This is 
indicated by a measured mean jitter of 0.8270 for the two oscill-
ator mixer combinations. 
The SPS antenna feed network and amplifier system was connected 
to the SLA :tnd the two 1800 ports (1 - 4) were selected for com-
parison. Later the cables \vere rotated and the 00 ports (2 - J) 
were tested. Following this, port one was selected as a refere~:e 
and was sequentially compared with each of the remaining ports. 
The data for these measurements are plotted in figure 10. The 
data that are plotted represents a mean of all data runs. 
The RMS phase jitter plot has been corrected by subtracting 
the m.~ value of the oscillator-mixer phase jitter. As noted by 
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SLA MODEL 101-E 
PHASE ERRQR JITTER AND SLIP RATE 
.- TEST CONOITIONS --
THE LOOP TYPE UNDER TE~T IS CW CARRIER 
THE TRACKiNG BANOWIDTH • A 200.00 H2 
TEST PARA~[TEfic • 1 TO.. ~
SIGNAL POWER TO NOI~E OENSITV ~ATIO • 
DOPPLER OFFSET • 1.0 KHZ 
SYMBOL RATE • 1.0 kSPS 
ACCURACY or TEST RESULTS· 95.52 I 
-- TEST RESULTS --
-
0.00 DG-HZ 
DlrFERENTIAl PHASE MEA~UREMENT· 57.750EG 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE PHASE E~~OR JITTER • 1.1~ OEG 
AVERAGE CLOCK-wISE SLIP RATE • 0.00000000 SLIPS PER SEC 
AVERAGE COUNTER CLOCK-wiSE SLIP RATE • 0.00000000 SLIPS PER SEC 
. 
AL AVERAGE SLIP RATE • 0.00000000 SLIPS PER ~la 
Figure 11 Sample printout from the Statistical Loop Analyzer (SLA) 
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the graphs, the amplifier feed network appears to stable in terms 
of p!n~H~ jitter. The mean varintion notfld for the ~800 pol"I", (1 - 4) 
was 1.51°. These data were taken from 12 data runs, which includes 
12,000 samples. 
The mean variation noted :or the 0° ports (2 - J) involving 
2000 samples was 0.82°. Figure 11 indicates a sample of the SLA 
data output format. 
Conclu§ion~ and Recommendations. 
This exerci~e involved a series of test on a prototype power 
combining antenna pror~sed for use on the.solar power satellite. 
The primary purpose was to investigate the filtering capabilities 
of the antenna along with the phase jitter of the antenna feed 
network. The effect of transistor failure was briefly examined. 
In addition, an attempt was made to det~~ine the noise threshold 
of the system. 
A su~ary of the fi~dings follow. 
1. The frequency response test indicate that some 
filtering will be needed to achieve the band-
width necessary for operation in the HIS band. 
2. The limited swept frequency testing that was 
accomplished inc.licated several frequencies 
outside of the proposed band of operation 
where the VSWR of the antenna feed system was 
less than 1.5. This testing included only a 
few data ~uns and did D2! include any harmonic 
," 
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frequencies. The implication is that energy 
these frequencies and probably transmitted. 
). With one teedline disconnected the observed 
power drop was -2.) db. The normal loss 
expected when the input is raduced by 25~ is 
roughly -1.25 db. This would indicate that 
the one open feedline causes enough mismatch 
to degrade the performance of the power 
combining cavity beyond a 25~ loss. The 
a~sumption is that the normal failure mode 
for a transistor is an open circuit and that 
its geometry with respect to the input port 
introduces the necessary reflection coefficients 
to further degrade the signal. 
4. The phase tracking and jitter measurements 
indicate that the feed network is quite stable 
with a low level of phase jitter. The use of the 
statistical loop analyzer greatly enhanced the 
acquistion of this data. No effort was made 
to correlate the absolute phase di~ference 
between the ports because of the difference in 
the lengths of the irlterconnecting transmission 
lines. 
5. The attempt to measure the noise threshold of 
.. 
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the SPS modulo was inconclusive due to a failuro 
signal no~se power level is apparantly less than 
the -8) dbm sensitivity of the Stodda~d RFI 
recei vt,r available in the ant~nna testing facility. 
Recommendations for turth,:;' development include. 
1. Gallium arsenide r.tESFETS suitable tor use in 
the SPS application need to be designed and 
developed. Most researchers 7ropose a 
switching mode of operation (class D or E) (5). 
However. the current generation of r.lESFETS are 
not well sui ted for operation in this mode ("'). 
2. "Off the shelf" gallium arsenide devices 
capable of operation at 2 - 5 watts have 
been recently adapted to operation at the 
proposed SPS frequency (4). It is recommended 
that these devices be incorporated into the 
prototype antenna system. This would provide 
for a realistic module power of 8 - 20 watts. 
t'/hile thcf:)e d::!vices operate in claso AB and 
are somewhat short of the desired efficiency. 
they represent a reasonable increment of 
improvement. 
). It is recommended that the full power prototype 
.... t· • 
" 
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be tested tQr the tollowine' 
n. Gnin j directivity nnd'pattcrn at 
rull power. 
b. Harmonics, out of band frequencies, 
and noise levels to determine the 
level ot filtering required. 
4. Improvements be made to the mi..:rostrip antenna and 
cavity as noted by its builder (2). Improvements 
in the Q of the cavity system could greatly reduce 
the need for filtering 
5. Since class E and other switching modes of 
operation require the use of matching networks 
to optimiz~ the perfol~ance of the transistor (7) 
it is recorrunended that sui table designs be 
developed and built. Further, it is reco~ended 
that these be implement~d in microstrip with an 
eye toward the ability to mass produce, Ideally 
any filtering requirements set forth in step 3 
could be implemented in the matching network. 
6. Additional analysis is needed concn.rning the 
effect of amplifier failure on the power output. 
The geometry and design of filtering, phase 
matching and impedance matching networks possibly 
could be used to minimi~e the effects of mismatches 
cau~ed by the failure of an amplifier • 
. " 
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The equation~ of motion of a satellite in a coordinate system rotating with the 
Enr·t.h were !"'Joant.ly given in reference 1. In this system when the oblateness 
(J;!) cocffiC'icnt. atilt ellipticity cocfflcient (J22) of the g"'"potent.inl are 
siven, it is a relatively simple matter to obtain the equilibrium points of the 
problem. Thi~ is done in a manner quite analagous to that of finding the 
equilibrium pOints of the restricted three body problem (ref.2). There are 
tour equilibrlum pOints which are found to occur in the equatorial plane. Two 
ot the points are .i.ooated over the ends of the minor axis of the elliptical 
figure of the Earth's equator and two of the points are located ov~r the major 
axis. The r1,dl1 to there points are very Marly tt-e same or the radius of a 
sat,dl1te orbit in a 24-hour period about the Earth. 
The stability of our orbit in the neighborhood of these four points is found by 
linearizing the equations of motion about the pOints. This linearization by 
definition reSUlts in solutions which are valid in our infinitesimal region 
about an equilibrium point. This type of stability analysis follows that done 
in reference 2 for the ~stricted three body problem. 
In this n~te the range of validity of the solutions in the vicinity of the 
libration points will be extended to included significant out-of-plane 
oscillations by th~ satellite. This will permit study of the stability ot 
inclined geosynchronous satelli tes. 
1 
( 
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2.0 THE OIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Following Band (1), the differential equations of motion' of a aatell! te in a 
gr'av1tlltional field with J2 (oblateness) and J22 (ellipticity) pert.IJrbation forms 
Innl ud~d 1n tho potent.inl function 1n a coordinate Dystem rot.1tting with the 
Earth are 
•• 
x - 2wy = tx 
• 
;: + 2wx = ty (2.1) 
where the force fun~t1on, t , Is defined as 
. 1\ 
t = 1/2 w2 (x2 + y2) 
- u , (2.2) 
and 
~ £2 ( 3 sln2 ~ - 1) U = - - + 
r r3 
(2.3) 
£22 
• 0032 ¢I cos2 (A -A 22 ) 
r3 
is the geopotential function, 
whet'e 
~ = the gravitatlollal constant of the Earth, 
£2 = 1/2 ~ J2(Re )2, 
£22 = lJ J22 (Re)2 > 0 (sln u J22 < 0), 
J2 1s the oblateness coefficient, 
J22 Is the elliptic~ty (of the Earth at the equator) coefficient, 
RE Is the Earth's radius, 
2 
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r • (x2 + y2 + z2)1/2, (the radius to the satellite), 
• is the geographio latitude of the satellite measured from the 
equator of the Earth, 
A 13 the geographio longitude of the satellite measure fro~ the 
Greenwioh meridian, and 
A22 is the longitude of the major axis equatorial ellipse of the 
Earth (a oonstant) 
The quantities ~ and A are related to the rotati~g ooordinates by 
and 
.z 
sin ~ = 
- , oos ~ = 
r 
y 
(x2 + y2)1/2 
---------.... 
r 
x 
ain ). = 
------------ t cos A = ------------(x2 + y2)1/2 (x2 + y2)1/2 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
The values of J2, J22, and A22 are numbers that have be,en determined 
experiment~lly. If turns out that J2 is of order 10-3, J22 is of order 10-6, £2 
1a of order 10-3 , E22 is of order 10-5 (by non-dimensionallzing), and ).22 is 
o 
approximately -25.3. By equation (2.5), the orientation of the coordinate sys-
tem 1s such that x ia in the equatorial pfane and paases through the Greenwich 
meridian. 
By equations (2.2) and (2.3), 
Then 
+ - -
r 
£22 
£2 
-- (3 sln2~ - 1) 
r3 
+ --- cos 2 t oos 2 (A-A22) 
r3 
3 
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• • 1/2 w2 (x2 + y2) + 
~ (£2 + £22 cos 2 (A .; A22») 
- + 
r' r3 
Z2 
- --<3 £2 + £22 cos 2 (A - A2Z}) 
r 5 (2.1) 
The point(s) (x,y,z) = (a,b,c), where £,b,c are constant are called 
equilibrium (stationary) points, and may be computed by noting that, since 
x I: a, 
y I: b, 
Z = c, 
. . . 
x = y = z = x = y = z = 0, 
so that equation (2. " becomes 
~x (a,b,c) = C, 
~y (a,b,c) = 0, (2.8) 
~z (a,b,e) = 0, 
By taking partial d0rivatives of ~ in equation (2.7) with respect to x,y, and 
z, respectively, a~d using the abbreviations 
w (x,y,z) = 
Z (x,y,z) = 
y (x,y,z) = 
ol- 1.1 3 (£2 + £22 cos 2 (X - X22», 
r3 r5 
2£22 
---- sin2 (A - X22), 
rS 
E; (3 e2 + £22 cos 2 O. - X22», 
r5 
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, 
in light of equations (2.8), it turns out that 
0 
• :: tx (a,b,c) = xW + yZ ( 1 X· 
0 
• :: ty (a,b,c) = yW - xZ ( 1 y 
0 (W2 - W) • :: t z (a,b,c) = -Z z
which is satisfied if all of 
and 
W (a,b,c) = 0 
Z (a,b,c) = 0 
z = c = 0 
are satisfied . 
. By equation (2.9) I 
Z (a,b,c) = 0 
gives 
sin 2 (A - A22} = 0 
so that 
A - A22 
n 3n 
= 0,--, 11, --, 
2 2 
5 
z2 z2 
- --) + -- Y 
r2 r2 
z2 z2y 
- --) + --- Y 
r2 r2 
1 z2 
+ - (2 - 5--) 5 r2 
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(a,b,c) = 0, 
(a,b,c) = 0, (2.10) 
Y (a,b,c) = 0, 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
r 
and thus 
Note that a and b may be computed from equation (2.5). 
Aleo, by equation (2.10) 
W (a,b,c) = 0 
through equation (2.9) gives 
where 
87:BOHD:08/12/81:D5 
(2.13) 
thus enabling p to be computed. (It turns out that p = 42,400 Km.) 
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3.0 LINEARIZATION 
Motion in a neighborhood ot the tour libration (stationary) points may be 
inve~tiRated by introducing dl~placements t, n, t from a libration point 
\ ; a,b,c by 
y=b+n, (3.1) 
Consider the Taylor series expansion ot the force tunction, t, about (a,b,c), 
o 0 0 0 1 0 
t (x, y , z) = t + (t l6 + t yI1 + t:z,l;) + (t x'Ji. ? 
(3.2) 
By equation (2.1), if a second order Taylor series approximation is used, the 
following e~uation9 are obtained 
000 0 0 0 
r; = t z = t z + (t zl6 + t zyl1 + t z-J:.) = t z + tlt z (t ,n ,l; ) T 
000 
Since t x = t y = t z = 0 , 
7 
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equation (3.3) reduce to 
a~n 0 o 0 o T' r. - = 4t x/. + t xf' + t xl- = vt x (1;,11 ,f; ) 
aut! 0 o· 0 0 (I; tn ,t ) T n + = ~yj, + ~rI' + t yl- s Vty (3.") 
0 0 0 (t ,n ,t )T, t = 4»zl» + t zyt + • z.[. : vt z 
or 
(t II: a.>n , n + a.>! , e) = HO(t,n,:;) T , a 11near equation in t,n,t. 
where 
1s the mission matrix of ~ at (a,b,c), the stationary pOint. 
By using equations .(2.2) and (2.9), the clements of HO are shown in appendix 
A to be 
0 
: aa2 
- f3b2 ~xx 
0 
= ab2 - f3a2 , ~yy 
0 
_ w2 _ Y 4»zz = 
0 0 
~xy = ab (a + f3) = t yx • 
0 0 
txz = 0 = tZXI 
0 0 
tyz = 0 = .. "~y • 
8 
1 . 
IrttJ; 
\ 
where 
o = 3~/P5 + (15/p7 )(£2 .! £22), 
8 I: Z J4£22 /P7 , 
Y z (2/P5) (3£2 Z £22)' 
Thus, by equations (3.14) and (3.6), 
t - ~wn = oa2 _ 8b2)t + ab{O + B,n 
n + 2Wt,= ab (a + B)t + (Ob2 - Ba2)n 
t = (w2 - y)t. 
81:BOND:08/12/81:D5 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Note that equation (3.7) states that the out-of-plane motion (z-direction) 
is completely uncoupl~d from the in-plane motion'(x-y plane, or equatorial 
plane). Bond ( ,p~~ i2-17) discusses the stability of this motion which 
allows 9. solution tc' t"1e differential equation (3.7). 
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_.0 quADRAtIE EFFECTS 
A~ 1n lection 3.0, con5ider a third-order Taylor aeriel approxi.ation to the 
force function given by equation (3.2), i.e., 
• (x,y,z) o 0 0 0 10 0 0 = t + (txt + tyf1 + tzr;) + -ICt xxl;2 + tyy'l2 + t zzt2 2 
o 0 0 1 0 0 
+ 2t xytrt + 2t xztr; + 2t yzrtt) + - I(t xxxi; 3 + t yyyll3 
3 
o 2 0 2 0 2 
+ ~ yyzrt r; + ~ xzztr; + 3t yzzrtr; 
000 
(~.1) 
Since tx = ty = ~z ~ 0, by using equation (~.1) and suostituting into equation 
(2.1), the following equations ar-e obtained:. 
• 000 10 2 0 2 t - 2wrt = ~x = (txl£ + txyrt + txzt) + 2' (txxxt + txyyrt 
o 2 0 0 0 
+ txzzC; + 2t xxytrt + 2txxzt;"; + 2t xyznr;) 
o T lOT 
= V~x (E; ,n ,c; ) + 2! <t,n,r;) Hx (f;,n,c;) , 
• 0 0 0 10 O 2 1"1 + auf; = ~y = (¢'yl£ + tyyn + tyzr;) + 2' (tyxxtc.. + tyyyrt (4.2) 
0 2 000 + tyzzC; + 2tyxytn + 2tyxztr; + 2t yyznr; 
0 2 000 + tzzzc; + 2t zxytn + 2t zxztr; + 2t zyznc;) 
10 
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Where 
o Hw.= 
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twxx t wxy 
o 0 
twyx .wyy 
t~zx .~Zy 
o 
·wxz 
o 
·wyz 
. 0 
twzz 
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rhere the index variable w = ~,y,z. 
Note that equation (4.2) pass on a quadratic ror. not round in equation (3.4). 
By u,ing equations (2.2) and (2.9) (see the appendix), the rollowing equations 
are obtained (tois is similar to the analysis performed in equations (3.4) 
through (3.7». 
t - 2Wn (aa2 _ 8b2) t + ab 3 5 t2 
== 
(a + 8)n + - a a + __ (b28 _ a2» 
2 p2 
1 3 
+ - a 
a + __ (a2 - 4b2) 8 - 5b2v + 28 n2 
2 p2 
(1&.3) 
, 5 3 (b2 - 1Ia2) 8 + --a (a + -- y)l;2 + b a + __ 2 p2 p2 
- 5a2v + 26 tn, 
n + 2W~ ab (Q + 8)t ... (Qb2 '- 6a2)n + !b 3 (b2 + 4a2)6 = a + __ 
2 p2 
- Sa2v + 28 
3 t? + -b 5 a + __ (a26 _ b2V) n2 
2 p2 (4.4) 
, 5 yg2 + a 3 ,a2 - 4b2)S _ 5b2v + - b (Q + -- Q + --
2 p2 p2 
+ 28 tn, 
11 
h _-'_$ _~_'tt 
where 
t , 
5 ~ • (~2 - Y)C + (Q + -- y) (at + b~)t. 
p2 
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5.0 SUfNRY 
In 1 , by using a second-order Taylor series expanded about a stationary 
pOint. Bond found the following linear second-order differential equations 
govp.rning motion about the stationary pOint (nee cq.(3.7»: 
t - ~ri : Caa2 .w B b2)~ + ab Ca + a >n, 
11 - ~ri = ab (0 + a>t + Cab2 - 8a2>n, 
t = ("tI,I2 -Y)I;. 
By using a third-order Taylor series expanded about a stationary point, it has 
been shown here that the following quadratic second-order differential equations 
governing motion about the stationary point (see eq.(~,3), (~.~), and (q.S» :, 
. 
t - ~n = (oa2 - B b2)t + ab 3 5 Cb% <ex + ~ >n ~ - a o + 
2 p2 
- a2v) 1 3 (a2 - 4b2)B 11 2 1;2 + - a a + -- +28 2 p2 
1 5 3 (b2 - qa2)a 
- 5a2v +-aCa+ -- Y)I; 2 + b a + 2 p2 p2 
3 
+ - b 
2 
5 
a + -- (a% 
p2 
1 5 
- b2v) n 2 + - b {o + -- Y )1; 2 
2 p2 
3 
(a2 - ~b2)B - 5b2v + Cl3 tn 
5 
+ {o + -- y} ( at + bn)r;; • 
p2 
13 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 
Note that the first two terms of the in-plane equations (eqs. (q.) and (q.q» 
:Ire th~ S3me as in the linear case (the first two equations of equation (3.7». 
Also, th~ fLrst: tel'm 1n the out-of-plane equation (eQuation (4.5» 1:; ~,he ~ClJlle 
as In linear case (the last equation of equation (3.7». The remaining terms 
in aqu~tions (~.3) through (~.5) are quadratio terms. Then, it is neoes~~ry to 
go to a third-order expansion of the force function ~ to observe cOl.!ipliag 
between the in-plane and out-of-plane motion, i.e., so that the In~pl8ne and 
out-of-plane motion do not seem to be independent of one another. 
The next phase of study will be to consider only the coupling effects of the 
in-plane motion in the out-of-plane equati()n (equation (~.5». Note that the 
.out-of-plane equation has a perturbat10n from the nonlinear terms which is of 
the order of the frequency, w. 
1q 
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x,y a~ tn E:u't.h equatorial plane 
x is t h"'II(h the Greenwich Meridian 
z is ",t at i ,:mal axis of Earth 
op is' IWl't tal direction in Earth equatorial plane 
I£. i~ :\111-\11\:\1' velocity of Earth and the x,y,z frame: 
a g i~ t he' I'\~ht asrcension of Greenwich 
Fisure 1. - The geometry of the rotating system. 
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Figure:'. Tht' ~I.'~ffietry of the elliptical equator with respect to rotating 
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TEMPORAL CHANGES OF THE GLOBAL REFLECTANCE 
OF A WHEAT FIELD AS A FUNCTION OF 
DAILY SOLA.i IRRADI,ANCE 
Prof. Guy A. Franceschini, Ph.D. 
Department of Meteorology 
Texas A&M University 
3upervisor: Dr. David E. Pitts 
Supporting Research Branch 
Earth Observations Division 
Abstract: Bas~d on in situ measurements of incident and 
reflected solar irradiation over a wheat field, 
daily values of the surface reflectance, a scene 
signature, were determined, for a crop year. 
Diagnoses of these data reveal the character of 
the signature, and its changes with time, crop 
stage, and the magnitude of incident irradia~lce. 
The latter varies inversely with cloud cover. 
-------------~~-. --_.- --
~ 
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1. Introduction 
This is a diagnostic study of the characteristics of thermal-IR 
signatures of a field planted in spring wheat during the 1978 ClOp 
year. To date, and to my knowledge, the greater effort in dealing 
with crops and satellite-derived data has involved shortwave radiation, 
1. e., solar radiation, of which 99% is in wavelengths storter than 
4.0 ~m. This concentration of effort is primarily a consequence of the 
large variations in optical properties, viz., reflectance, associated 
with soil and crops. Such variations are wavelength dependent, and are 
a function of crop geometry, stage of maturity, and stressing which is 
associated with atmospheric and edaphic conditions. In addition, the 
nature, condition, and moisture of the exposed soil also influence the 
surface reflectance to a great degree. Hence, spectral measurements of 
surface-reflected shortwave radiation make it possible to characterize 
soil moisture, and crop extent and conditions, as well as to estimate 
ultimate possible crop yield. 
In considerations of thermal infrared radiation, Le., that within 
the terrestrial waveband which extends from 3.0 to 80 ~m, we essentially 
are dealing with a thermodynamic coordinate, temperature, of the target. 
Ideally, most terrestrial surfaces behave nearly as 'black bodies' in 
this longwave spectral domain. However, except for limited wavebands, 
the atmosphere also behaves as a black body prinlarily because of carbon 
dioxide, water vapor, methane, nitrogen-oxygen molecules, and clouds. 
Consequently, to view the surface with satellite-mounted sensors on 
essentially cloud-free days, we must select a spectral region over which 
the atrno.<;;phere is nearly transparent, e.g., 8-13 ).Jm. Unfortunately, the 
atmosphere, even in this waveband, behaves as a somewhat 'dirty window' 
having a transmittance less than one. Nonetheless, meteorological sat-
ellites effectively and routinely use this w~veband to delineate surface 
(land and ocean) and cloud top temperatures, Le., corditions associated 
with well defined rlorizontal temperature gradients. 
A ~uestion which should be asked is: Can such infrared spectral 
information be used tc characterize croplands? In this st~dy, we have 
examined spectral radiance data obtained with sensors mount('d on an 
aircraft flying at a low altitude over an area planted in sprlllq whpat. 
I' 
I~ 
" 
Because atmospheric interference is minimized due to the low altitude, 
the daLd may be considered a ground truth for satellite measurements. 
2. Theoretical considerations 
a. The nature of radiation 
According to Planck's law, the monochromat.ic radiance, RA, from a 
blackbody may he expressed as a function of wavelength, A }.1m, and the 
temperature, T OK. For the units chosen, 
= 
-1 
(cl/A S) (exp(c2/AT) - 1) (}.IW/cm2 sr }.1m), (1) 
wher6 cl = 1.19096 x 1010 ; and c2 = 1.43879 x 104 . For given 
values of RA and A, the effective or radiation temperature of a target 
may be computed using (.1). The Planck curve, as given by (1), for a 
blackbody at a temperature of 300 0 K is shown below. 
PLANCK CURVE FOR T = 300 0 K 
1200 
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As se('n in the figure, the modal wavelength, Le., the wav(>length 
of maximum radiance, is near 9.66 ~m. The total waveband of interest in 
this study, 10.4 - 12.6 ~m as indicated in the figure, involves nearly 
14\ of the total radiance. In addition, within this spectral band, the 
value of RA varies inversely with wavelength. Observed values in this 
band range from 750 to 1130 SU (1 SU = 1 Standard unit = 1 ~W/cm2sr ~m) 
with associated effective temperatures from 290 0 K to 3l0 o K, respectively, 
over the limits of the total waveband. 
b. The energy budget 
Changes in temperature of a target depend upon its net gains and 
losses of energy. A physically sound approach to the problem is given 
by the energy equation which is a statement of the boundary condition 
at the interface between the atmosphere and its subjacent volume. The 
condition states that the energy flux is continuous across the interface, 
L e., the net: flux on both sides of the boundary are equal. In terms of 
energy fluxes, and with the convention that fluxes toward the interface, 
on both ,;ides, are positive, the energy equation may be symbolically 
expressed as 
N + Q -I- L + H O. (2 ) 
In (2), the first three terms refer to fl~xes on the air side of the 
interface, and the last tenn, H, refers to the flux on the opposite 
side, i.e., the side of the subjacent volume, e.g., soil and/or plants. 
Indiviu~~l terrns are: N, the net radiation, both short- and longwave; 
Q, the sensible heat flux; L, the latent heat flux associated with the 
phase change of water; and H, essentially the sensible heat flux below 
the interface. 
Individual terms of (2) may qualitatively be l'xpresscs as: 
, 
net radtation, 
N = (1 - r)I + (Fa - F), 
where I is the solar irradiance, r is the associated Rurfacp reflectance, 
and the longwave fluxes, Fa and F, are 
ex 
F ex 
T 1+ 
a 
the sensible heat flux, 
OI~.C::·:+', ~ ~.~'--~' r~l 
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(downward from the atmospherf") 
(upward from the surface target): 
in which v is the wind speed, and n is an empirically derived exponent 
often taken as ~ = 2: 
the latent heat flux which may produce surface evaporative cooling, 
L ex (ea - e)vn , 
where e a is the vap0l: pressure of the air, and e is the vapor tension 
of the target surface: and finally, 
the sub-interface flux, 
4 
in which Tz is a near-surface temperature of the interior of the target. 
Consequently, the energy equation shows the interrelations and feedback 
mechanisms between the transfer processes. More importantly, for our 
purpose, it indicates the dependence of target temperature, T, on the 
atmospheric elements, Le., temperature, wind speed, and moisture, as 
well as the moisture state of the target, both soil and crop. 
In particular, the heat transfer, H, within crop and soil, which 
must balance all the other in-air fluxes, represents the energy which 
enters the surface, and is consequently responsible for target temper-
ature changes. For a thin near-surface layer of the target, extending 
to a distance zl from the interface, 
(aT/at) ex (H1 - H), (3) 
where H} represents the flux across the level zl' and depends on the 
temperature gradient at that interior level. In (3), a prognostic 
equatio~, we see the dependence of th~ rate of surface temperature 
change ~n the atmospherlc fluxes, since, from (2), Ii = -(N -4- Q + L). 
c. Areal averaging 
In principle, (2) applies to each different element of ttH' sllrface, 
------------_. -- _ .. ---_ ... ,. ' 
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crop and ~;ull, sf.~p<lrately. lIow(lver, for this study, we will trf'at the 
target arc', u, as a collective system with representative temperature 
T, as an arPd average defined by the mean-value theorem: 
T = (l/u)jtdu ~ 
u 
m 
(l/u) \ T U • 
I. " ,-I (4) 
In (4), '( represents the variable temperature of m target elements, ,. 
Since a target area usually consists of soil and crop, a differentia-
tion of the contribution of each to the upward flux of longwave radia-
tion, F, is important. If c represents the fractional area of the 
target which is covered by the crop, i.e., ground cover, then in a 
manner analogous to (4), acea-weighting each contrihution leads to 
where subscripts c and s refer to crop and soil, respect~~ely, and 
F ex: T 4 
c c 
where R" is the measured monochrvmatic radiance of the collective 
target, as given by (1). 
(5) 
Since airborne sensor measurements slur the successive r~adings 
over different wavelength intervals, a further area-weighting of the 
individual readings is possible. 
fractional target-area overlar 
For example, if A . represents the 
\ 
successive readings, a different 
space-average value of target temperature, <Tt >, at time t, may be 
defined as 
(6) 
I 
where: ~he T values are obtained from radianc~ data assigned to the 
central wavelength of the interval, and j and k represent the interval 
of time, respectively, between values preceding nnd followinq that at 
time t. The values of A in (6), pertinent to this study, iU'('> tr('ated 
\ 
5 
in thE' sectior. on target geometry. 1I0w('ver, due to time limitations, 
such area-averages of target temperatures were not calculated. 
3. Observations 
'l'here were five observation periods, each on different days of the 
1978 crop yea~. Measurements were made of: spectral radiance over a 
time interval of 48 - 56 s, once each day; atmospheric elements; soil 
field moisture; and c~rtain agronomic information. Each is discussed 
below. 
a. Ancillary data 
6 
Supporting simultaneous atmospheric measurements of wind, pressure, 
temperature, relative humidity, and cloud cover were made during each 
observation period. Agronomic data inclllded: ground cover (including 
weed cover.age), maturity stage, plant height, and dates of plant1ng 
and harvesting. Field moisture information consisted of qualitive 
estimates, e.g., dry, damp, and wet. The latter condition, although 
not reported, was assum(:d after viewing photographs taken during thE' 
observation periods. Information on soil type was not available. 
b. Radianc.;e data 
The radiance sensor of the airborne Field Spectrometer System, 
FSS, has a field of view of 2u.OOo, and a scan rate of 1 S1 i.e., all 
channels were slur'-sC'C"med sequentially every second. In all, there 
are 42 channels from 10.4 to 12.6 ~m, and each covers an interval of 
0.05 ~m. Average values of monochromatic radiance were available for 
five wavebands involving diffE'rent numbers of channels, hence, differ-
ent timt intervals, and different areas viewed. Details are tabulated 
,I 
below, where A)" iSi the Wi '.ength interval, and A is the median or 
central wavelength of t' ,ltcrval. 
... :~.-, ';; 
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Band 6), No. Channels 
" 
Scan Time 
(~m) (~m) (5) 
1 10.40 - 10.80 8 Hi, ':;0 0.191 
2 10.80 - 11. 30 10 11.05 0.238 
3 11. 30 - 11.80 10 11. 55 0.238 
4 11.80 - 12.30 10 12.05 0.238 
5 12.30 - 12.50 4 12.40 0.095 
4. Target geometry 
Flight altitude was 60.96 m (200 ft). Consequently, with a 20.00° 
field of view, the target diameter was 2l.~ m. At a flight speed of 
96.52 km/h (60 mi/h), the distance bet:ween initiation of successive 
1-5 scan& was 26.82 m, and the average length of the area scanned was 
approximately 1. 6 km. Hence, the area s..::anned was approximately 3 ha. 
Since the distance r'tween successive scans of any specific wave-
length band is greater than the target diameter, there is no overlap of 
related targets. How~ver., target area~ of sequential but different 
wavebands do overlap. In general, if we assign the average radiance 
value of a waveband to the central time, hence, positicn, of that 
waveband, the overlap area Ai of two successive and related targets 
may be ~xpressed as 
(7) 
wher~ d is the target diameter, and L\ is the variable distance between 
successive target centers. Values of L and the related frdctiollal 
1 
target ove~lap, A associated with successive average radiance readings 
\ 
are vivan below. Fractional target areas from (7) may be used in (6) 
to e7albate <T >. Again, due to time conR~raints, it was not possible II \ 
to complete the evaluations. 
7 
Bands 
1 to 2 
2 to 3 
3 to 4 
4 to 5 
5 to 1 
5. The site 
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L , 
(m) 
5.747 
6.386 
6.386 
4.470 
3.832 
A , 
(%) 
74.58 
71. 77 
71. 77 
80.19 
83.01 
The observation site is located in the wheat drylands of Hand Co., 
SO, in field No. 281, having an area of 128 ha (316 acres). Specific 
location is: 44° 3~' N, and 99° 0' W. The field was planted in spring 
wheat, variety Fortuna HRS, on 26 April 1978, using the R-and-R method 
with 7 in. between :cows. The crop was harvested before the last period 
of observation on 16 August 1978. Plants had attained a height of .81m 
at which time the ground cover was 30%. 
6. Source of data 
Data were obtained from the Laboratory for Applications of Remote 
Sensing (LARS) of Purdue University, West Lafayette, 1D. LARS was 
responsible for taking the observations, as well as determining the 
average radiance values. 
7. Discussion 
Data are presented on the following five figures, one fo:;: ':.dch 
observation period. Each contains a time reference, all available 
ancillary data, and graphs of average monochromatic radiance values 
for each of the five wavebands. 'rhe latter are plotted vprSl\S tim€' 
--------------------- ----
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OR'GINAL PPIGE IS 
OF POOR QUALiTY 
and .11'1'roximaLe tr.lvl'l distanc('. Includl'd in til(' ql"Llphs Ill'l> scalt>s 
for t('mpt'raturt>, one for each wilv(~bilnd. 'l'h(>sl2 (>ffective temp{>ratun>s 
wen' cah:ulaled using tht' Planck r('lation as qivt'n by (1). Local mt'iln 
solar tilllo for till' sit.e is ,(lpproximately 6.6 h earli('r in the day than 
the indiGaletI GMT. 
a. Obs<.>rvation number 014, 780515, 17:13 GM'I' 
9 
On this tidY, 1 () days aft(>l' plantinq, th(> crop hatI not emerged, but 
thE'n~ was cl reported ground eovl'r of lO't tIuE' to weeds. Thl' wil,d was 
strong from tho SSE durinq this late morning I~riod, and the relative 
humidity was only 40%. Both conditi.ons would hav(' tended to ('nhance the 
sensibh' .11ld Idtpnt heat fluxes, hut thl~ lattl'r must have b('on minimal 
sin(:e the soil WiH; reported as bpinq dry. 
Variu t.ions of radiaJl('(> val ups for all band:; Wl're in phrlse, and 
show!!.} a range of 61 to B7 f:,J with B-5 (Bimd 5, 12.40 ~lm) and B-1 
(f\<lfld 1, lO.bO 11m) t respoctively, whh:h c(lrr(>spolid to rang('s of T, 
the C'ffectivc tQmpl'rature, of 5.1° and 5.5°K. Tilt> average range, /).T, 
[or all bdnds was 5.JoK. 
In <.:onsiderin,:} thL' cJ.vl'raq{' vdlu(>s of T, Lt,., '1', for all bands, 
shown by horizont.al lines in tilt' fiqurl', thp maximum difff'rpnc{', d'l', 
between values was 2.5°K, and was found be~we('n data for B-1 and B-5. 
B-1 had the highest, B-5 the low(~st, viz., J07.qoK ,''ld 30S.4°K, resrpc-
tively. A nimilar result appe<lrf'd in all the pl'l"iods, and may be due 
t.o tht~ met.hod of dE.'t('t'mining the aV0rage radiances. For bands 2,3,dnd 
4, d'I' < O.2uK. Of the thr<>(', B-2 had the highest. U'mppraturl>, 306.5°K. 
For all b,mds, thC' valuf's of T Wl~re higher than air tpll'perature, 
295.l oK. niffercllL'l's rangf'd from 10.3°K to 12.f"K. Although exc('ssive, 
such vertical differences are not surprising for th(' following reasons: 
the 1% cloud covcrilqe pt~nnittcd maximum insolational 11l'ating; the soil 
was dry and essentially bare, thu!';, C'va~~orativc eooU nq was a minimum: 
the time \\IdS during thE~ u!,swinq of till' diurnal t.l!mpl'rature ('yelp when 
air tl~mi'erdLun' 1<1gs that (~f t"l' surface: and tilt' strong winds indu("(>d 
suffici~l'It turbulence to concpntrate till' vprtical tE.'lllperature graditmt, 
as shown by thE.' largl~ diff('rf'ncf's, in til(' n!'ar-surfacE' layer of th(' 
a tmosphCl:L'. 
----------- - .""~ .. _---
OR\GtNAL PQ~:~'~~ 
Of PuOR 
MONOCIIHOr-tA'l'IC RA[)IANCE, Rl.' ANn El-'FECTIVE 'l'Et-U'I~RATURE, '1' 
Dat(.'/'rimp: 7HO')15/17: 13 GMT Observation No. Ol~ 
Air Temperature, 295.1rK~ Wind, l~~Q 32 km/h; Relative Humidity, 40\ 
Grounct Cov('r, 10 ~ (wL'('ds); Maturity Stage, no emcrgl''1C(~l PI,I/'l', 0 dm 
Field Moisture, dry. 
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b. Ol,servation nwnber 094, 780602, 15:55 GMT 
'rt"'.c mdturity stage of tIlt:! crop, on this 37th day after planting, 
was reported as tillering prebud. Plant height vias 0.1 m, and ground 
cover was 10% wjth no weeds prese~t. Although the field moisture was 
reported as dry, antecedent precipitation and field photographs taken 
during the perjf)d indicated a possible wet condition. The w.i.nd was 
light to moderate from the west; and relative humidity was 60\ which 
was more in keeping with a non-dry surface. Cloud coverage was only 
5\. 
11 
As with ODNO 014, radiance variations were in phase, and all mini-
mum values corresponded to the wet and dark areas that were seen in the 
photographs. Ranges were excessiv€, the largest encountered in this 
study, and varied from 80 to 110 SU !or B-5 and B-1, respectively. The 
associated ranges in T were 7.3°K and 7.7°K, with an average for all 
bands of ~T = 7.6°K. 
Values of dT, the interband maximum difference in average values 
of temperature, was only 1.8°K, and was found between data for B-1 
(T = 295.1 0 K) and 8-5 (T - 293.JoK). For the central bands, 2,3,and 4, 
dT < 0.6°K; and for 8-2, T = 294.6°K, which was highest of the three. 
Although all values of T were higher than elir t.emperature, 290.9 0 K, 
the differem .." were much smaller than in OBNO 014, and rangE:'d from a 
minimum of 2.4 oK to a Maximum of 4. 2°K. Thl~ 10wt:'r temperatures were 
presumably a consequence, in part, of evaporatiVl'~ cooling of the wet 
surface. Also, advection associated with the weslerly wind may have 
contributed. The la.tter two conunents are speculative, since the true 
situation was not iIlvestigated. 
• I ___ 
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ORIGINAL PAGE ;S 
OF POOR QUALITY 
MONOCliROHA'l'IC RADIANCE, R,\, AND EFFE;CTIVE 'l'EMPERATURE,T 
Date/Time: 780602/15:55 GMT Observation No. 094 
Air Temperature, 290.9°K; Wind, 267 0 14 krn/h; Relative Humidity, 60~ 
Ground Cover, 10%; Ma';urity Stage, tillering prebud; PLIIT, 1.0 dm 
Field Moistur~, wet. 
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c. Observation number 243, 780709, 19:01 GMT 
This period was shortly after local mean solar noon on the 74th 
day after planting. The crop was fully headed; plant height was 0.76 m; 
and the ground cover was 30\ with no weeds present on the dry field. 
The wind was light to moderate from the north; and the atmospheric 
relative humidity was 50%. Sky cover was 10%, but should not ~ave 
interfered appreciably with solar heating. 
As with the two preceding periods, the radiance variations were in 
phase, but showed smaller ranges. These were from 38 to 73 su, again 
associated with B-5 and B-1, respectively. Corresponding ranges of 
temperature, ~T, were 3.4°K and 4.8°K, respectively. However, the 
minimum range, viz., ~T = 3.2°K, was with B-2, not B-5 as in the two 
preceding observation periods. The averag~ range of temperature for 
all bands was 3.9°K. 
The interband maximum differ~nce between average temperatures, dT, 
was 2.3°K between B-1 with T = 300.1°K, and B-5 with T = 297.8°K. As 
in the other periods, minimum differences were found between bands 2,3, 
and 4, viz., dT ~ O.soK; and of the three, B-2 had the highest T, viz., 
299.4°K, as in OBNO 014. 
The average effective temperature, T, associated with each of the 
hands was again higher than the air temperature, 296.5°K; and the range 
of differences was from 1.3°K to 3.6°K. These differences were smaller 
than those found in the preceding two periods. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF pOOR QUALITY 
MONOCIlROMA'rIC RADIANCE, RA, AND EFFECTIVe TEMPERATURE, T 
Date/Time: 780709/19:01 GMT Observation No. 243 
Air Temperature, 296.5°K; Wind, 005 0 16 km/h; Relative Humidity, 50\ 
Ground Cover, 30\; Maturity Stage, fully headed; Plant Height, 7.6dm 
Field Moisture, dry. 
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d. Observation number 332, 780726, 15:10 GMT 
On this day, the 91st after planting, the crop, at a height of 
0.81 m, was beginning to ripen, and covered 30% of the ground. The 
field was dry and weedless. A very light westerly wind, relative 
humidity of 54%, and a clear sky characterized the atmosphere. 
Radiance variations for all bands were again in phase~ and ranges 
varied from 55 to 84 SU, with associated flT values of 4.4°K to 5.soK, 
respectively. However, although the maxima were found with 8-1, the 
minima were in the 8-4 data. Nevertheless, values for 8-5 were quite 
close, viz., 57 SU and 5.0o K. The average temperature range values 
for all bands was S.DoK. The light wind, 'with a minimum of turbulent 
mixing, may have been responsible for these larger values, i.e., as 
compared with those of 08NO 243 which had the same percentage value 
of ground cover. 
8etween 8-1 and 8-5, the interband maximum difference in average 
temperature, dT, was 2.3°k, as in the preceding period. Again, the 
highest temperature (302.DOK) was associated with 8-l~ the lowest 
(299.7°K) with 8-5. For bands 2,3, and 4, dT < O.soK, with 8-2 
having the highest of the three, viz., T = 30l.2°K. 
For each band, the average temperature was higher than the air 
temperature, 299.3°K~ and differences, which ranged from O.4°K to 
2.7°K, were smaller than in the preceding three observation periods. 
This may have been a consequence of the very light winds which may 
have minimized the near-surface vertical temperature gradient because 
of reduced mechanical mixing. 
15 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
MONOCHROMATIC RADIANCE, RA, AND EF~ECTIVE TEMPERATURE, T 
Datp./Time: 780726/15:10 GMT Observation No. 332 
Air Temperature, 299.3°K; Wind, 265 0 03 km/h; Relative Humidity, 54\ 
Ground Cover, 30\; Maturity Stage, beginning to ripen; PLHT, 8.1 dm 
Field Maturity, dry. 
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e. Observation nwnber 423, 780816, 15: 11 GMT 
At this time, 112 days after planting, the .,;heat crop had been 
harvested, and the remaining stubble was 0.25 m high, having a ground 
cover of 10\. The field was damp and weedless, but very likely had 
some scattered remains of the harvested plants. Wind was moderate and 
southerly, sky was clear, and the relative humidity was 45%. 
Except for minor deviations, the variations of radiance values in 
all bands were in phase, and showed the smallest ranges, viz., 22 su to 
45 SU, of all the periods in the crop year. The associated temperature 
ranges were 1.9°k for 8-4, and 3.l o K for 8-1, respectively. The average 
6T for all bands, as well as for 8-5, was 2.5°K, which was the smallest 
of all periods. 
The maximum interband difference of average temperature, between 
8-1 (T = 296.9°K) and 8-5 (T = 295.3°K) was 1.6°K, and consequently the 
smallest of all periods. For bands 2,3, ~nd 4, dT ~ O.3°K. This value 
compares favorably with the 0.2°K associated with the period before the 
crop emerged when the field was sparsely covered with weeds, i.e., OBNO 
014. 
Unlike all other cases, the average effective temperature of the 
surface, associated with all bands, was lower than the temperature of 
the air, which was 29B.2°K. Differences ranged from 1.3°K with 8-1 to 
2.9°K with 8-5. Since the soil was damp, we might surmise that this 
may have been due to evaporative cooling associated with the moderate 
southerly wind. 
I 
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OR\G\NAL PQ~~~'~ 
Of pOOR 
MONOCHROMATIC RADIANCE, R\, AND EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE, T 
Date/Time: 780816/15:11 GMT Observation No. 423 
Air Temperature, 298.2°K; Wind, 190 0 18 km/h; Relative Humidity. 45\ 
Ground Cover, 10\; Maturity Stage, harvested; Plant Height. 2.5 dm 
Field Moisture, damp. 
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8. SUIllllary 
Pertinent details of this data diagnosis are summarized in the 
following figureR, in which data for each observation period are 
aligned vertically. Fig. A presents field moisture and agronomic 
features, Le., ground cover and plant heiqht as a function of the 
number of days after planting. Fig. B shows temperatures of surface 
(only the extreme values) and air, as well as ~T and maximum dT values 
as a function of time of day. The last, Fig. C, presents atmospheric 
data, Le., relative humidity and wind (numbers near the plotted wind 
speed points represent direction in degrees), plotted versus date. 
Since the characteristics previously discussed are evident if the 
figures, no further comments are needed. 
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FI GURE CAPTI eNS 
1. Sponge moisture variable. 
2. Texas sponge values: 19BO (Appendix) 
,Normal annual Texas sponge va 1 ues " 
3. TE'xas sponge values: April, 19t1O " 
Normal Texas sponge va 1 ues : April " 
4. Texas sponge values: July I HBO " 
Normal Texas sponge values: July " 
5. Texas spong~ values: October I 1980 " 
Normal Texas sponge values: October " 
6. Example of a band of 5 NOAA/AVHRR Scan1ines and the 5x5 pixel sampling 
grids along the Texas transect. 
7. The normalized difference (NO) regression for 3 samp'le dates in 1980 
along Texas transect. 
8. The mean normalized differEnce (ND) regression line for 3 dates in 
i980 along Texas transect. 
9. long-term (1941-1970) sponge normal va1ue~ and r2gression from 25 
stations on Texas transect. 
10. Normalized difference (~ID) values vs. sponge indices for 12 sites 
(3 dates) along. Texas transect. 
,11. Mean normalized difference (NO) regression (see Figure 8) vs. sponge 
line (see Figure 9) on the Tevas transect. 
12. Vegetation - Sponge Index (VSI) values along the Texas transect and 
suggested limits of the vegetation regions. 
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2. ·Normal annual average of a-inch sponge - State of Texas. 
3. Normal January average of B-inch sponge - State of Texas. 
4. Normal average April 8-inch sponge - State of Texas. 
5. ~ormal July a~~\age 8-inch sponge - State of Texas. 
tie Normal October average 8-inch sponge - State of Texas. 
7. 12 sample locations 0n Texas transect. Letters (A-D) refer to major 
vegetation regions along transect. 1 
1~1odified from Gould (1975). 
8. Location of stations used to calculate sponge values along Texas 
transect. 
9. Mean 8-inch sponge values along Texas transect: 1980 
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I. OVERVIEW 
Phase 1 of this investigation has several objectives: (1) to test a new 
experimental climatological model/variable termed the spongp. for potential 
biogeographical, ecological, and climatological applications (the sponge 
is a measure of moisture availability based on daily temperature maxima 
and minima, and precipitation); (2) to investigate the 'feasibility of 
utilizing NOAA/AVHRR meteorological satellite data for vegetaticm classi-
fication; and (3) to initiate a vegetation gradient modei that utilizes 
climatological (i .e. t sponge), biological, and NOAA data that is ultimatt:ly 
applicable to global vegetation stratification and monitoring. 
To accomplish the initial objective, mean monthly and annual sponge values 
are calculated for 75 Texas locations for the "normal" period of 1941-70. 
Similar values are also computed for approximately 25 stations along an 
east-west transect across Texas for 1979 and 1980. Results suggest that as 
a generalized climatic index, sponge's simplicity and sensitivity make it 
particularly appropriate for trans-regional biogeographic studies. 
The latter two objectives were approached by acquiring vegetatioll, clima-
tological (sponge), and AVHRR pixel data (cnannels 1 and 2) for 12 locations 
along the east-\ ... est ,Texas gradient. The normalized difference (NO) values 
.for the AVHRR data I ... hen plotted against the vegetation characteristics (hio-
mass, net productivity, leaf area) an~ the sponge values suggest that a 
multivariate gradient model incorporating AVHRR and sponge data may indeeci 
be useful in global vegetation analysis. 
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II. THE SPONGE: A NEW ECO-CLl~ATOLOGlCAL VARIABLE 
The planetary distribution of types of natural vegetation is largely a 
function of climate, most especially of spatial variation~ in energy and 
moisture budgets. As a general rule, climate is recognized as the pre-
eminent control of natural vegetation at sUbcontinental-to global-scales. 
For small areas, geologic, pedologic and other local factors may dominate 
fOJ' long, even i ndefi ni te, peri ods of time. 
Natural scientists such as ecologists and biogeographers have attempted to 
utilize climatic measures and indices in surveys, stratifications and 
classifications of natural vegetation. Typically, it is assumed that most 
major ecoregion and native vegetation-region "boundaries" actually represent 
climatic discontinuities or "breaks~. This assumption, while not ent~rely 
valid, probably is rea~onably accurate. 
P. key problem for such scholars has been the determination of a simple but 
accurate climatic "index" (or indices) \'/hich would reflect the primary 
spatial variations in moisture and energy balances and, hence, could be 
applied to the cl~ssification of native vegetation. Climate itself, a 
complexly synergistic synthesis of many variables, does not readily succumb 
to quantitative classification. [For examrle, what is the "real" boundary 
between a desert and a (semi-arid) steppe? In fact, of course, there is no 
abrupt statistical limit but rather a gradual transition from one type into 
another.] 
Identifying and quantifying climatic factors which explain the distribution 
of natural vegetation is even more challenging. Temperature and precipitation 
by themselves are poor descriptions of climate and, hence, explainers of 
vegetation distributions (Mather and Yoshioka, 1968). 
It is therefore essential to select and/or develop c1;~atic indices which 
influence vegetation growth and development. Most recent approaches to this 
problem emphasize the importance of moisture availability (e.g., surpluses 
versus deficits) and, more specifically, evapotranspiration. Vnfortunate1y, 
evapotranspiration is measured at very few places, and even evaporation 
2 
I) 
itself is not widely monitored. Numerous models have been developed which 
estimate evaporation from measurements of air temperature, average wind 
speed, and net radiation (Penman, 1948; Jensen et !It 1970), but their 
usefulness is constrained by the sparcity of stations which record solar 
radiation and wind speed. 
Simpler evapotranspiration schemes which require only air temperature and 
precipitation -- both commonly measured around the world -- have been de-
vised (e.g., Thornthwaite, 1948; Griffiths, 1964; ~oe, 1965; Trenchard, 
1976). Thornthw~ite's classification made use of mean monthly temperature 
and precipitation values to generate a moisture index. Because of its 
relative simplicity and accuracy, Thornthwaite's approach ~as been widely 
adopted (e.g., it is useo to calculate the USDA's Crop r~oisture Index). 
Howl~ver, its use of average monthly temperatures somewhat 1 imits its 
sensitivity to variations in cont~nentality and altitude. 
An alternate method of relating climate to vegetation is that of multi-
variate discriminant analysis of cli~atic variables to determine their 
relative infiuence in a particular ecoregion (e.g., Biogeoclimatic Units 
of Vancouver Island, Klinka and Nuszdorfer, 1979). Hhi1e very accurate 
for detailed, site-specific studies, the resulting multiple regression 
equations tend to be (a) cumbersome and lengthy, and (b} less applicable 
. to regional and global-scale vegetatiop classifications. 
Thus climatologists, geographers, and ecologists interested in large-area 
comparisons have found themselves forced to choose between an approach 
which stratifies climate somewhat too broadly (e.g., Thornthwaite's) and 
another which "hides the forest for the trees", viz., too much emphasis 
on detail (e.g., Klinka and Nuszdorfer). 
Recently, Trenchard and Artiey (19g1) developed a new climato1ogicall 
meteorological variable whose simple form, minimal data requirements and 
accuracy make it an ideal candidate for application to meso- and macro-
scale biogeographical, agroclimatological, and ecological investigations. 
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This hyp~thetical medium is termed the sponge (see Figure 1). Sponge's 
rationale is summprized as follows (Trenchard and Artley): 
We desired a simple moisture variable with a sound 
physical basis that used com~on meteorological variables, 
was suitable over a broad range of climates, and appli-
cable to a single station. The result was named sponge. 
Sponge is described as a simple medium with 8 inches 
of water holding capacity which is initialized half-full 
of water on 1 January.* Each day, in accordance with 
the hydrologic cycle, water is added to the medium from 
precipitation and lost throu~h evaporation. PreCipitation 
(both l;quid and frozen) is added at the full amount until 
the layer is saturated. It is this sponge like behavior 
which gives the variable its name. Any additional pre-
cipitation is assumed to be lost as run-off or drainage. 
Evaporation occurs at a fraction of the Class A Pan rate, 
th~ exact proportion being the ration of the current 
contents to the total capacity of the sponge. Either 
actual or estimat~d evaporation pan values may be used. 
The daily contents of the sponge are defined as: 
S. = S. 1 + P. - (E. *S. l/CAP) 1 1- 1 1 1-
Where: 
5i 
Pi 
E 
CAP 
and 
= Sponge contents on day i, in inches. 
= PreCipitation on day i, in inches. 
= Actual or es t imated pari evaporation in i riches on day i. 
= Sponge capacity in inches 
o L S. e:. CAP 
- ,-
When evaporation pan measurements are not available, they 
may be estimated with a divisor of 30 days to convert the 
evaporation function to a daily value. 
5,. = S. 1 + P. (EP(TX,., TN.)*S. 1/CAP*30) 1- 1- 1,-
*Alternatively, the final valu,~ of the previous year may 
be used as an initial value, and the capacity may be varied 
for a particular region.' 
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Where: 
SP = Pan evaporation function 
TX; = Maximum temperature on day i. 
TN i = r~i n i mum tempera ture on day i. 
Because of its simple data requiremants (daily pre-
cipitation and evaporation estimated form maximum and 
minimum temperatures), the sponge can be calculated at 
any temperature precipitation observation station. 
tong-term (194l-l970) sponge "norma1s" (average values) were recently cal-
culated for all first-order meteorological stations in the counterminous 
USA (Trenchard, 1981). Some representative values are presented in Table 1. 
It is interesting to note that mean annual sponge values were found to range 
between Yuma, Arizona (0.20") and ~t. Washington, New Hampshire (8.00", or 
absolute sponge capacity). 
Sponge is concluded to present a meaningful measure of areal "environmental 
moistness". As a generalized ~limatic index, sponge's simplicity and 
sensitivity make it particularly appropriate for transregiona1 biogeograph-
ical studies (e.g., a large-area vegetation classification). 
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III. THE SPONGE VARIABLE AS APPLIED TO MOISTURE AND VEGETATION 
j GRADIENTS IN TEXAS 
~ 
• 
There exists in Texas the most pronounced continuous, non-orgraphic, 
intrastate climatological gradient found anywhere in the United States. 
At least four distinct~ first-order climatlc types occur within the state 
(humid subtropical, tropical steppe, tropical desert, and mid-latitude 
steppe), with many more important subtypes (e.g., subtropical subhumid). 
In particular, there is an extraordinarily steep east-west moisture 
gradient, ranging from very humid .in southeastern Texas (mean annual 
precipitation ~ 50") to true desert in far western Texas (average yearly 
precipitation ~ 8.0"). This 9radient strongly influences ecological 
patterns, and virtually controls the regional distribution of natural 
vegetation. 
Texas is, then, an excellent natural "laboratory" to test the responsive-
ness and usefulness of the sponge variable (e.g., with respect to the 
classification of natural vegetation utilizing satellite data). With this 
in mind, mean sponge values were calculated for variolls Texas locations in 
order to address these questions: 
1. Does use of the sponge portray the distribution of climates 
(especially moisture regions) in Texas better than, say, 
precipitation alone? 
2. If sponge accurately reflects the climates of Texas, can thpse 
values be meaningfully correlated \'lith vegetcl":ion-in(lex ("green-
ness··) values as measured from snace by NOAA meteorological 
satellites (see the discussion of these indices later in this 
report)? 
3. If the answer to question (2) is affirmative, can a combination 
of sponge and satellite-derived greenness indices be used to 
classify the major natural vegetation regions/types of the 
state? If so, it Might well prove feasible to utilize this 
methodology for other large-area and even global-scale vegetation 
surveys and classifications. 
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Climatic Strata And Grad'ic.,ts in Texas Using The Sponge: long-Term "Normals". 
~ ~~. In order to assess sponge's potential usefulress as a climatic index in Texas, 
• , 
long-term annual and monthly spon~e "normal" (1341-1970 mean) values were COM-
puted for 75 locations widely distributed throughout the state (see Map 1). 
Sponge values were obtained by utilizing (1) the formula presented in section 
1 of this report, and (2) mean monthly temperature maxima and minima, and pre-
cipitation, as compiled by V U.S. ~~ational Heather Service (NOAA)*. 
The results of these computations are illustrated in Maps 2-6, while Tables 
2a-2e (Appendix) 'present average normal (1941-70) monthly and annual precip-
itation and sponge values for each 'of the 75 locations. They are largely 
self-evident, but several of the more intriguing aspects should be briefly 
addressed. 
~!ean annual sponge values are greatest in the southeast (e.g., 5.2" at 
Beaumont) and decrease continuously to lows in the westernmost quadrant 
(0.49") at Presid:o in the Chihuahuan Desert). This is virtually identical 
to the pattern or average annual precipitation. However, sponge appears to 
more accurately portray (1) seasonal moisture changes across the state, and 
(2) the ~agnitude of differences in the relative moistness of the varous 
parts of Texas than does either precipitation or potential evapotranspiration 
. '(estimated by Thorntli\'1aite's method; see Table 3). 
With respect to season, Figures 2-5 (Appendix) and Tables 2 (Appendix) and 3 
clearly indicate that, for vegetative activity, winter and spring are the 
wet seasons in East Texas while summer and fall are the moistest periods in 
West Texas -- quite unlike the seasonal distribution of precipitation alone, 
which is greatest in the summer throughout the state. (Thornthwaite's "Index 
of Moisture" would also reveal this aspect but, because of its relianc~ on 
mean monthly temperatures, with less spatial sensitivity than sponge; Carter 
and Ma t.her, 1966). 
*Oai1y data were simulate~ from monthly mean temperature maxim~ minima, and 
precipitation for each station for 1941-70 using a series of h~rmonic trans-
formations. For 1979 anc 1980, actual daily data were used. 
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Map 3. 
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Map 6. 
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STATE OF TEXAS 
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Potential Actual 
Station Pcrio:! Precipitation 
Evapotranspiration Evapo:rans~iretion SP:-lnfJC 
--
-
__ It ___ 
1 Paso/La Tuna Annual 8.06 
38.40 8.72 0.59 
Paso/La Tuna Jan.u~r.Y 0.41 
0.41 0.44 0.71 
, 
Paso/La Tuna ; April 0.15 2.n 0.32 
0.35 
. 
Paso/La Tuna July 1.61 6.96 
1. 76 0.66 
Paso/La Tuna October 0.70 2.60 
0.84 0.73 
1cCaliley Annual 12.75 
42.72 14.28 0.94 
lcCamey January 0.64 
0.32 0.32 0.98 
Ir.Camey April 0.77 
3.24 0.88 # 0.61 
kearney July 1.64 
7.48 1.60 0.99 
1. 39 1.20 
, 
'kCamey October 3.04 '" 
1.14 
Temple Annua 1 33.37 41.2a 
33.68 3.03 
IeI' (\ January 2.35 0.14 
0.44 4.03 
r 
lemp1e I\pri 1 3.67 2.92 
2.92 3.50 
Iernp1e July 1.96 7.40 
5'.20 2.03 
Icmple October 2.73 2.9? 
2.92 2.24 
"ort Arthur/Beaumont AI1:1Lla' 54.77 43.44 
42.44 5.20 
Port Arthur/Beaumont Janu~ry 4.57 0.76 
0.76 7.00 
Port Arthur/Beaumont April 4.43 3.12 
3.12 5.33 
Port Arthur/Beaumont July 5.71 7.20 
7.08 4.30 
Port Arthur/Ceaumont October 3.19 3.40 
3.36 3.25 
Table 3. Comparison of tlonnal Average Sponge, Potential Evapotranspiration
'
, ., 
Actual Evapotranspiration1, and Precipitation at Four Texas Stat;ons.
L 
1 P. E. and A. E. values extracted from: Average Climatic I~Jter Balance Oat~ of th~ Contirc~~s, p~ , VII, United Statc .. s_, 1%·1, C. ~~. 1hornthwaYte ASS-OC-Cb.:::i7ato-l"Y ofClimutolo·g-:i~-t·:L;.--·· -_.-~l.- (JQ1. 17, ;~0.3, Centerton, N. J. ---
2All v~lues in inches. 16 
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Regarding differences in the absolute maqnitude of available moisture from 
place to place (i.e., how much wetter is site "x" than site "Y"?), sponge 
also proves highly effectivf.!. For example, note that rieaumont's mean pre-
cipitatiori is 6.4 times that of Presidio annually and, \n April, Reaumont's 
average rainfall is 21 times that of Presidio. Sponge shows that the 
moisture gradient between these locations is actually much steeper: Beau-
mont's mean annual sponge value is 10.5 times greater than that of Presidio 
and. in April. Presidio's average sponge value of 0.15" is only 3% of 
Beaumont (5.33"), a difference of 3S.5X. In other I'lords, West Texas is 
nearly twice as ory -- compared with the humid eastern part of the state 
as precipitation averages alone would suggest. Considering that moisture 
availability is the primary limiting factor with respect to ecoregions and 
natural vegetation communities in Texas, it may be concluded that the sponge 
variable is an effective tool for analyzing climate-vegetation relatio:1ships. 
Recent Sponge Conditions in Texas: 1979 and 1980. Mean monthly and annual 
sponge values for the 75 test stations, as well as an additional number of 
locations along the "Texas Transect" (see next section) \'Iere calculated for 
1979 and 1980 to assess sponge's responsiveness to inter-annual moisture 
variability. (Only briefly examined here. these variations, and their 
associations with satellite-measured vegetative index values, \~ill be more 
intensively studied in a later phase of this research effort.) Refer to 
Tables 2 and 4 {Appendix; also Figures 2-5 (Appendix). 
It is evident that 1979 was wetter than normal in East Texns (e.g., 1979 
Xsp at Liberty - 5.31" compared with normal annual Xsp of 4.41"), while it 
was!!.!:l in central Texas (e.g., at Brady, in 1979 Xs = 2.09"; 
- P XSpnormal = 1.96") and near-normal in West Tex~s (e.g., at Balmorhea, 
1979, XSP = C.87"; xspnorma1 - 0.81"). 
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Intrastate moisture conditions in 1980 were quite different than those of 
1979. East Texas was unusually dr,X in 1930: For example, Huntsville's mean 
annual sponge was 2.57", only 51~ of the long-term normal value. The differ-
ence was especially pronounced in mid-summer, when this area experieoced 
drought conditions (see Figure 4 Appendix). 
By contrast, 1980 was a relatively moist year in West Texas: Pecos and 
Balmorhea, for instance, had annual sponge values nearly 100r, above their 
30-year normals (see Table 4, Appendix). 
Preliminary Assessment of Sponge 
Based on these early results, it may be concluded that the sponge is a 
useful new climatic variable for purposes of identifying and interpreting 
trans-regional moisture (and, therefore, ecological) ~radients and strata. 
In fact, it may \'/ell prove to be, on blllance, the best such measure yet 
devised for practical large-area analysis. Accordingly, sponge is ~tilized 
in the following sections of this report as a generalized climacic index, 
one which is correlated with vegetative illdices derived from NOAA meteoro-
logical satellite imagery, as part of a gradient study of natural vegetation 
along a hypothetical east-west "Texas Transect" . 
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IV. THE VEGETATI ON GRADI ENT UTILIZING NOM. SATELLITE UV\GERY 
\ Histor~cally. two broadly conceived research methods have evolved to allow 
stratification and abstraction of plan communities, classification and 
) 
~.-,.- .. , .. 
gradient analysis (Kessel1,1979). Classification involves grouping sal"p1es 
together on the basis of shared characteristics into an abstract class of 
plant communities. Such a grouping of communities by any ~efin1tion of 
shared characteristics 1s referred to as a community-type (Whittaker, 1975 b). 
The second method, gradient analysis, deals not with discontinuous classes 
but \'/ith continuity and gradient relationships. \~hen the arrangement is 
along a predetermined environmental gradient, i.e .. moisture. the method is 
termed direct gradient analysis. Indirect gradient analysi~ 1s the arrange-
ment of samples along abstract axes that mayor may not correspond to envir-
onmental gradients. The process of arranging samples along one or more 
environmental gradients is called ordination (Goodal" 1954 cited in Kessell. 
1979). Since vegetation varies continuously along a moisture gradient, samples 
can indeed be ordinated. 
Frequently, the development of a useful classification system requires the 
use of ordination methods. Discontinuities in the natural vegetation are 
sought for the purpose of determining the bounrlaries of the comnunity types 
recognized. These are often best determined objectively by employing the 
. 'methods of gradient analysis and ordination. The deveiopment of a Montana 
habitat-type system (Phister. et a1. 19,7 cited in Kessel" 1979) is a good 
example of the successful use of ordination in developing a classification 
system. 
Gradient modeling has been the first extensive application of gradient 
analysis to the needs of respurce management information systems (Kessell, 
1979). Gradient modeling involves the linkage of a multidimensional gra~ient 
analysis with a remote site-specific inventory and appropriate computer soft-
ware. Once the gradient model is complete, it can provide quantitative com-
munity inferer.ces (i.e., biomass, cover) if the location of each site within 
the gradient matrix ;s known (geographic coordinates, elevation, aspect, etc.). 
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The initial step is to obtain information about the vegetation. Data on 
the vegetation can be obtained by field samples ("ground truth" studies) 
and remote methods (aer'ial photograp~.y and satellite imagery), Most systf'!ms 
use both. Detailed ground truth data are used to derive co~munity-types, 
whereas ~erial photographs and imagery are generally used to infer the 
vegetation of unsampled areas. 
To date, a considerable number of vegetation investigations have been carried 
out using Landsat ~~SS imagery but very little has been attempted with the 
meteorologicc1 satellite systems, particularly the NOAA/AVHRR. Gray and 
McCrary (1990, cited in Gray and '''cCrary, 19131) obtainerf a high correlation 
for detection of vegetation greenness between the NOAA-6 AVHRR Large Area 
Coverage (LAC) data sets and Landsat MSS data within identical taraet areas. 
This finding led Gray and McCrar v (lq8l) to suggest the NOAA satellite systems 
should be used for monitoring global vegetation. One major arfvantage of NCAA 
over Landsat is the tremendous increase in frequency of data collection. Gray 
and McCrary (1981) anticipated that variations in the AVHRP responses will 
provide information about reactions of vegetation to Moisture availability 
and thermal effects. They have demonstrated t/lis for croplands in southern 
Texas before and after Hurricane Allen in April 1980. Since vegetation, 
particularly in regions arid and semi-arid is very resronsive to moisture 
patterns, it is well worthwhile to investigate t.emporal changes in natural 
, vegetation and how closely these relate to shifts in the AVHRP vegetation 
index. 
Quite likely, Ive shall ultimately discover t.hat the success of stratifying 
different vegetation types from AVHRR vegetation inrlices will depend not on 
spatial distinctions but on temporal distinctions, i.e., the rate and maq-
nitude of the spectral shift during a single season. Eventually, vegetation 
indices can be ordinated (indirect gradient analysis) an~ correlaterl to 
ground truth vegetation and climatological gradients (1irect gra~ient analysis). 
The ultimate gradient model, incorporating both field and satellite data, may 
permit vegetation classification and monitoring of changes with minimal groun~ 
truthing. 
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Data Acquisition and Processing 
The vegetation gradJent model initially necessitated establishing a sample 
series along an environmental gradient. At NASA/JSC, we were geographically 
sitting at the eastern edge of perhaps one of the best natural east-west 
gradients in tlorth Ameri ca: Trans-Texas, along approximately 30 (oN) 
latitude. As one moves from Beaumont to El Paso, Texas, one passes through 
four major natural vegetation regions: (a) mixed pine-hardwood forest, 
(b) savannah, (c) shrub1and, and (d) desert/desert scrub (~ap 7). Pre-
cipitation exhibits a continuum that has an annual mean> 50" (east Texas) 
to (8" (west Texas). The elevation is 0.0' at the Gulf, 5000' just east 
of El Paso. It would-be difficult to identify a better east-west continuum 
anywhere that changes gradually, yet dramatically and without any obvious 
disjunctures Ov~r a distance of approximately 750 miles. While the soil 
and geology definitely change across Texas, we do not intend to include a 
discussion of those variables at this time. 
Our main objective has been to design a model that may ultimately allow 
vegetation classification on a global scale utilizing satellite imegery. 
We initially expected to use landsat data. By a stroke of good fortune, 
we discovered that NOAA/AVHRR "r~tsat" data was not only being archived 
locally by NOA.~ personnel (T. Gray, D. McCrary) in a readily usea~le form 
but it fit our specifications perfectly. The appropriate software hJd been 
written by lockheed, Inc., to be able to retrieve raw p'ixel data for AVHRP. _ 
channels 1 and 2 along specific scan1ines or hands of scarline5 across the 
entire state of Texas. In addition, the software provided geographic 
coordinates for each pixel. In order to obtain a specific scanline, it 
was really only necessary to provide the specific cooroinates at t~e be-
ginning and ~nd of our trans-Texas transect. Since the NOAA - n series 
of satellites orbit is near-polar, sun-syncromous, and twice daily, it 
crosses a given longitude at an angle and at varying places. Consequent1y, 
since scanlines are perpendicular to the orbit. it was impossible to select 
scanlines that remained tlisolatitude" or were exactly superimposed from one 
date to the next. It is also important to remember that NOAA scenes cover 
such an expanse that related angles to each pixel vary gr~atly. To permit 
comparisons, the pixel radiance values have been normalized to an overhead 
sun. 
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It has been our intention to acquire scanlines for four cloud-free days 
during 1980 - one from each season. At this point we have only been able 
to process 3 dates (April 19, July 10, October 9); winter has heen excluded 
for lack of data. ~Ie requec;ted and received bands of 5 adjacent scanlines, 
extending essentially from E1 Paso to Beaumont (Figure 6). At predetermined 
locations which corresponded to our ground truth sites along the strip, we 
sampled a 25 pixel grid (S x 5), obtaining an average grid value of pixel 
counts for each t\'JO channels. The selection of the 25 pixel sample grids 
was somewhat difficult because it was not possible to accurately ground-
truth the transect line. The intentio~ has been to select 1~ sites, approx-
imately 3 sites in each of the four major vegetation regions bisected (Map 7). 
Using Texas vegetation-type maps (Texas Parks and 'Iildlife Department - based 
on Llndsat data), original Landsat ~SS scenes, aerial photos, Aeronautical 
Navigation maps (1:1,000,000), and selected vegetation references (Gould, 
1975; see Smeins, 1978), an effort was ~Jde to choose "homogeneous" natural 
vegetation sites, devoid of water, urbanization, and cultivation. The site 
locations were shifted slightly between sampling dates because the scan1ines 
could not be superimposed. 
It was difficult deciding just how to initially treat the satellite data. 
Gray and 11cCrary (1981) have devised thei r o'tm vegetation index, tflat they 
now rather appropriately call t~e Gray-r1cCrary Index (GMI). The GMI is 
simply the difference between the solar-zenith corrected albedo value for 
the two channels. At least initially, w~ are using the Landsat-derived 
normalized difference (NO) equation of Rouse, et al. (1973) and r)p.ering, 
et al. (1975) where: 
NO = Channel 2 Channel 1 
Channel 2 + Channel 1 
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Normalized difference values were obtained for each of the twelve (12) 
sites on the three (3) dates. The next step was to decide how to best 
statistically treat the NO values. At this stage we have simply been 
able to do some preliminary analysis of variance. Normalized dfffer,ence 
values were plotted as a fonction of longitude, sponqe and certain vegetation 
characteristics (i.e., biomass, net productivity, leaf area). 
Vegetation Regions on the Texas Transect 
The Texas transect selected for our model essentially runs from geaumont 
(940 W) to El Paso (1060 ) and the 12 sample sites have been numbered east 
to west (see ~ap 7). Since it was not feasible to visit the transect for 
ootima1 site selection, it was necessary to utilize vegetation maps. At 
this level of our investigation, the groun~-truth precision was not terribly 
critical since our initial concern has been to get a general feeling for the 
potential of NOAA imagery for global vegetation stratification. 
Gould's (1975) vegetation map and discussion of the vegetation regions of 
the state is large-scale but is the best complete map available. The 
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department is in the process ~f cowpleting a state-
wide series of land-use cla~sification maps based on Lanrlsat data. Utilizing 
primarily those two sources, it appears as though ou~ transect bisects four 
. major vegetation regions. Table 5 enumerates those four regions from east 
to west, their approximate longitudinAl boundaries on the trans~ct, and 
document vegetation. For a more complete vegetation description, see Gould 
(1975), Texas Parks and Wildlife vegetation-type maps, and Smeins (1978). 
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G i VEGETATION REGIO.~ 
Pine-Hardwood 
Forest 
Savannah 
Shrublanq 
Oesert/Desert-
scrub 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
GOULD (1975) LONGITUDE (OW) 
NOr·1ENCLATURE LIr~ITS 
Pi neY\'4oods J3.450 -95.4So 
Post oak savannah, 95.450-98.300 
BJ;,tckland prdiries . 
Edwards Plateau 98.300-1020 
Trans Pecos 1020 _1060 
r~ounta;ns & basins 
OOMIN/\NT VEGOATIOtI 
-------
loblolly pin~, slash 
pine, sweetguM, oak, 
elm, pecan. blackgum 
grasses, oak, elm, 
hackberry. (cropland) 
oaks, ash, juniper, 
mesquite, (rangeland) 
creosote, tarbush. 
yucca, (rangeland) 
TABLE 5. The vegetation regions, their approximate longitudinal boundaries. and 
dominant vegetation along the Texis transect. 
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1. Normalized difference (NO) as a function of lonQiturle. As pre-
viously mentioned it was impossible to insure superimp~s~tion of pixel 
sampling locations between dates because the satellite orbit fluctuates. 
For example, while still in pine-hardwood forest, site 1 on J'.pril 19 is 
not geographira11y identical to site 1 on October 9. The tabular and 
graphic summaries when the three sample dates were individually plotted 
as a function of longitude are presented below (Table ~, Figures 7, 8). 
There is generally a high correlatio~ between NO and longitude 
(mean r2 = .756); NO decreases from east to west. 
The sample size of 12 is not sufficiently large enough to merit serious 
discussion as to significant differences among the three sampling periods. 
Neither can we eliminate the real possibility of cloud cover affecting 
reflectance values. We definitely know that there was some cloud cover 
in West Texas on Octot2r 9. What the regressions do suggest is what one 
would expect knowing the phenological nature of the vegetation regions on 
th~ tl'ansect. April and July values are high in the mixed forest because 
the ~eciduous trees have leafed out. 8y October, they have dropped their 
leaves, reducing their "greenness". Progressing \vestward across t,e stC'te, 
.', grea'er percentage of the perennials are non-~eciduous but the vegetation 
becomes less dense and more dependent' on infrequent precipitation. In 
addition, the amount of exposed ground in t~a 1esert scrub poses problems 
of separating soil spectra from vegetation spectror~, iectance (~iller, 
Lee D., pers. comm). 
The variation between seasons a, pears to jiminish going from east to west. 
The mean regression for all three dates (Figure 8) inrlicates not only t~at 
the greater between-date variation is in the pine-hardwood forest but also 
that April, and to a lesser extent July are well above the line for the 
three dates. We , ..... ould huve exrected mud. ~i9~er values during the annual 
biooms in April in the Trans-Pecos but more extensive sampling may clarify 
this. 
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Site 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
1\ 
Y 
April 19 
.258 
.289 
.286 
.259 
.224 
.126 
.138 
.062 
.038 
.M4 
.046 
.035 
.150 
7..526 - .024X 
·752 
OR\GlNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUAUTY 
July 1 Q. 
.238 
.229 
.231 
.136 
.205 
.137 
.125 
.141 
.159 
.029 
• Ct~5 
.001 
.128 
2.258 - .022X 
.934 
October 9 Combined 
.161 
.171 
.215 
.147 
.151 
.090 
.033 
.101 
.1'12 
.051 
.044 
.063 
.112 .130 
1.23 - .01lX 
.636 .75[, 
TABLE 6. Indidivudal nor~alizcd diff0rence (ND) valu~~. ~cans, regression 
equations, and r2 for 3 dates in 1980 along TCX6S trans~ct . 
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2. Sponge index as a function of 10ngit~de. For a discussion of a 
~ # new moisture variable, the sponge, we refer yo~ to earlier sections II, III 
, , 
of this report. Long-term annual "normals" (1941-70) were calculated for 
26 stations along or near the Texas transect. These values were plotted 
as a 'function of longitude (Figure 9). The results indicate an extremely 
high correlation (r2 = .911) between sponge and longitude; sponge increases 
(as does pr~~:pitation) from west to east. 
3. Normalized difference (NO) as function of sponge. Since both the 
vegetation index; NO, and sponge showed similar positive correlation with 
~eographic position on the transect, it seemed appropriate to interpolate 
. sponge values from the 26 stations (see Table 4 in Appendix; Maps 8,9) 
along the transect ',r each of 36 NO 
sites). When NO was plotted against 
(r2 = .777) (Figure 10). Regressing 
vs. Sponge (Figure 9), the result is 
values (3 values for each of the 12 
sponge, ~here was a good correlation 
the two regressions, (NO (Figure 8) 
? 
a very please (r~ - 1.001) but transect-
limited, prediction model that permits estimating longitude, spon~e index, 
and NO value, requiring input of only one of the 3 variables (Figure 11). 
This model serves to illustrate the very high correlation betv/cen the 
vegetution index and the sponge. To further establish this correlation, 
if one plots the highest NO value of the three dates at each 12 stations 
against the long-term sponge value for that particular month, r2 = .946. 
4. Normalized difference (~D) as a function of vegetation. As earlier 
mentioned, it was not feasible to actually ground truth the transect to 
verify arid quantify the vegetation. rIo doubt this ShOI:ld be done at some 
later stage. In lieu of a better alternative, biomass, net productivity, 
and leaf area estimates from Whittaker and Likens (1973) werr used (see 
Table 7). Since the predominant vegetation limiting factor along the Texas 
gradient is moisture, these vegetation parameters predictably decline from 
east to we~t. It has been previously demonstrated that all of these para-
meters have been correlated with spectral data (see introduction to Tucker, 
et a1. 1981 for literature review). Hhile general, when NO means for each 
site are plotted against biomass, net productivity, and leaf area mean 
values, the results are prophetic as to which vegetation characteris·ic has 
the highest correlation with the satellite data (Table 8). 
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L 
NET PRODUCTIVITY Blcr",r\SS U\ 1 
gm/",2/Yr Kg/M2 M2/r~2 
Temperate Evergreen/Deciduous 1250 32.5 8.5 
Forest 
Savannah 900 4.0 4.0 
Shrub1and 700 6.0 4.0 
Desert/Desert 90 0.7 1.0 
TABLE 7. Mean values for world-wide estimates of net productivity biomass 
and leaf area index (Hhittaker and Likens, 1973). 
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TABLE 3. 
r2 
Net primary productivity (g/m2yr) .895 
Leaf area (M2/M2) .815 
Biomass (K9/M2) .650 
.. - . . 2 • Coefficients of determination (r ) when mean NO values for the 12 
~Texas transect sites are plotted against net productivity, leaf 
area, and b;omac~. 
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The inference is that net productivity has the highest correlation to the 
vegetation index, biomass the lowest. Several studies have recently shown 
that currently used remote sensing techniques are not sensitive to non-green-
leaf components of the phytomass. However, there appears to be a high corre-
lation of spectral data with green-leaf area (biomass) and net production of 
certain vegetation types (see Introduction, Tucker, et al. 1981). Our selection 
of NO as a vegetation index was largely founded on Oeering and Haas' (1977) high 
correlation between Landsat-derived NO and rangeland biomass. 
In Table 7, it is' noted that of the three parameters of vegetation, biomass 
is the only one that doesn't consistently decline from"east to west along the 
transect. Shrubland, consisting largely of woody perennials, does not produce 
the annual net production that a savannah, containing more herbaceous annuals 
would, but its accumulative biomass would be greater. The NO does not r~-
spond to the increase i~ biomass from savannah to shrubland because ~uch of 
that biomass is tied up in non-green components in snrubland which is not as 
true in the savannah. Because net productivity and leaf area more closely re-
flect the actual spectral component of those vegetetion regions on our transect, 
we would anticipate their previou~ly higher correlation with ~D. 
5. Vegetation-SponQe Index {ml. Having previously established a high 
correlation between NO and sponge, we would like to propose a new index that 
represents the rnultiplicative of the two variables: the Vegetation - Sponge 
Index (VSI). 
NO X SPONGE = VSI 
The mean VSI values for the 12 sa~ple sites are presented below in tabular 
and graphic form (Table 9, Figure l~). 
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VEGETATION-SPONGE 
~ SITE VEGETATION REGIONS SPONGE 
NO INDEX (VI S) 
t ~ 
1. Pi ne-ha;-dwood forest 5.20 .2192 
1.13 
2. II 4.61 .2298 
1.06 
t 3. .. 4.40 .2440 
1.07 
, 
. \ 4. Savan~a~/cr~p1and 4.10 .1806 0.74 
S. .. 3.31 .1935 0.64 . 
. 
6. Shrublalld 2.70 .1176 0.32 
1. II 2.12 .0989 . 0.21 
8. " 1.11 . , 012 
0.17 
9. .. 1.36 .0695 
0.10 
10. Desert/desert scrub 0.70 .0414 
0.03 
11. .. 0.61 .0315 0.02 
12. II 0.63 .0333 
0.02 
'" 
t 
TABLE 9. Sponge, normalized difference (NO), and Vegetation-Sponge Index (VSI) mean values for three dates ir. 1980 (~pril 19, July 10, 
October 9) for 12 sites along Texas transect. 
'~ 
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When VSI is plotted as a function of 10n9itude, the separation of the four 
major vegetation regions becomes much more apparent (Figure 12). It is 
ever possible to suggest boundaries for the four classes: 
>1.0 
0.4-1.0 
.05-0.4 
< .05 
pine-hardwood forest 
savannah/cropland 
shrub1and 
desert/desert scrub 
Using these suggested limits, it becomes readily apparent that the least 
within-class vari.ation occurs in desert and forest; the greatest variation 
is in the shrubland and savannah/cropland classes. This seems consistent 
with what we would expect. The desert and mixed forest would be more homo-
geneous in the sense that desert has extensive bare soil during much of the 
year while the forest would have relatively little. The shrubland and 
savannah would be co~siderab1y more het rogcneous. 
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v. THE TEXAS MODEL: CONCLUSIONS A~lD PROJECTIONS 
It has been demonstrated that the sponge variable is a superior tool for 
the analysis of climate/vegetation relatIonships. Furthermore, NOAA/AVHRR 
satellite data proved useful for vegetation ~tratif;cat;on. Finally~ a 
preliminary multivariate model of vegetation distribution, the VSI, was 
developed based on an experimental east-west Texas gradient. The next 
stage of this research effort will involve a more extensive analysis of 
the application of the model to the Texas transect (e.g., increasing the 
sample size), to ~e followed later by refinement of the model which will 
then be tested against other natural vegetation regions across North 
America. It is anticipated that ultimately such a model may be utilized 
for global vegetal.ion surveys, and as a means of remotely monitodng 
vegetation region dynamics (e.g., d~sertification). 
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I. DEFINITION OF A FUEL CELL 
A fuel cell is a device for converting chemical energy directly into 
electrical energy where the reacting material~ are supplied from 
reservoirs external to the electrochemi .. ;al cell. 
II. HISTORY OF THE FUEL CELl(1) 
In 1839, Sir William Grove of England constructed the first known 
fuel cell. In 1842 he built a "gaseous-voltaic battery" (Figure 1) 
with bO H2 - O2 cells in series. Fifty years later the name "fuel-cell il 
was given to the bank of cells built by Mond and Langer which operated 
with a 50% efficie;jcy and produced 1Jz watts. However, it wasn1t until 
the early 1930 l s that Sir frances Bacon in England built a 5 kilowatt 
fuel cell using nickel electrodes of dual porosity, H2 and 02, and KOH 
electrolyte. This cell operated at 205°C and 600 psi. Industry (e.g., 
Allis Chalmers) began developing fuel cells in the 1950's for terrestrial 
use and then NASA gave impetus to the t~chnology in the 1960·s with funding 
to companies such as GE and Pratt and Whitney who developed fuel cells 
for the Gemini and Apollo programs respectively. The advantages of 
fuel cells were seen to be high efficiency compared to h~at engines, 
operation independent of environmental conditions, and potable water as 
a by-product for use by crew·(for hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell). 
Ill. THEORY OF THE FUEL CEll 
Since the fuel cell is a voltaic cell in concept then there is an 
oxidizable mate"ial (fuel) and an oxidizing material (oxidant). Some 
fuels that have been used include hydrogen, hydrazine, methane and 
methanol; oxidizers have commonly been oxygen or air. (2) The main fuel 
cell develolJllIent thus fa I" has 1'2en on the hydrogen-oxygen system and thu~ 
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the remainder of this report will deal with this syst(~ utilizing an 
alkaline (KOH) electrolyte. In Figure 2. a schematic of the fuel cell 1s 
shown. In contrast to a conventional battery. note that in ~ fuel 
cell. the electrode materials do not react chemically but they provide 
reaction sites for the fuel. oxidizer and electrolyte as well as a 
conduction path for electrons through an external circuit. Between the 
electrodes in the cell is the electrolyte which is shown as an alkaline 
solution such as potassium hydroxide in water. The electrolyte could be 
an acidic solution also with appropriate cell materials. Thr.ough the 
electrolyte the electrical circuit 15 completed bv_ ion transDprt. 
between the electrodes. One advantage of the fuel cell is obvious from 
the diagram since the use of several external storage tanks or a re-
chargeabie tank system allows for continuous operation of the cell 
without interrupting thl:! external electrical circuit. By contrast. the 
circuit would have to be interrupted to recharge secondary batteries 
or to replace primary battericc;. 
In order to understand the fuel cell operation ronsider the basic reaction: 
H2(g) + ~O(g) ~ H20(1) + Energy 
Figure 3 ill ustrates hm~ the energy rel eased is util ized in a heat 
engine-gc'erator system and in a fuel-cell. The heat engine must operate 
at high temperatures to get reasonable efficiencies but, then other 
components still bring down the overall efficiency to near 30%. The 
fuel cell has a much higher overall efficiency at ordinary temperatures. 
For example the fuel cells on STS-l were operating at about 64% efficiency 
based on data given in Rockwell Internal letter (PG-MWF-81-027). 
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FIGURE 2 SCHEMATIC OF HYDROGEN-OXYGEN FUEL CELL 
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FIGURE 3 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF HEAT ENGINE-GENERATOR VS. FUEL CELL SYSTEM 
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The energy given off when hydrogen and oxygen are burned to fonm liquid 
water at constant pressure is called enthalpy, AM, of this reaction and 
for 19~1e (18g) of the liquid water fonmed, AH • -68.317 kcal. The 
negative sign means that the reaction is exothermic (heat is liberated). 
That would be the maximum heat available to operate a heat engine. The 
efficiency of that engine would be n • (work out) 100 (on the basis of 
-, 68.317 kcal 
one g-mole H20 liquid formed). 
The maximum efficiency of a heat engine is limited by the Carnot cycle 
and is given by 
ftc: I: T 21 ~ T, x 100 where T 2 is Absol ute TeIJlperature 
In Figure 3, t2 = 900°F 
T2 I: 1359°R 
t1 = 70°F 
T1 = 5290 R 
of high Temperature Reservoir. 
T1 is Absolute Temperature of 
low Temperature Reservoir. 
Therefore' Yl = (1359 - 529)100 61% 
- Ie 1359 = 
Other energy losses due to boiler inefficiency, friction and electrical 
loss reduce the efficiency of heat engine-generator system to about 40% 
and in actual practice it would be less than this. 
For the fuel cell operating at a fixed temperature and pressure, the 
energy available for conversion to electricity is not equal to 6H 
but is given by t~,· Gibbs free energy 6G, where 
6G = 6H - T65 
Therefore at 25°C 
6G • • ~ ) - kcal 17 t 298~0.0390 I: -56.b9 g-mole H20{t) 
1 
j 
1 
4 
AG is the energy available for ext~rnal work in a system other than P-V 
work and the only work we are considering ts electrical work so 
AG • -nFE 
where E is voltage of fuel cell, F is Faraday's constant and is equal to 
23.060 ~~;! and n equals the number of moles of electrons involved in the 
reaction. Ta-find n, the reaction can be broken down into an oxidation 
half and a reduction half where by definition oxtdation occurs at the 
anodt! of a cell and reduction occurs at the cathode of a cell. The 
overall reaction can be divided as follows: 
Oxidation (Anode) 
Reduction (Cathode) 
Overall Reaction 
H2(g) + 2m.r -+ 2H20(11 + 2e 
~02(g) + H20(1) + 2e -+ 20H-
H2 + ~02 -+ H20 
From the half reactions n=2, since 2 moles of electrons are transferred 
through an external elr":trical load for each r,lOle of water produced. 
Since AG = -nFE 
then E = -56.69 kcal 
mole 
:(2 moles) (23.060 k~:l) = 1.229V. 
This is the maximum vol tage obtainabl e from H2 - O2', fuel cell in basic 
solution at 250 C. However. to compare on an equivalent basis to the 
, . 
heat engine the t~eoretical efficiency of a fuel cell should be given by 
n • ~G x 100 _ -56.69 x 100 . 83 OCI 
"l T AH - -68.32 -. ~ 
or in terms of the voltage ratio, it would be 
Yl a: 1.229 x 100 _ 1.229 x 100 - 83 Ofll 
'IT 68.32 - 1.481 -. R 
2 x 23.060 
This is the maximum thermal efficiency of the fuel cell at 250C and 1 
atmosphere pressure. 
.; 
i 
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The actual thermal efficiency of the fuel cell is 
Y\Ta • E1:~ = 67.52E(%) where E 1$ the measured voltage 
output of the cell. If the electrical efficiency of the fuel cell is of 
interest then Y\ e = i.22~OO = 81.37E(%) where E is the actual 
voltage and 1.229 is the'maximum theoretical voltage of the cell at 250C 
and 1 atmosphere. 
The electrical efficiency should contain a factor for current inefficiencies, 
however current efficiencies are normally> 95% unless there are mechanical 
probl ems \-/ith the cell such as cell shorting, diffusiar. of react: [Its to 
opposite electrode to react directly, or leakage of reactants out of the 
cell. The voltage inefficiency has been a major concern of developmental 
work in the fuel cell. The factors involved that result in the cell 
voltage being less than the theoretical voltage of 1.229V can be summarized 
into three categories: 
(1) E'lectrode Activation 
(2) Ohmic Losses 
(3) Diffusion Losses 
The first effect of electrode activation can be understood from the fact 
that a lmost every reaction has an activation energy as shown in Figure 4. 
Even thcugh the products are. more stable (lower energy) than reactants, 
there is a certain energy barrier that the reactants must overcome in 
order to react and form products. This energy barrier is the activation 
energy. For example, the reaction of H2(g) + ~02(g) ~ H20(1) is very 
. e>,otherrr.ic (-68.3 kcal/mole H20), and yet a mixture of H2 (!;) and 02{g) 
is stable almost indefinitely because of a high activation energy for this 
reaction. Heat or a spark added to this mixture would then cause an 
explosive reaction wtth the fonnation of H20(l). 
rt::.~ tJ H.......... • . "1'0.,1.· ~_. __ ,_~_. ... "'_"'- "--_., ___ __.. ..... .....-._ .. ___ .... _~ __ ...... s __ ~ __ ~.rw< ... i·-....:..---..~!; .. ,~ ......... __ ... _ ...... 
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FIGURE 4 ENERGY RELATIONSHIPS IN A CHEMICAL REACTION 
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Another alterr.ative to going over the high activation energy barrier is to 
provide another reaction mechanism by means of a catalyst. A catalyst 
is a substance that alters the activation energy and thus the rate of 
the reaction but is not us~~ I:p itself in the reaction. Most catalysts 
lower the activation energy and speed up the reaction, but there are cases 
when "negative" catalysts or inhibitors are desirable. 
Thus in Figure 4 the reaction path with a catalyst has a much lower 
activation energy than the normal path and the reaction will proceed 
faster. Incr~asing the temperature will increase the thermal energy of 
the reactants and will also increase the rate of the reaction since the 
reactants will have more e~ergy to go over the activation energy barrier. 
In the fuel cell there are two half reactions and each one must be 
catalyzed separately and each one has a separate effect on reducing the 
voltage output of the cell due to its activation. At the anode of the cell 
the foll~wing reaction takes place: 
1{2 + 20H- ~ 2H20 + 2e 
Many of the transition metals, Ruthenium, Indium, Platinum, Paladium, 
Osmium, Gold, Rhenium, Tur:gsten, and Nickel catalyze this reaction. 
For practical use Platinum-Palladium mixtur~s have'been found·to be the 
best for catalyti~ activity and long life. However, carbon monoxide and 
chloride ions have had a detrimental effect on the catalytic activity of 
Ft-Pd mixtures. The catalyzed reaction appears to be a 2-step mech~nism 
as illustrated below. -•• (1), physical adsorption of hydrogen on the 
metal surface followed by (2), dissociation into cherni-sorbed hydrogen 
atoms which are chemica"lly reactive. 
H-H ~ 'H-H\ tI tI 
Pt-pt-Pt- -~ -pt-Pt-Pt-Pt- -I- -Pt-P~-Pt-Pt-
(1) (2) 
I 
, 1 
.. 
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The anode re~ction takes place on a catalytic electrode with very 
7 
little voltage loss and usually it is not a problem in the fuel cell 'p-
eration. At the cathode of the cell the. other half of the reaction 
is as follows: 
~02 t 2e + H20 ~ 20H-
This reaction is also catalyzed by many transit10n metals but best results 
have been achieved with a Gold-Platinum alloy catalyst. This reaction 
is more complicated than the anode reaction and has several steps in 
the mechanism. One postulated mechanism is as follows:(3) 
O2 + Pt ~ Pt(02) Pt(02) + e + H2Q ~ Pt(H02) + OH-pt(;m21 + e ~ Pt(H02 -) _ 
PtlH02 ) + 2e + rl20 ~ Pt + 30H 
The cathode exhibits the greatest voltage loss due to activation. If 
the perhydroxyl ions do not break down in the last step, the voltage 
loss is very high. Gold seems to be a very effective catalyst in the 
decomposition of perhydroxyl ions and therefore, it is used in combination 
with platim.l.il on the cathode to reduce this ar.tivation loss. In general, 
activation losses can be reduced by Better catalysts, more surface 
area of catalyst exposed for reaction, increasing tempetature of system, 
, 
and increasing the presstJre o!. t~e .re~c~tants:_~~--------_-~-==_·. 
The second type of voltage loss in fuel cells is the ohmic loss. This 
is due to the electrical resistance internal to the ~ell (usually called 
internal resistance of a battery). Thi·s generally depends upon the cell 
electrolyte, electrode geometry (area and distance between electrodes) 
and the temperature of the system. The use of an alkaline cell meant that 
some type of hydroxide must be used and potassium hydroxide (KOH) was 
chosen because it has a high electrical conductivity. Within limits, 
8 
' .. 
the more concentrated solution of electrolyte also is more conductive, but 
viscosity and phase change effects rule out very concentrated solutions 
except at higher temperatures. For cell operation at approximately 
180°F, KOH concentrations of about 30% have been satisfactory. Design 
considerations determine the electrode area for required performance. 
The last type of voltage loss is that due to diffusion effects. Both 
electrodes involve reactions with ionic species. For the reaction to 
proceed it is necessary that the active catalyst be in contact with 
reacting gas and dissolved ionic species. At very high current flow 
the diffusion of ionic species into or away from reacting sites becomes a 
current-limiting factor. 
The diffusion-limited region can be extended by increasing temperature, 
increasing electrolyte concentration and by electrode design, but eventually 
current will become diffusion-limited. The three effects are summarized 
in Figure 5. (4) This fi~ure summarizes many of the concepts for the 
hydrogen· oxygen fuel cell. It gives the total heat energy p~ssible and 
thus a scale for the therma~ efficienc'>;~T and also it gives the maximum 
free energy which determines the maximum voltage of a cell and the 
as:;ocfated electrical efficiency based on that value, 'le. The activation 
10s5 is evident at low corrents. There is a diagnostic test called the 
Taffel plot in which voltage is plotted as a function of the log of 
current in the low current region. The slope of this plot compared with 
a nann established from other cells determines the quality of activation 
for the electrodes. The omic loss is a linear function of current, but 
ftnally the current reaches a limiting value due to diffusion of ionic 
species in the electrolyte. The linear region of the graph is the range 
~ ORIGINAt. pr.G~ ~~ 
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of performance utilized in the design of a fuel cell for a specific 
appl ication. 
IV. ORBITER fUEL CELL 
With this background of fuel cells, the Orbiter fuel cell will be considered 
in regard to its components, present status and future improvements. 
A. CELL COMPONENTS 
Figure 6 illustrates a single fuel cell in a schematic ~s well as con-
figurational diagram. (5) In actual use 32 of those cells are connected 
in series and then two of these stacks are connected in parallel to form 
the power section of the Fuel Cell Powerplant. This provides 27.5 - 32.5 
VDC with a 2 - 12 kw output. In Figure 7 this power section is shown 
with auxiliary equipment such as reactant gas regulators, water condensing 
equipment, coolant system and associated valves and pumps. (5) This 
schematically repre'se_nt's the fuel-cell, powerptant. - However :-thts re')or-t --
deals with the fuel cell itself and referring back to Figure 6, the components 
are as follows: 
1. Oxygen Electrode (Cathode) - Ntckel screen plated with gold and 
then 20-25 mg/cm2 Gold-Platinum alloy with 20% TFE deposited on 
screen and sintered at 5900 F (TFE is tetrafluorethylene and acts as 
a wet-proofing agent which prevents electrode flooding while 
2. 
~. 
providing more interfacial area between catalyst, gas and electrolyte). 
'Electrolyte- Potassium ~roxide in water with an allowable concentratton 
range of 25 - 45%. 
. Matrix ,- Porous asbestos mat to contain el ectrolyte. RA~1 refers to 
reconstituted asbestos matrix devleoped as a process by H. McBryar 
at JSC to produce a more uniform matrix with high bubble pressure 
~...d' 5' -Nfl' 
'6#'41+ ~~;~ 
" ¥ 
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(prevents crossover reactions of one gas to the other electrodes). 
Also a side benefit is that some contaminating material has been 
leached out. 
4. Hydrogen Electrode - (Anode) - Nickel screen with gold plating 
and then 10 mg/cm2 of Platinum-palladium with 30% TFF. is deposited on 
screen and sintered at 590°F. 
5. Electrolyte Reservoir Plate~} - Porous Nickel plate is present to 
provide additional inventOl-Y of electrolyte and to accomodate volume 
changes of the electrolyte during use. This plate is perf~rated in 
order to permit passage of hydr~gen to the reactive electrode surface. 
6. Separator Plates - between series cells are gold-plated magnesium 
separator plates grooved for reactant gas flow or coolant flow as 
specified by power plant design. 
7. Frame - Cells are separated with fiberglass-epoxy material and sealed 
against fluid leakage with rubber rings seated jnto greoves around the 
periph~ry of the cell plates. 
_ -8. - STATUS OF ORBITER_ fUEL CEL~ 
A shuttle prototype stack of 32 cells referred to as DM2A fuel cell was 
evaluated by the Thermochemical Test Branch at JSC and the following comments 
(6" 
were made concerning cell performance:' I 
1. The fuel cell experienced.a high performance degradation rate for the 
first 100 hours of operation; the degradation rate then tapered to a 
normal value. 
2. The Phase I performance loss was attributed to a change in catalyst 
activity. 
3. Approximately half the performance loss experienced during Phase I 
testing was regained upon startup for Phase II testing. 
ORIGINAL PAGE II 
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4. The perfonnance recovery Wa!i attributed to regeneration of the de9raded 
catalyst activity. 
5. Fuel cell performance durilng Phase II testing was erratic and unpredictable. 
6. The erratic performance complicated the definition of the fuel cell 
degradat i on rate; however, the average degradation rate dur'i ng Phase II 
testing was approximately 0.168 millivolts per hour. 
7. If the cause of the high initial performance degradation rate could 
be determined and alleviated, the fuel cell stack useful lifetime could 
be extended considerably. 
8. High continuous loads (150 amperes) resulted in accelerated degradation 
as much as 16.2 times that of moderate current loads. 
9. Less than half the degradation associated with high current loads was 
due to'a-change in catalyst effectiveness; the majority of the loss was 
due to increasp.d inter.nal resistance or increased electrode diffusion loss. 
10. The fuel cell required as much as two hours to achieve voltage stability 
following a step load change. 
11. The stack and individual cell voltages exhibited high amplitude damped 
oscillations with lIinstantaneous" load increases followed by typical 
exponential decay to the voltage value commensurate,with the new load. 
12. Purge gas flow blockage in specific cells precluded normal boot-
strap startups following inerting after a total on load operating time 
of 3818 hours. 
13. Oxygen dual feed mode operation after an ET of 2954 hours considerably 
extended tte allowable oxygen purge interval cOr.lpared to sing la feed mode; 
" the single feed mode resulted in rapid inert buildup in select cells. 
14. Stack voltage performance degradation between on-load elpased times 
of 1920 hours and 5150 hours primarily resulted from increased electrode 
diffusion losses. with some catalyst degradation also apparent. 
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Previous work reported cell performance degradation due to iJ.node flooding 
which seemed to be caused by a gray deposft contafning silicon on the anode. (7) ; 
Other work had shown that CO or CO2 contamination of reactant gases 
result in the formation of carbonates in the electrolyte replacing the 
hydroxide ions. (8) This is detrimental to cell perfornance since the 
resistance of the cell increases due to a decrease in ionic conductivity 
as hydroxide ion~&re replaced by carbonate ions. The decrease in cell 
perforamnce was e'/ident in electrode and elect"'Olyte degradatiol"l. 
However, the source of degradation was found to be contaminants in reactant 
gases, matrix degradation and frame corrosion. 
POTENTI~l IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ORBITER FUEL CELL 
Goals for the orbiter fuel cell enhancement program recolTlllended by Power 
Systems Division of United Technologies Corporation are to decrease 
weight, increase operating life to 10,000 hours, increase power output 
from 12 kW to 20 kW and red~ce cost. Proposed areas of work to meet 
these goals are as follows: 
1. Floccing electrode process 
2. . Superior Matrix 
3. New Frame Material 
4. Graphite Electrolyte Reservolr Plate 
5. Platinum-on-carbon (lnode 
6. Bonded cell construction 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO THESE PROPOSED C~ANGES 
1. Floccing Electrode Process 
The standard process for electrode manufacture involves filtering a 
:uspension of Teflon and catalyst particles onto a teflon sheet, trans-
ferring to the electrode screen, wash catalyst mixutre, dry, and sinter. 
i 
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This process has produced electrodes with undesirable variations in 
performance. 
An improved process involves the addition of a proprietary floccing agent 
to the suspension before filterillg.(9}These flocced electrodes when 
compared to standard electrodes have a finer and more uniform grain 
structure. This is the result of a more uniform distribution of Teflon 
and catalyst particles. These flocced electrod~s have less variation in 
production runs than the standard electrode reducing the rejection rate 
of electrodes from 10% to almost zero. 
Test data on floccing have shown that with few excep+ions improved cell 
performance resultFG with flocced electrodes. For example data from 
Navy Po\>:er Plant tests indicilted that fuel cells ~ith_JJc:\cced electrodes 
a vera:, ed 1: r.\V 'i 1 hei;;t,,~a nc~, del ,,,trod.s which transl ated. to. an 
increese of ('.t.V f'n a 3 . ; stack. Also, after 500 hour __ te$tat.about 
175 amp,'rn.;' ~.;~'t.flo~red cells lost 6.7 mv per cell on the ave"ge 
.. . (10) 
while the standard cells lost 9.9 mv per cellon the average. 
2. Matrix ~1aterial s 
Asbestos was one of the earliest matrix materials used in fuel cells and 
is sti 11 ~he._bes( ·one:. ~'Othermaterial s· hava-be~n-tried- h.;t ~re .~ ~ 
not used for various reasons. Some of those are discussed below:
7 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
Brucite (Magnesium Hydroxide) - Not available in quantity. 
Litofol-S-asbestos - dissolved too rapidly in hot alkali. 
Silicon nitride - also dissolved in hot alkali. 
polybenziniidazole (PBI) - This material had excellent resistance 
to alkaline solution but NASA-Lewis research indicated that this 
material poisoned the catalyst. 
___ t 
l 
i 
1 , 
, 
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e) Fybex (Potassium Titanate) (PKT) - This material had excellent 
re~fstance to alkali solution and tests in fuel cells wi~h 
Fybex matrix indicated after 14 hours that the carbonate 
production was only 50% of that in standard asbestos matrix 
cell. However this material is not available. It was re-
ported by a phone conversation with Johns Manville rep-
resentative that Fybex was a rapi~ tumor producing agent. 
Since asbestos is the best material, an improved matrix may be obtained 
by washing or leaching the asbestos matrix with alkaline solution or 
possibly EOTA before use in cell. This has resulted in a 50% 
reduction in carbonate,formation when compared to the standard 
asbestos matrix cell over 1400 ~ours' of operdtion. (5)' 
3. Frame Materials 
This is definitely a problem area as the fiberglass-epoxy frames 
prese~tly used in fuel cell corrode in hot alkali electrolyte solution. 
Of the other frame materials tried such as polyph,enylene sulfide, 
polysulfone, and Celanese epoxy Novolac; the polysulfone had a very 
low corrosion rate in f:OH solution. It is not easily molded however, 
. . 
and would best be used as a hybrid with fiberglass where contact 
~th the electrolyte is limited to the polysulfone material (Figure 
8). Test by UTC reported a 44% lower carbonate level in the electrolyte 
after 5000 hours in cell with hybrid polysulfone-fiberglass compared 
to standard epoxy-fiberglass frame cell. (51 
4. Graphite ERP - This change compared to Nickel ERP is proposed to 
effect a weight reduction in a 32 cell stack of 8.3 lbs or about 13% 
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weight reductiorl in the fuel cell stack. Graphite was used in 
early fuel cell s as electrode material but they WE're not long-
life cells. The graphite ERP is in a reducing atf.1osphere and 
therefore no adverse ·ffects on perfor/. nee would be expected. 
5. Platinum on Carbon as an anode has been testf!d and prel iminary 
studies show good long-term stability (6000 hours). The platinum 
on carbor, electrode has more voltage loss fnitially but seems 
stable and possibly improves with time although the data are 
sketchy. (9) 
6. The bonded cell (Figure 9) i~ a technique to -compJet~ly encapsulate 
each cell in its reactant housing with thermo-setting plastic 
bond material. (ll) Th"is technique provides a good seal to contain 
the electrolyte and also provides a s~gnificant weight reduction, 
16.2 "Ibs. per 32 cell stack which is about a 25% reduction in 
stack weight. Howev.er, the f,lbrication technique has produced 
some problems in the cell, and further work is needed in this area. 
Al£o since new materials are used, these could present unforseen 
problems in cell operation. Thus a thorough screening and 
selection activity must be an integral part of a new cell 
- " 
construction approach. 
E. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on th'a past, present and anticipated future needs of the orbiter 
fuel cell. the following reco~qendations are made with regard to 
future fuel cell enhancement. These recommendations are based on t~e 
presumption that for the immediate future, fuel cell operating life is 
more important than w'~ight reduction. 
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The following items can be considered for the Orbiter Fuel-Cell 
Program in the time range from immediate use to a one-year testing 
and acceptance program. 
a. Electrode Floccing - This procedure is ready for 
'inmediate incorporation and fnvolves no major changes in 
mate'''ials or processes. The major effect would be a mo:-e 
uniform~ consistant-performing electrode. This appears to 
be almost a 0% risk of decreasing performance contrasted to 
a 90% possibility of improving performance. Standard pro-
duction results in a 10% ~ejection of electrodes whereas 
flocced electrodes have a 0% rejection so far. For 1~ power 
plants (the present orbiter order) containing 96 cells at 
$1500 x 96 x 15 x 10% = $ 216,000. It is difficult to give 
a dollar value for the improved performance, but this will 
proivde a higher voltage ~er cell and a longer life before 
falling below the minimum voltage specification. 
b. Matrix leaching - This procedure is ready for immediate 
incorporation into the Orbiter Fuel-C~l1 Program., T~is 
procedure provides a more uniform composition of the matrix 
by leaching out'detrimental impurities that are present in 
variable amounts. It is particularly effective in removing 
calcium carbo~ate and this has been identified as a problem 
in the deterioration of the cell electrolyte. The leaching 
agent is a solution of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EOTA) 
and is known to complex divalent metal ions such as calcium 
and iron. Data presented by Ben Gitlm'l from United Technology 
1 
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Corporation in a March 3, 1981 presentation at JSC indicated 
that a lp.3ched matrix fuel cell had only 50% of the carbonate 
build-~p in the electrolyte after 1390 hours compared to a 
standard production cell. This could double the life of the 
fuel cell since carbonate build-up is the principal degradation 
mode. 
Based on a presentation by Fulton Plauche' of the Pow~r 
Generation Branch, JSC dated June, 1981 the following data 
are used for cost estimates. The 3-substack BOM fuel cell 
is estimated to have a 4000 hour life and for four orbiter 
vehicles requiring 20,000 hours of fuel cell life each, 
the estimated cost is $ 127.6 million. Flocced electrodes 
and leached matrix enhancements have a good possibility 
(80% my estimate) of achieving a 10,000 hour fuel cell. This 
would eliminate the refurbishments and rebuilds in this 
total program as well as two fuel cell changeouts for a 
savings of $ 42.1 million or a 33% cost savings in the fuel 
cell program. 
Therefore, I strongly recommend immediate incorporation of 
these two enhancements described above. 
c. New Frame Material - The present fiberglass-epoxy frame 
is subjected to long-term degradation in the hot alkaline 
solution in the fuel cell. If a satisfactory material could 
be found, then my estimate would be that \"ith flocced 
electrodes, leached matrix and improved frame material the 
probability of a 10,000 hour fuel cell is close to 100%. 
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The most promising frame material to be incor'porated in the 
fuel cell in the near future would be a hybrid structure of 
polysu1fone and fiberglass. Polysu1fone has been shown to 
have a very low corrosion rate (weight loss) in alkaline 
solution and also in a 5000 hour test in fuel-cells. It 
exhibited a 50% reduction in the carbonate produced compared 
to the standard cells with fiberglass-epoxy frames. 
Therefore I recol11Tlend that effort be put forth to develop 
manufacturing procedures for this hybrid frame and concurrently 
do long term testing of this frame in short stack test cells. 
- " .. -.~ .. .. 
The.pos,s·ible savinqs of $ 42.1 million'has already been 
mentioned for the Orbiter Fuel-Cell Program by developing a 
10,000 hour cell and these three short-range enhancements have 
the potential to provide that life. 
2. long-Range Enhancements 
There are several areas of investigation that could improve fuel 
cell stability and life or reduce weight and these are recommended 
for longer range study (one - three years). 
a. A gri,phite electrolyte rp.servoir plate (ERP) would 
provide a signi'ficant weight reduction (13%) over the 
standard gold-plated nickel ERP. Fabrication, assembly and 
long-term testing would be required before new materials could 
safely be used in the cells. At the present time, extended 
cell life is more important than weight reduction and thus 
this enhancement is assigned to longer term study. 
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b. The platinum-on-carbon anode has been proposed for a 
long-time fuel cell. Preliminary testing on this electrode 
has shown a good stability for 5000 hours although the initial 
performance was about 15 mv lower than the standard cell. (5) 
This modification involves new material introduced into the 
cell, new electrode design and long term testing and evaluation 
of this modification. 
c. Finally, the bonded cell approach has the potential to 
reduce the weight of the fuel cell (25% reduction in stack 
weight). However, the techniques of bonding a new frame 
material and all the associated problems of leakage, 
thermal expansion and corroston problems wouid require 10ng-
range investigations. 
The problem in evaluating these long-range enhancements is to 
determine their cost effectiveness. If it were possible to 
extend the life of the fuel cell stack to 20,000 hours is this 
as effective as extending it from 5000 hours to 10,000 hours? 
The answer is probably "no" since the accessory section 
components are designed for 10,000 hours and will require 
servicing at that interval. Thus it becomes uneconomical to 
overdesign one part of the fuel cell power plant compared to 
the other • 
It seems reasonable to continue some long-range improvement 
~rk since beyond the first four orbiter vehicles is the 
possibility of an on-going effort for other orbiter vehicles 
and even other applications unknown at the present time. 
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However. I feel that the short-range enhancements have the 
potential to produce a 10,000 hour fuel cell and a majo.· 
program decision must be made concerning the effort to 
develop the fuel cell life beyond this. 
POTENTIAL PROBLEM AREAS 
1. One of the contaminants identlfied in the degradation of fuel cells 
is carbonate which is believed to come mainly from the matrix and 
the frame materials. There is the possibility, however of almost 
any organic material in the presence of oxygen, catalyst and alkaline 
solution to be oxidized to carbon dioxide and then converted to 
carbonates. This means that any organic solvents used in washing of 
electrodes or matrix materials must be thoroughly washed away. 
Experimental ''Jork has shown that platinum and many other catalytic 
metals bond very tightly to organic molecules so that heating above 
the normal boil ing point will not remove the organic mate,4ial. In 
some cases very high temperatures (400 - 5000C) and a high vacuum 
are necessary to remove contaminating mate,4ia1,s from a catalyst surface. 
This heat conditioning in vacuum or in othe~ gas atmospheres is 
called lIactivating ll the catalyst. After activation the catalyst is 
handled very carefully to avoid contamination before it is used. 
Therefore the use of organic solvents or other organic additives in 
processing the fuel cells needs to be carefully evaluated to determine 
possible corltributions to accelerated fuel cell degradation or to 
reduced activation of the electrodes. 
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2. Another potential prob'L~ area is the introduction of new 
materials. graphite el~ctrodes, and graphite 
ERP. Poor activation of electrodes or degradation of the cell 
performance could be due to trace amounts of materials present in 
these materials. For example sulfur-containing substances are 
notoriously bad catalyst poisons (i.e. reduce activity of catalyst) 
and polysulfone which is a good frame material conta1ns sulfur. Other 
contaminant~ in graphite or even the products of a slow oxidation 
could produce contamin~nts in the cell. Therefore, poor electrode 
activity or cell performance degradation should not be dismissed 
as just a statistical probability but careful analysis of data and 
materials used as well as chemical analysis of electrodes and 
electrolyte should be performed to identify other (if any) 
contaminating materials. 
G. OTHER POSSIBLE ENHANCEMENTS FOR CONSIDERATION 
In the course of reading and preparing this study two possible enhancements 
were identified for consideration. 
1. Electrode activaticn is more serious at the cathode than at the 
anode. Early fuel cell work indicated that a radioactive electrode 
lowered the activation potential resulting in increased cell voltage. (12) 
It seems possible then} to incorporate a weak;& source into the oxygen 
electrode to reduce the activation potential and improve the voltage 
efficiency of the fuel cell. 
2. If graphite electrodes are reconsidered, then the use of an acid 
electrolyte is possible. The asbestos matrix and fiberglass-epoxy 
frame would be less subject to corrosion in the acid medium. Also, 
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carbonate formation would not be a problem in acidic solution so 
that carbonate-forming contaminants in reactant gases as well as front 
other material s would not be as ct'iti cal. 
This report is not an exhaustive review of the fuel cell work to date 
nor are all factors considered in r~gard to cost savings or reliability. 
Production costs of changeover to new processes are unknown and could 
not be consi de,-ed. 
It was my intent to evaluate certain proposed enhan~ements and make a 
judgement in my opinion as to the most promising enhancements to be 
incorporated into the orbiter fuel cell and to provide an estimate of 
the cost savings and/or reliability factor. 
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